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Introduction

The Construction Building Envelope and Interior Finishes Databook provides the project man-
ager, construction superintendent, design consultant and facility managers with a one-source refer-
ence guide to building envelope and roofing systems, interior partition work, and floor, wall and ceil-
ing finish installations, components and material specifications.

Sprinkled through-out are handy “Tips” and checklists.
Valuable information including ADA guidelines, “soft” and “hard” metrification conversion charts

along with useful tables and formulas also resides within the covers of this book.
How many times during project meetings or visits to the field, or in conversations with subcon-

tractors or design consultants is it convenient to have a concise source of construction details, ma-
terials or specifications at your fingertips? The Construction Building Envelope and Interior Fin-

ishes Databook was written with those needs in mind.
I selected those components that, in my forty years in the construction industry, appear to be

those for which reference material is so often required, and, of course, always needed “yesterday.”
Much of the material in this book has been gleaned from manufacturer’s sources and from the

many trade organizations that are only to willing to assist in disseminating valuable information.
Some of this information is proprietary in nature, but much is generic and varies just slightly from
producer to producer.

For those experienced construction professionals the Construction Building Envelope and In-

terior Finishes Databook may serve as a “refresher course” and for those new to the industry, it of-
fers a simple way to become familiar with the complex and often bewildering array of materials and
installation techniques that make up today’s structures.

I hope you find this book a worthwhile addition to your construction library.

Sidney M. Levy



About the Author

Sidney M. Levy is a construction consultant with more than 40 years of experience in the industry.
The author of 11 books, including several devoted to international construction and the renowned
Project Management in Construction, published in both English and Spanish editions, he travels
widely from his office in Chestertown, Maryland.
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1.0.0 History

Concrete is an ancient material of construction, first used during the Roman Empire, which extended
from about 20 B.C. to 200 A.D. The word concrete is derived from the Roman concretus, meaning to
grow together. Although this early mixture was made with lime, cement, and a volcanic ash material
called pozzolana, concrete today is a sophisticated material to which exotic constitutents can be
added and, with computer-controlled batching, can produce a product capable of achieving 50,000
psi compressive strength.

The factors contributing to a successful batch of concrete are

• Precise measurement of water content;

• Type, size, and amount of cement and aggregate;

• Type, size, and location of reinforcement within the concrete pour to compensate for the lack of
tensile strength basic in concrete;

• Proper curing procedures during normal hot or cold weather conditions.

1.1.1 General Properties

With some exceptions, the two most widely used concrete mixtures are

• Normal-weight (stone) concrete with a dry weight of 145 psf (6.93 kPa);

• Lightweight concrete (LWC) with a weight of approximately 120 psf (5.74 kPa). Extra light con-
crete, with weights as low as 80 psf (3.82 kPa), an be achieved with the use of special aggregates.

Other Types of Concrete

• Lightweight Insulating Containing perlite, vermiculite, and expanded polystyrene, which is
used as fill over metal roof decks, in partitions, and in panel walls.

• Cellular Contains air or gas bubbles suspended in mortar and either no coarse aggregates or
very limited quantities are included in the mixture. Use where high insulating properties are re-
quired.

• Shot-crete or Gunite The method of placement characterizes this type of concrete, which is ap-
plied via pneumatic equipment. Typical uses are swimming pools, shells, or domes, where form-
work would be complicated because of the shape of the structure.

• Ferrocement Basically a mortar mixture with large amounts of light-gauge wire reinforcing. Typ-
ical uses include bins, boat hulls, and other thin, complex shapes.

1.2.0 Portland Cement as a Major Component

Different types of portland cement are manufactured to meet specific purposes and job conditions.

• Type I is a general-purpose cement used in pavements, slabs, and miscellaneous concrete pads and
structures.

• Type IA is used for normal concrete, to which an air-entraining admixture is added.

• Type II creates a moderate sulfur-resistant product that is used where concrete might be exposed
to groundwater that contains sulfates.

• Type IIA is the same as Type II, but is suited for an air-entrainment admixture.

• Type III is known as high early strength and generates high strength in a week or less.

• Type IIIA is high early, to which an air-entrainment admixture is added.

• Type IV cement produces low heat of hydration and is often used in mass pours, such as dam con-
struction or thick mat slabs.

• Type V is a high sulfate-resistant cement that finds application in concrete structures exposed to
high sulfate-containing soils or groundwater.

• White Portland cement is generally available in Type I or Type III only and gains its white color
from the selection of raw materials containing negligible amounts of iron and magnesium oxide.
White cement is mainly used as a constituent in architectural concrete.

Concrete 3



1.2.1 High Early Cement

High early cement does exactly what its name implies: it provides higher compressive strength at an
earlier age. Although Type III or Type IIIA cement can produce high early strength, there are other
ways to achieve the same end result:

• Add more cement to the mixture [600 lb (272 kg) to 1000 lb (454 kg)];

• Lower the water content (0.2 to 0.45) by weight;

• Raise the curing temperature after consultation with the design engineer;

• Introduce an admixture into the design mix;

• Introduce microsilica, also known as silica fume, to the design mix;

• Cure the cast-in-place concrete by autoclaving (steam curing);

• Provide insulation around the formed, cast-in-place concrete to retain heat of hydration.

1.2.2 How Cement Content Affects Shrinkage

When low slumps, created in conjunction with minimum water requirements, are used with correct
placement procedures, the shrinkage of concrete will be held to a minimum. Conversely, high water
content and high slumps will increase shrinkage. A study at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, as reported by the Portland Cement Association, indicated that for every 1% increase in mixing
water, shrinkage of concrete increased by 2%. This study produced the following chart, showing the
correlation of water and cement content to shrinkage.

1.2.2.1 Effect of Cement/Water Content on Shrinkage

Cement
Content

Bags/cubic           
Concrete composition

Water cement Slump Shrinkage
yard Cement Water Air Aggregate Water � air ratio by weight (inches) (av. 3 � 3 � 10* prism)

4.99 0.089 0.202 0.017 0.692 0.219 0.72 3.3 0.0330
5.99 0.107 0.207 0.016 0.670 0.223 0.62 3.6 0.3300
6.98 0.124 0.210 0.014 0.652 0.224 0.54 3.8 0.0289
8.02 0.143 0.207 0.015 0.635 0.223 0.46 3.8 0.0300

1.3.0 Control Joints

Thermal shrinkage will occur and the object of control joints, sometimes referred to as construction
joints is to avoid the random cracking that often comes about when a concrete slab dries and pro-
duces excess tensile stress. Control joint spacing depends upon the slab thickness, aggregate size,
and water content, as reported by the Portland Cement Association in their articles “Concrete Floors
on Concrete,” second edition, 1983.

1.3.0.1 Maximum Spacing of Control Joints

Slump of 4–6 inches
(101.6 mm–152.4 mm)

Max. size aggregate less Max. size aggregate Slump less than 4 inches
Slab Thickness than 3⁄4 inches (19.05 mm) larger than 3⁄4 inches (101.6 mm)

4" (101.6 mm) 8' (2.4 m) 10' (3.05 m) 12' (3.66 m)
5" (126.9 mm) 10' (3.05 m) 13' (3.96 m) 15' (4.57 m)
6" (152.4 mm) 12' (3.66 m) 15' (4.57 m) 18' (5.49 m)
7" (177.8 mm) 14' (4.27 m) 18' (5.49 m) 21' (6.4 m)
8" (203.1 mm) 16' (4.88 m) 20' (6.1 m) 24' (7.32 m)
9" (228.6 mm) 18' (5.49 m) 23' (7.01 m) 27' (8.23 m)

10" (253.9 mm) 20' (6.1 mm) 25' (7.62 m) 30' (9.14 m)
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The term control joint is often used as being synonymous with construction joint, however, there
is a difference between the two. A control joint is created to provide for movement in the slab and
induce cracking at that point, whereas a construction joint is a bulkhead that ends that day’s slab
pour. When control joints are created by bulkheading off a slab pour, rather than saw-cutting after
the slab has been poured, steel dowels are often inserted in the bulkhead to increase load transfer at
this joint.

1.3.0.2 Dowel spacing.

Slab Depth in. (mm) Diameter (bar number) Total length in. (mm) Spacing in. (mm) center to center

5" (126.9 mm) #5 12 in. (304.8 mm) 12 in. (304.8 mm)
6" (152.4 mm) #6 14 in. (355.6 mm) 12 in. (304.8 mm)
7" (177.8 mm) #7 14 in. (355.6 mm) 12 in. (304.8 mm)
8" (203.1 mm) #8 14 in. (355.6 mm) 12 in. (304.8 mm)
9" (228.6 mm) #9 16 in. (406.4 mm) 12 in. (304.8 mm)

10" (253.9 mm) #10 16 in. (406.4 mm) 12 in. (304.8 mm)

Concrete 5
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1.3.0.3 Keyed Construction Joint
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1.3.0.4 Doweled Construction Joint Detail
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1.3.0.5 Typical Column Isolation Joint Detail #1



1.4.0 Admixtures

Although concrete is an extremely durable product, it faces deterioration from various sources:
chemical attack, permeation by water and/or gases from external sources, cracking because of the
chemical reaction (known as heat of hydration), corrosion of steel reinforcement, freeze/thaw cy-
cles, and abrasion. Much of the deterioration caused by these internal and external factors can be
drastically delayed by the addition of a chemical admixture to the ready-mix concrete.

Admixtures are chemicals developed to make it easier for a contractor to produce a high-quality
concrete product. Some admixtures retard curing, some accelerate it; some create millions of mi-
croscopic bubbles in the mixture; others allow a substantial reduction in water content, but still per-
mit the concrete to flow like thick pea soup.

• Water-reducing admixtures Improve strength, durability, workability of concrete. Available in
normal range and high range.

• High-range water-reducing admixture Also known as superplasticizer, it allows up to 30% re-
duction in water content with no loss of ultimate strength, but it creates increased flowability. It is
often required where reinforcing steel is placed very close together in intricate forms.

• Accelerating admixtures They accelerate the set time of concrete, thereby reducing the pro-
tection time in cold weather, allowing for earlier stripping of forms. Accelerating admixtures are
available in both chloride- and nonchloride-containing forms. Nonchloride is required if concrete
is to be in contact with metal and corrosion is to be avoided.

• Retarder admixtures Retards the setting time, a desirable quality during very hot weather.

• Air-entraining admixtures Creates millions of microscopic bubbles in the cured concrete, al-
lowing for expansion of permeated water, which freezes and is allowed to expand into these tiny
bubbles, thereby resisting hydraulic pressures caused by the formation of ice.

• Fly ash When added to the concrete mixture, it creates a more dense end product, making the
concrete extremely impermeable to water, which affords more protection to steel reinforcement
contained in the pour. The addition of fly ash can increase ultimate strength to as much as 6500
psi (44.8 MPa), in the process, making the concrete more resistant to abrasion.

• Silica fume Also known as microsilica, it consists of 90 to 97% silicon dioxide, containing vari-
ous amounts of carbon that are spherical in size and average about 0.15 microns in size. These ex-
tremely fine particles disperse into the spaces around the cement grains and create a uniform
dense microstructure that produces concrete with ultra-high compressive strengths, in the nature
of 12,000 (82.73 MPa) to 17,000 psi (117.20 MPa).

• Multifilament or fibrillated fibers This material is not a chemical admixture per se, but several
manufacturers of concrete chemical additives also sell containers of finely chopped synthetic
fibers, generally polypropylene, which, when added to the ready-mix concrete, serve as secondary
reinforcement and prevent cracks.

1.5.0 Chloride Content in the Mixing Water

Excessive chloride ions in mixing water can contribute to accelerated reinforcing-steel corrosion and
should be a concern when evaluating a mix design. Maximum water-soluble chloride ions, in various
forms of concrete (as a percentage), should not exceed the following:

• Prestressed concrete 0.06%

• Reinforced concrete exposed to chloride in service (e.g., garbage slab) 0.15%

• Reinforced concrete that will be dry and/or protected from moisture infiltration 1.00%

• Other reinforced concrete 0.30%
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1.6.0 Guidelines for Mixing Small Batches of Concrete (by Weight)

Max. size aggregate Cement (lb/kg) Wet-fine aggregate (lb/kg) Wet-coarse aggregate (lb/kg) Water (lb/kg)

3⁄8" (9.52 mm) 29 lb (13.15 kg) 59 lb (26.76 kg) 46 lb (20.87 kg) 11 lb (4.99 kg)
1⁄2" (12.6 mm) 27 lb (12.25 kg) 53 lb (24.04 kg) 55 lb (24.95 kg) 11 lb (4.99 kg)
3⁄4" (19.05 mm) 25 lb (11.34 kg) 47 lb (21.32 kg) 65 lb (29.66 kg) 10 lb (4.54 kg)
1" (25.39 mm) 24 lb (10.89 kg) 45 lb (20.41 kg) 70 lb (31.75 kg) 10 lb (4.54 kg)

11⁄2" (37.99 mm) 23 lb (10.43 kg) 43 lb (19.50 kg) 75 lb (34.02 kg) 9 lb (4.08 kg)

Guidelines for Mixing Small Batches of Concrete (by Volume)

Max. size aggregate Cement Wet-fine aggregate Wet-coarse aggregate Water

3⁄8" (9.52 mm) 1 21⁄2 11⁄2 1⁄2
1⁄2" (12.6 mm) 1 21⁄2 21⁄2 1⁄2
3⁄4" (19.05 mm) 1 21⁄2 21⁄2 1⁄2
1" (25.39 mm) 1 21⁄2 23⁄4 1⁄2

11⁄2" (37.99 mm) 1 21⁄2 31⁄2 1⁄2

1.7.0 Recommended Slumps

The Portland Cement Association recommends the following slumps:

Component Max. slump (inches Min. slump (inches)

Footings (reinforced or not) 3 1
Foundation walls 3 1
Substructure walls 3 1
Caissons 3 1
Beams and reinforced walls 4 1
Building columns 4 1
Pavements and slabs 3 1
Mass concrete 2 1

1.7.1 The Slump Test

Slump, as it relates to concrete, is a measure of consistency equal to the decrease in height, mea-
sured to the nearest 1⁄4 inch (6 mm) of the molded mass immediately after it has been removed from
this molded mass created by the “slump cone.”

The mold is in the form of a frustum (part of a solid cone intersected by the use of parallel lines)
12 inch (2.5 cm) high with a base diameter of 8 inches (2 cm) and a top diameter of 4 inches (1 cm).

This mold (slump cone) is filled with freshly mixed concrete in 3 layers, each being rodded with a 
5⁄8 inch (15.9 mm) bullet-shaped rod 25 times. When the mold has been filled, the top is struck off and the
mold is lifted. The amount by which the mass settles after mold removal is referred to as “slump.” A small
slump is an indication of a very stiff mix and a very large slump is indicative of a very wet consistency.

Recommended slumps are:

Type of construction Maximum slump (inches) Minimum slump (inches)

Reinforced walls/footings 3 (76.2 mm) 1 (25.4 mm)
Caissons, substructure walls 3 (76.2 mm) 1(76.2 mm)
Beams, reinforced walls 4 (102 mm) 1(76.2 mm)
Building columns 4(76.2 mm) 1(76.2 mm)
Pavements, slabs 3(76.2 mm) 1(76.2 mm)
Mass concrete 2 (50.8 mm) 1(76.2 mm)

Rule of Thumb: To raise the slump 1 inch (25.4 mm), add 10 pounds of water for each cubic yard of
concrete. (One gallon of water equals 8.33 pounds.)
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1.8.0 Forms for Cast-in-Place Concrete

Many different types of forms are on the market: wood, steel, aluminum, and fiberglass. Each has its
advantage and disadvantage; however, some items (form ties and form-release materials) are com-
mon to all forms. Also, numerous types and configurations of form liners are available, primarily for
architectural concrete use.

1.8.1 Maximum Allowable Tolerances for Form Work

The American Concrete Institute (ACI), in their ACI 347 Manual, include recommended maximum
allowable tolerances for various types of cast-in-place and precast concrete, for example:

• Maximum variations from plumb In column and wall surfaces in any 10 feet (3.05 m) of
length: 1⁄4 inch (6.35 mm)

• Maximum for entire length
1⁄2 inch (12.7 mm)

• Maximum variations from established position in plan shown in drawings—walls
3⁄4 inch (19.05 mm)

• Variations in cross-sectional dimensions of beams/slab-wall thickness

Minus: 1⁄8 inch (3.175 mm) 
Plus: 1⁄4 inch (6.35 mm)

1.8.2 Release Agents for Forms

A number of commercially available form release agents are on the market and some contractors use
their own formula, but precautions (as seen below) are necessary, in some instances, to protect the
form material.

Form face material Release agent comments and precautions.

Wood forms Oils penetrate wood and extend its life.

Unsealed plywood Apply a liberal amount of release agent several days before using, then wipe
off, so only a thin layer remains prior to placing concrete.

Sealed/overlaid plywood Do not use diesel oil or motor oil on HDO/MDO plywood. Products
containing castor oil can discolor concrete.

Steel Use a product with a rust inhibitor.

Aluminum Avoid products that contain wax or paraffin.

Glass-fiber reinforced Follow the form manufacturer’s recommendations to avoid damage to
forms.

Rigid plastic forms Follow the form manufacturer’s recommendations to avoid damage to forms.

Elastomeric liners These often do not require release agents, but using the proper agent can
prolong life. When deep textures are required, release agents should be used. Follow the manu-
facturer’s recommendations to avoid damage to forms.

Foam expanded plastic liners Petroleum-based agents can dissolve the foam. These liners are
generally “one-time” use only.

Rubber liners/molds Do not use petroleum, mineral oil, or solvent-based form oils to avoid dam-
age to liner.

Concrete molds Avoid chemically active release agents and avoid match-cast or slab-on-slab
work when the casting surface used as the form is only a few days old.

Controlled-permeability forms No release agent required.

Plaster waste molds Pretreat the mold with shellac or some other type of waterproof coating.
Yellow cup grease (thinned) is an effective release agent.

Concrete 11



1.8.3 Principal Types of Commercially Available Form Ties
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1.9.0 Curing of Concrete

To attain design strength, curing is a crucial part of the cast-in-place concrete process in order that
the proper amount of moisture content and ambient temperature is maintained immediately follow-
ing the placement of the concrete. The optimum curing cycle will take into account the prevention
or replenishment of moisture content from the concrete and the maintenance of a favorable tem-
perature for a specific period of time. During winter months, temporary protection and heat is re-
quired in conjunction with the curing process, and, during summer months, moisture replenishment
becomes an integral part of the curing process.

1.9.1 Curing Procedures

1. Apply a membrane-curing compound—either by spraying or rolling on the surface immediately af-
ter the troweling process on slabs has ceased, or on walls, columns, beams, after the forms have
been removed.

2. Curing by water in other than cold-weather conditions is acceptable, as long as it is continuous.

3. Waterproof paper, applied directly over the concrete surface after it has received a spray of wa-
ter, is often effective.

4. Damp burlap, free of foreign substances that could leach out and stain the concrete, is also a
proven curing procedure, as long a the burlap is kept moist.

5. Polyethylene sheets can be used as a blanket in much the same manner as waterproof paper, as
long as its edges are lapped and sealed properly.

6. Damp sand or straw is also used on occasion, when nothing else is available. These materials must
also be sprayed from time to time to maintain the moisture content.

The length of curing depends upon a number of factors, including the type of cement used and am-
bient temperatures. The following can be used as a guideline to determine the length of curing time.

1.9.2 Curing Times

At 50°F

Percentage design strength required Type cement used in mix

I II III
50% 6 9 3
65% 11 14 5
85% 21 28 16
95% 29 35 26

At 70°F (21°C) Days

Percentage design strength required Type cement used in mix

I II III
50% 6 9 3
65% 11 14 5
85% 21 28 16
95% 29 35 26

1.10.0 Concrete Reinforcing Bar Size/Weight Chart

Because of concrete’s low resistance to shear and tensile strength, the type configuration and place-
ment of reinforcement is crucial to achieve the project’s design criteria. The most common form of
concrete reinforcement is the deformed reinforcing bar and welded wire fabric. The most commonly
used reinforcing bars are set forth in the following chart.

Concrete 13
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1.10.0 Concrete-reinforcing Bar Size/Weight Chart

1.10.1 ASTM Standards Including Soft Metric
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1.10.2 Recommended End Hooks—All Grades

1.10.3 Stirrup and Tie Hooks—All Grades (General)

1.10.3.1 Stirrup and tie Hooks—All Grades (Seismic)



1.10.4 Welded Wire Fabric (WWF)
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1.10.4.1 Common Types of Welded Wire Fabric



(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)
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1.10.5 Typical One-way Concrete Slab Reinforcing Detail
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

1.10.6 Typical Two-Way Concrete Slab Reinforcing Detail



1.10.7 Typical Concrete Wall Form Schematic—One Side in Place
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1.10.7.1 Typical Concrete Wall Form Schematic With Walkway Bracket Installed—One Side in Place

21
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1.10.7.2 Typical Concrete Wall Form Schematic—Rebar in Place—Ready to be Buttoned up
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1.10.7.3 Typical Waler and Walkway Bracket Attachment

1.10.8 Typical Concrete Wall Form
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1.10.8.1 Typical Pilaster, 45 Degree Corner, 90 Degree Inside and Outside Corner Form Details
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Continued
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1.10.8.2 Typical Attachment of Form to Plate and Long Key Installation



1.10.9 Form Installation Accessories

27



1.11.0 Notes on the Metrification of Reinforcing Steel

Drawing Scales

Metric drawing scales are expressed in nondimensional ratios. Nine scales are preferred (1 : 1, 1 : 5,
1 : 10, 1 : 20, 1 : 50; 1 : 100, 1 : 200, 1 : 500, and 1 : 1000). Three others have limited usage (1 : 2, 1 : 25,
and 1 : 250). A comparison between inch-foot and metric scales follows:
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1.10.10 Proper Key and Wedge Connections and Installation Diagrams



Metric Units Used on Drawings

• Use only one unit of measure on a drawing. Except for large scale site drawings, the unit should
be the millimeter (mm).

• Delete unit symbols but provide an explanatory note (“All dimensions are shown in millimeters,”
or “All dimensions are shown in meters.”).

• Whole numbers should indicate millimeters; decimal numbers taken to three places should indi-
cate meters.

• Where modules are used, the recommended basic module is 100 mm, which is similar to the 4-inch
module in building construction (4 inches � 101.6 mm).
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1.11.0.1 Drawing Scales



Drawing Sizes

The ISO “A” series drawing size are preferred metric size for design drawings. There are five “A” se-
ries sizes:

A0 � 1189 � 841 mm (46.8 � 33.1 in.)

A1 � 841 � 594 mm (33.1 � 23.4 in.)

A2 � 594 � 420 mm (23.4 � 16.5 in.)

A3 � 420 � 297 mm (16.5 � 11.7 in.)

A4 � 297 � 210 mm (11.7 � 8.3 in.)

A0 is the basic drawing size with an area of one square meter. Smaller sizes are obtained by halv-
ing the long dimension of the previous size. All “A” series sizes have a height to width ratio of one to
the square root of 2.

Of course, metric drawings may be made on any size paper.

Rounding and Conversion

• When converting numbers from inch-pounds to metric, round the metric value to the same num-
ber of digits as there were in the inch-pound number (11 miles equals 17.699 km, which rounds to
18 km).

• Convert mixed inch-pound units (feet and inches, pounds and ounces) to the smaller inch-pound
unit before converting to metric and rounding.

• “Rounding down” from multiples of 4 inches to multiples of 100 mm makes dimensions exactly 1.6
percent smaller and areas about 3.2 percent smaller. About 3⁄16 inch is lost in every linear foot.

• In a “soft” conversion, an inch-pound measurement is mathematically converted to its exact (or
nearly exact) metric equivalent. With “hard” conversion, a new rounded, rationalized metric num-
ber if created that is convenient to work with and remember [1 inch � 25.4 mm (soft) � 25 mm
(hard)].
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(By permission from Dayton/Richmond, a Dayton Superior company, Miamisburg, Ohio.)

1.12.0 Tilt-Up Construction
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Continued
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(By permission from Dayton/Richmond, a Dayton Superior company, Miamisburg, Ohio.)

1.12.1 Panel Construction
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(By permission from Dayton/Richmond, a Dayton Superior company, Miamisburg, Ohio.)

1.12.2 Lifting Stresses and Concrete Design
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(By permission from Dayton/Richmond, a Dayton Superior company, Miamisburg, Ohio.)

1.12.3 During the Lift
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(By permission from Dayton/Richmond, a Dayton Superior company, Miamisburg, Ohio.)

1.12.4 Insert Capacity Theory
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(By permission from Dayton/Richmond, a Dayton Superior company, Miamisburg, Ohio.)

1.12.5 Brace Length and Safe Working Loads
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(By permission from Dayton/Richmond, a Dayton Superior company, Miamisburg, Ohio.)

1.12.6 Rigging and the Crane
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(By permission from Dayton/Richmond, a Dayton Superior company, Miamisburg, Ohio.)

1.12.7 Problem Areas
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(By permission from Dayton/Richmond, a Dayton Superior company, Miamisburg, Ohio.)

Figure 1.12.8 Safety Notes and Product Application



1.13.0 Prestressed Concrete

Concrete in which internal stresses (forces) are induced by means of prestressing steel tendons such
that tensile stresses resulting from loads are counteracted to a desired degree is called prestressed
concrete. There are two basic methods of prestressing concrete—pretensioning and posttensioning.

Pretensioned Concrete

In this process, which generally occurs in a factory environment, stressing strands are placed in ten-
sion in a concrete form prior to the placement of concrete in that form. After the concrete has cured
to a specific strength, the steel stressing strands are “unloaded” so that the stresses are transferred
to the concrete by the bond between the steel strands and the concrete. This process is most fre-
quently used in the production of hollow core or solid precast plank.

1.13.1 Posttensioned Concrete

Posttensioned concrete is a field operation and, therefore, knowledgeable and experienced person-
nel are required in order to produce a structurally sound product in a safe environment.

Posttensioning is a method to produce structural concrete slabs, girders, and beams utilizing pre-
stressing steel as part of a component referred to as a “tendon” which imparts prestressing forces to
the concrete component. The tendons can be either encapsulated in flexible metal or plastic sheath-
ing, or unbonded and pregreased, or mastic coated.

These tendons are individual wires as opposed to the stranded wires used in the prestressing
process. Most tendons are shipped in bundles that are tied or banded and safety concerns begin even
before any tendons are placed in the form. When the securing bands of the tendons are cut, the bun-
dle becomes an uncoiled spring and care must be taken to avoid injury to those unloading the ten-
dons prior to installation.

The banded tendons are usually bundled to form strand groups and not more than five 1⁄2 inch (12.7
mm) diameter tendons and not more than four 0.6 inch (15.2 mm) diameter strand tendons should
be banded in one group.

When banding tendons together, care must be taken to avoid damaging the plastic sheathing.
The tendons are smoothly splayed out at the anchorage as illustrated in Fig. 1.13.2. The design en-

gineer will usually specify the procedures for installing tendons around small openings in a slab (Fig.
1.13.3). It is possible to splice tendons that may be too short by using tendon couplers (Fig. 1.13.4).

Dead end anchorages are generally attached at the posttensioning supplier’s plant. A typical jack-
ing device is shown in Figure 1.13.5.
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1.13.2 Typical Tendon Layout
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1.13.3 Tendon Layout to Avoid Small Openings

1.13.4 Tendon Coupler

1.13.5 Typical Jack and Pump Details with Manual Seating Valve or Sequencing Valve



1.13.6 Some Posttensioning Do’s and Don’ts

During concrete placement:

1. Any chloride bearing chemicals in the concrete must be avoided for obvious reasons.

2. Concrete should not be placed until all tendons and reinforcing steel have been inspected and are
in compliance with the design criteria and approved shop drawings.

3. During the placement of concrete, care must be taken to avoid moving the tendons out of their
designated positions.

4. When truck dumping, do not place too much concrete in one location to avoid excessive spread-
ing which may effect the placement of the tendons.

5. When pumping concrete do not rest the hose on the tendons, and move the hose nozzle in such a
manner so as to avoid displacement of the tendons.

6. When placing concrete by crane and bucket, release the concrete at an elevation that avoids dis-
placement of the tendons.

7. Do not place the vibrator on the tendons; avoid contact between the vibrator and the concrete as
much as possible.

Tendon Stressing

1. Do not begin tendon stressing until break tests of concrete cylinders indicate that the concrete
has attained the minimum compressive strength as specified by the design engineer.

2. Edge forms should be removed as quickly as possible to make it easier to clean out the anchor cav-
ity while the concrete is still “green.”

3. Check the integrity of the concrete, both inside the pocket and on all exposed surfaces. If there
is evidence of honeycomb in the concrete, or there are voids or cracks or other signs that the con-
crete is substandard, DO NOT STRESS IT. One way of determining the existence of honeycomb-
ing is to tap the suspected area with a hammer. If a hollow sound is detected, notify the structural
engineer for further instructions.

4. Check the tendon to ensure that it is perpendicular to the anchor and the anchor is parallel to the
face of the concrete, unless design dictates otherwise.

5. Remove any excess corrosion inhibiting coatings, any dirt, sand, or concrete slurry from the ten-
don tails.

6. Inspect the wedges to ensure that they have been installed evenly and have been seated properly.

7. Each jack should have its own 30-amp protected circuit and all electrical circuits must be
grounded.

8. Check all hose connections and make sure that a pressure gauge is installed and functioning.

9. The pump and jack should be started and checked in both extended and retracted positions. Are
they any hydraulic leaks? Is the seating plunger functioning properly?

Stressing the Tendons

1. Although stressing should not commence until the proper design strength of the concrete has
been achieved, it is advisable to begin stressing as soon as design strength is verified.

2. A safe, clear area must be created for the stressing crew.

3. Qualified inspection personnel must be present to measure elongations and if any variations be-
tween calculated and actual elongations consistently exceed tolerance, stressing should cease and
not start up again until the cause has been determined.

4. When stressing above grade, jacks and pumps need to be secured to a fixed object to prevent
equipment from being thrown off the elevated platform should a tendon fail during stressing.

5. The pump should be operated by a pendant switch, which will allow the operator to stand away
from the pump should a tendon or jack gripper fail.
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The Don’ts of Stressing

1. Don’t stress any tendons that contain concrete slurry inside the anchor cavity. The slurry will
prevent proper seating of the wedges.

2. Don’t use the jack when it does not seat properly on the face of the anchor.

3. Don’t overstress tendons to achieve proper elongation.

4. Don’t allow obstructions in the path of the jack extension.

5. Don’t use extension cords longer than 100 feet (30 meters). All extension cords must be three
wire, 12 gauge, minimum.

6. Don’t continue stressing if it appears that something is not working properly.

7. Don’t detension with loose plates, spacing shims, or piggy backing.

8. Don’t stand close to the jack or between the jack and the pump while in operation.

9. Don’t permit workers to stand in the immediate area of the jack.

10. If unsure of any operation or procedure—STOP and get professional instructions.

1.13.7 Glossary of Terms

Anchorage A device used to anchor the tendon to the concrete member. In pretensioning, this de-
vice is used to anchor the tendon during hardening of the concrete.

Bonded tendons Tendons that are bonded to the concrete by grouting or other means and are
therefore not free to move relative to the concrete.

Initial prestress The stress (force) in the tension immediately after transferring the prestressing
force to the concrete. This occurs after the wedges (pieces of tapered metal with teeth that bite
into the prestressing steel during transfer of the prestressing force) have been seated in the an-
chor.

Prestress To place a material (e.g., concrete) in a state of compression prior to the application of
loads.

Prestressing steel High strength steel used in the process, most frequently made up of seven wire
strands or single wires, bars, or groups of wires or bars.

Posttensioning A method of prestressing in which the tendons are tensioned after the concrete
has hardened.

Sheath An enclosure in which the prestressing steel is placed to prevent bonding during concrete
placement and also to protect the tendons from corrosion if the tendons are to remain unbonded.

Tendon The complete assembly that consists of the prestressing steel, sheathing, and associated
anchorages.

Unbonded tendons Tendons in which the prestressing steel is permanently free to move relative
to the concrete to which they are applying their prestressing forces.

The Posttensioning Institute (PCI) in Phoenix, Arizona, has developed guidelines for field person-
nel involved in installation, stressing, and finishing of unbonded single-strand tendons. Their guide-
lines represent generally accepted industry practices, but each posttensioned concrete installation
may vary according to specific engineering demands.

1.14.0 Precast Concrete

Precast concrete can be produced at the job site, which is the case in tilt-up construction or it can
be factory produced in an indoor, controlled environment where it is often autoclaved, a process in-
volving high-pressure steam to accelerate early strength. The design of connections of the various
components of a precast concrete structural system is of utmost importance in order to assure that
loads are transferred from one member to another and overall system stability is achieved.

A well-designed connection also takes into account practicality in both manufacture and installa-
tion. The designer must always consider cost-effectiveness since contractors are most likely to com-
pare a precast system to other structural designs during the project’s genesis and design development.
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Architectural precast panels often prove cost-effective and allow a designer considerable latitude
in surface treatment and overall design.

Typical beam-to-column connections, precast-to-steel frame connections, precast plank, column–
to–cast-in-place and other connections are shown in the following detail drawings, which are to be
considered guidelines only and are not meant to be replicated as part of any precast concrete system.
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.1 Precast Welded Tieback Connections
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Continued
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.2 Precast—Column-to-Beam Connections
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3 Precast—Plank-to-Precast, Plank-to-Steel Beam Connections
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3.1 Precast—Plank-to-CMU Wall Connections
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3.2 Eccentric Bearing Details
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3.3 Beam-to-Wall Connections
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3.4 Column-to-Footing Connections
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3.5 Tie Forces and Typical Tie Arrangements
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3.6 Hanger Connections
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3.7 Column Base Connections
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3.8 Corbel Design

1.14.3.9 Corbel Force Diagrams and Typical Reinforcement
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(By permission from the Prestressed Concrete Institute

(PCI), Chicago, Illinois.)

1.14.3.10 Keyed Joint Connections
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

Figure 1.15.0 Protection of Residential Concrete Exposed to Freeze–Thaw Cycles
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

1.15.1 Special Exposure Requirements for Concrete
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission

of the publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accu-

racy or the completion of summaries provided therein.)

1.16.0 Weathering Regions and Weathering Index
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

1.17.0 Seismic Map of the United States
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uni-

form Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright

1997, with the permission of the publisher, the In-

ternational Conference of Building Officials

(ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the

accuracy or the completion of summaries pro-

vided therein.)

Cast-in-place concrete (nonprestressed).  The following min-
imum concrete cover shall be provided for reinforcement:

Precast concrete (Manufactured under plant control con-
ditions).  The following minimum concrete cover shall be pro-
vided for reinforcement:

(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uni-

form Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright

1997, with the permission of the publisher, the In-

ternational Conference of Building Officials

(ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the

accuracy or the completion of summaries pro-

vided therein.)

1.18.0 Minimum Cover for Reinforcement in Cast-in-Place Concrete

1.18.1 Minimum Cover for Reinforcement in Precast Concrete
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uni-

form Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright

1997, with the permission of the publisher, the

International Conference of Building Officials

(ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for

the accuracy or the completion of summaries

provided therein.)

Prestressed concrete.

The following minimum concrete cover shall be provided for 
prestredded and nonprestressed reinforcement, ducts and end 
fittings, except as provided in Sections 1907.7.3.2 and 
1907.7.3.3.

1.18.2 Minimum Cover for Reinforcement in Prestressed Concrete
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1.19.0 Concrete—Quality Control Checklist
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1.20.0 Concrete Reinforcement—Quality Control Checklist
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1.21.0 Concrete Form Removal—Quality Control Checklist
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2.0.0 History of Masonry

The first recorded brick masonry units were made by the Egyptians in 10,000 B.C. and the Romans
used brick in many of their structures 2000 years go. The Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt is the
first recorded use of mortar. Brick manufacture and use occurred in the mid-1600s and was pat-
terned on English methods and practices. It was not until 1930, however, that cavity wall con-
struction (as we know it today) was introduced into the United States from Europe as a means of
controlling moisture. This method provides a physical separation between the inner and outer
wythes to serve as a drainage cavity for water, which would be expelled through weep holes in
the outer wythe.

Masonry today is primarily devoted to the construction of brick, block, structural clay products,
and natural and cast stone. Walls can be basically categorized as load-bearing or non-load-
bearing walls, cavity walls, veneer walls, and solid walls. No matter the type of material used or
the method by which the masonry wall is constructed, two components remain crucial: mortar
and wall reinforcement.

2.1.0 Mortar

Mortar is the bonding agent that holds all of the masonry units together. Bond strength is the crucial
element that differs from its close relative concrete, where compressive strength is the most impor-
tant physical property.

Mortar serves four functions:

1. It bonds the masonry units together and seals the space between them.

2. It allows for dimensional variations in the masonry units while still maintaining a high degree of
levelness.

3. It bonds to the reinforcing steel in the wall.

4. It provides an added decorative effect to the wall inasmuch as various colors or tooled joints can
be introduced.

2.1.1 Mortar Types

• Type M High compressive strength (2500 psi average), containing greater durability than other
types. Therefore, it is generally recommended for unreinforced masonry walls below grade.

• Type S Reasonable high compressive strength (1800 psi average) and having great tensile bond
strength. It is usually recommended for reinforced masonry walls, where maximum flexural
strength is required.

• Type N Midrange compressive strength (750 psi average) and suitable for general above-grade
masonry construction for parapets and chimneys.

• Type O Load compressive strength (350 psi average) and suitable for interior non-load-bearing
masonry walls.

• Type K Very low compressive strength (75 psi average) and occasionally used for interior non-
load-bearing walls, where permitted by local building codes.

Workability or plasticity of the mortar is an essential characteristic of proper mortar mixes. The
mortar must have both cohesive and adhesive qualities when it makes contact with the masonry
units. Hardness or high strength is not necessarily a measure of durability. Mortar that is stronger
than the masonry units to which it is applied might not “give,” thereby causing stress to be relieved
by the masonry units. This could result in these units cracking or spalling.

2.1.2 Mortar Additives

Like concrete, mortar admixtures can be added for many reasons:

• Accelerators To speed up the setting time by 30 to 40% and increase the 24-hour strength. Some
accelerators contain calcium chloride and are not acceptable to the architect/engineer.
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• Retarders Extends the board life of the mortar by as much as 4 to 5 hours. it slows down the set
time of mortar when temperatures exceed 70°F.

• Integral water repellents It reduces water absorption and is useful when a single wythe wall will
be exposed to the elements.

• Bond modifiers Improves adhesion to block. It is particularly useful when glass block walls are
being built.

• Corrosion inhibitors Used in marine environments where salt air could penetrate the mortar
and begin to corrode any wall reinforcement.

2.1.3 Mortar Testing

Mortar testing is performed by the “prism” test method, in accordance with ASTM E 447, Method B.
The compressive strength is the average strength of three prisms.

2.1.4 Compressive Strength of Masonry, Based on Types of Mortar

Net area
Net area compressive strength of concrete compressive

masonry units, psi (MPa) strength of
masonry,

Type M or S mortar Type N mortar psi1 (MPa)

1250 (8.6) 1300 (9.0) 1000 (6.9)

1900 (13.1) 2150 (14.8) 1500 (10.3)

2800 (19.3) 3050 (21.0) 2000 (13.8)

3750 (25.8) 4050 (27.9) 2500 (17.2)

4800 (33.1) 5250 (36.2) 3000 (20.1)

1For units of less than 4 in. (102 mm) height, 85 percent of 
the values listed.
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2.1.5 Compressive Strength of Mortars Made with Various Types of Cement

Type of
Minimum compressive strength, psi

ASTM
cement 1 day 3 days 7 days 28 days designation

Portland cements C150-85
I — 1800† 2800† 4000*†
IA — 1450† 2250† 3200*†
II — 1500† 2500† 4000*†

— 1000† 1700† 3200*†
IIA — 1200† 2000† 3200*†

— 800† 1350† 2560*†
III 1800 3500† — —
IIIA 1450 2800† — —
IV — — 1000† 2500†*
V — 1200† 2200† 3000†*

Blended cements C595-85
I(SM), IS,
I(PM), IP — 1800† 2800† 3500†*

I(SM)-A, IS-A
I(PM)-A, IP-A — 1450† 2250† 2800†*

IS(MS), IP(MS) — 1500† 2500† 3500†*
IS-A(MS), IP-A(MS) — 1200† 2000† 2800†*
S — — 600† 1500†*
SA — — 500† 1250†*
P — — 1500† 3000†*
PA — — 1250† 2500†*

Expansive cement C845-80
E-1 — — 2100† 3500†*

Masonry cements C91-83a
N — — 500† 900†(*
S — — 1300† 2100†(
M — — 1800† 2900†(

*Optional requirement.
†Applicable when the optional heat of hydration or chemical limit on the sum of C2S and

C3A is specified.
Note: When low or moderate heat of hydration is specified for blended cements (ASTM

C595), the strength requirements is 80% of the value shown.
(By permission from the Masonry Society, ACI, ASCE from their manual Building Code

Requirements for Masonry Structures.)
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2.1.6 Allowable Compressive Stresses for Masonry

Allowable compressive
stresses1 gross cross-sectional

area, psi (MPa)

Construction; compressive strength of Type M or S Type N
unit, gross area, psi (MPa) mortar mortar

Solid masonry of brick and other solid
units of clay or shale; sand-lime or
concrete brick:
8000 (55.1) or greater 350 (2.4)0 300 (2.1)0
4500 (31.0) 225 (1.6)0 200 (1.4)0
2500 (17.2) 160 (1.1)0 140 (0.97)
1500 (10.3) 115 (0.79) 100 (0.69)

Grouted masonry, of clay or shale; sand-
lime or concrete:
4500 (31.0) or greater 225 (1.6)0 200 (1.4)0
2500 (17.2) 160 (1.1)0 140 (0.97)
1500 (8.3) 115 (0.79) 100 (0.69)

Solid masonry of solid concrete masonry
units:
3000 (20.7) or greater 225 (1.6)0 200 (1.4)0
2000 (13.8) 160 (1.1)0 140 (0.97)
1200 (8.3) 115 (0.79) 100 (0.69)

Masonry of hollow load bearing units:
2000 (13.8) or greater 140 (0.97) 120 (0.83)
1500 (10.3) 115 (0.79) 100 (0.69)
1000 (6.9) 75 (0.52) 70 (0.48)
700 (4.8) 60 (0.41) 55 (0.38)

Hollow walls (noncomposite masonry
bonded)
Solid units:
2500 (17.2) or greater 160 (1.1)0 140 (0.97)
1500 (10.3) 115 (0.79) 100 (0.69)
Hollow units 75 (0.52) 70 (0.48)

Stone ashlar masonry:
Granite 720 (5.0)0 640 (4.4)0
Limestone or marble 450 (3.1)0 400 (2.8)0
Sandstone or cast stone 360 (2.5)0 320 (2.2)0

Rubble stone masonry
Coursed, rough, or random 120 (0.83) 100 (0.69)

Moduli of elasticity1

Net area compressive strength
E, psi � 106 (MPa � 103)

of units, psi (MPa) Type N mortar Type M or S mortar

6000 (41.3) and greater — 3.5 (24)
5000 (34.5) 2.8 (19) 3.2 (22)
4000 (27.6) 2.6 (18) 2.9 (20)
3000 (20.7) 2.3 (16) 2.5 (17)
2500 (17.2) 2.2 (16) 2.4 (17)
2000 (13.8) 1.8 (12) 2.2 (15)
1500 (10.3) 1.5 (10) 1.6 (11)

1Linear interpolation permitted.
(By permission from the Masonry Society, ACI, ASCE from their manual Building Code

Requirements for Masonry Structures.)
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

2.1.7 Mortar Proportions for Unit Masonry

2.1.8 Specified Compressive Strength of Masonry Based on Compressive Strength of Masonry Units



(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

2.1.9 Allowable Tension for Embedded Anchor Bolts for Clay and Concrete Masonry

2.1.11 Grouting Limitations

2.1.10 Grout Proportions by Volume
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(By permission from the Brick Industry Association, Reston, Virginia.)

2.1.11.1 Grouting Masonry—Explained and Illustrated
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Continued. (By permission from the Brick Industry Association, Reston, Virginia.)
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Continued
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2.1.12 Foundation Wall Construction (Depth of Unbalanced Back Fill)

Maximum depth of
Nominal wall unbalanced backfill,

Wall construction thickness, in. (mm) ft (m)

Hollow unit masonry 8 (203) 5 (1.53)
10 (254) 6 (1.83)
12 (305) 7 (2.14)

Solid unit masonry 8 (203) 5 (1.53)
10 (254) 7 (2.14)
12 (305) 7 (2.14)

Fully grouted 8 (203) 7 (2.14)
masonry 10 (254) 8 (2.44)

12 (305) 8 (2.44)

(By permission from the Masonry Society, ACI, ASCE from their manual
Building Code Requirements for Masonry Structures.)

(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

2.1.12.1 Exterior Foundation Requirements—6- and 8-inch-Thick Walls
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with

the permission of the publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes

no responsibility for the accuracy or the completion of summaries provided therein.)

2.1.12.2 Interior Foundation Requirements—6- and 8-inch-Thick Walls

2.1.12.3 Empirical Design—Wall Lateral Support Requirements
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(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with

the permission of the publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes

no responsibility for the accuracy or the completion of summaries provided therein.)

(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

2.1.12.4 Empirical Design—Thickness of Foundation Walls

2.1.12.5 Empirical Design—Allowable Shear on Bolts, Unburned Units

2.1.12.6 Empirical Design—Allowable Shear on Bolts for all Masonry Except Unburned Clay Units
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2.2.0 Brick Sizes (Nomenclature)

MODULAR BRICK SIZES
Nominal Dimensions, in. Joint Specified Dimensions3, in.

Unit Thickness2, Vertical
Designation w h l in. w h i Coursing

Modular 4 22⁄3 8 3⁄8 33⁄8 21⁄4 75⁄8 3C � 8 in.
1⁄2 31⁄2 21⁄4 71⁄2

Engineer 4 31⁄3 8 3⁄8 33⁄8 23⁄4 75⁄8 5C � 16 in.
Modular 1⁄2 31⁄2 213⁄16 71⁄2

Closure 4 4 8 3⁄8 35⁄8 35⁄8 75⁄8 1C � 4 in.
Modular 1⁄2 31⁄2 31⁄2 71⁄2

Roman 4 2 12 3⁄8 35⁄8 15⁄8 115⁄8 2C � 4in.
1⁄2 31⁄2 11⁄2 111⁄2

Norman 4 22⁄3 12 3⁄8 35⁄8 21⁄4 115⁄8 3C � 8 in.
1⁄2 31⁄2 21⁄4 111⁄2

Engineer 4 31⁄3 12 3⁄8 35⁄8 23⁄4 115⁄8 5C � 16 in.
Norman 1⁄2 31⁄2 213⁄16 111⁄2

Utility 4 4 12 5⁄8 35⁄8 35⁄8 115⁄8 1C � 4 in.
1⁄2 31⁄2 31⁄2 111⁄2

(Reproduced from the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2, 3, copyright 1997, with the permission of the

publisher, the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). ICBO assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or the com-

pletion of summaries provided therein.)

2.1.12.7 Empirical Design—Allowable Compressive Stresses for Masonry
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NONMODULAR BRICK SIZES

Nominal Dimensions, in. Joint Specified Dimensions3, in.
Unit Thickness2, Vertical

Designation w h l in. w h l Coursing

Standard 3⁄8 35⁄8 21⁄4 8 3C � 8 in.
1⁄2 31⁄2 21⁄4 8

Engineer 5⁄8 35⁄8 23⁄4 8 5C � 16 in.
Standard 1⁄2 31⁄2 213⁄16 8

Closure 3⁄8 35⁄8 35⁄8 8 1C � 4 in.
Standard 1⁄2 31⁄2 31⁄2 8

King 3⁄8 3 23⁄4 95⁄8 5C � 16 in.
3 35⁄8 93⁄4

Queen 3⁄8 3 23⁄4 8 5C � 16 in.

11 in. � 25.4 mm; 1 ft � 0.3m
2Common joint sizes used with length and width dimensions. Joint thicknesses of bed joints vary based on vertical coursing and spec-

ified unit height.
3Specified dimensions may vary within this range from manufacturer to manufacturer.
(Reprinted by permission from the Brick Institute of America, Reston, Virginia.)

(Reprinted by permission from the Brick Institute of America, Reston, Virginia.)

2.2.1 Other Brick Sizes
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2.2.2 Modular and Nonmodular Brick Sizes

(By permission from the Brick Institute of America, Reston, Virginia.)

2.2.3 Brick Positions in a Wall
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2.2.4 Traditional Bond Patterns (Illustrated)

(Reprinted by permission from the Brick Institute of America, Reston, Virginia.)
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2.2.4 Traditional Bond Patterns (Illustrated)—Continued

2.2.5 Traditional Bond Patterns Explained

Standard Patterns for brick walls are

• Running bond The simplest of all brick structures, this pattern consists of all stretchers. Metal
ties are used when this type of wall is used in cavity-wall or veneer-wall construction.

• Common or American bond A variation of the running bond, this pattern introduces a course
of full-length headers at regular intervals, generally every fifth, sixth, or seventh course.

• English bond This pattern consists of alternate courses of headers and stretchers. The headers
are centered on the stretchers and joints between stretchers in all courses are aligned vertically.

• English cross or Dutch bond This is a variation on the English Bond, but it differs in that ver-
tical joints between the stretchers in alternate courses do not align vertically.

(Reprinted by permission from the Brick Institute of America, Reston, Virginia.)
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• Flemish bond Each course of brick consists of alternate stretchers and headers. Headers in al-
ternate courses are centered over the stretchers in the intervening courses. Half brick or
“snapped” headers can be used where structural bonding between two wythes is not required.

• Block or stacked bond There is no overlapping of units because all vertical joints are aligned.
Generally, this patterned wall is bonded to the backing with rigid steel ties and reinforcement in
the horizontal mortar joints.

2.2.6 Brick Arches (Illustrated)

(Reprinted by  permission from the Brick Institute of America, Reston, Virginia.)
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2.3.0 Estimating Concrete Masonry
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2.3.1 Horizontal Brick Coursing

(Reprinted by  permission from the Brick Institute of America, Reston, Virginia.)
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2.3.2 Nominal Height of Brick and Block Walls by Coursing
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2.4.0 Typical Atlas Brick Construction

(Reprinted with permission from Interstate Brick, West Jordan, Utah.)
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2.4.1 Brick Orientation (Illustrated)

(Reprinted with permission from Interstate Brick, West Jordan, Utah.)
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2.4.2 Corner, Beam, and Jamb Details

(Reprinted with permission from Interstate Brick, West Jordan, Utah.)
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2.4.3 Pilaster and Parapet Wall Details

(Reprinted with permission from Interstate Brick, West Jordan, Utah.)
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2.4.4 Flashing Details

(Reprinted with permission from Interstate Brick, West Jordan, Utah.)
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2.4.5 Flashing and Caulking Details at Brick-Relieving Angles
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2.4.6 Miscellaneous Metal Flashing Details

Metal flashing details for cavity and block back-up brick wall.
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2.4.7 Pilaster Details

(By permission from the Masonry Society, ACI, ASCE from their manual Building Code 

Requirements for Masonry Structures.)
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2.4.8 Corbeling Limitations

(By permission from the Masonry Society, ACI, ASCE from their manual

Building Code Requirements for Masonry Structures.)
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2.4.9 Wall-Elevation Sections

(By permission from the Masonry Society, ACI, ASCE from their

manual Building Code Requirements for Masonry Structures.)
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2.4.10 Bearing Areas, Running Bond at Intersections

(By permission from the Masonry Society, ACI, ASCE from their manual Building Code Requirements for Masonry Structures.)

2.5.0 Tile Wall Systems

Innovative wall systems, utilizing thin tile as wall coverings, provide exciting design opportunities in
today’s competitive building market. Various concepts (see schematics), either prefabricated as pan-
els in the factory or set-in-place on site, offer numerous wall-system options. Design assistance and
cost analysis are available through local tile contractors or panel fabricators.

Tile Cladding Benefits:

• Design freedom

• Lightweight construction

• Quick installation

• Economical in-place cost

• Durability and fire resistance

• Increased insulation value

• All-weather construction
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Tile wall systems. (By permission of Endicott Clay Products Co., Fairbury, Nebraska.)
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2.5.1 Standard Tile-Cladding Shapes

(By permission of Endicott Clay Products Co., Fairbury, Nebraska.)
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2.6.0 Glass Block—Typical Sill Details

Glass block is often used in building construction; however, installation details vary considerably
from brick- or block-wall construction.

(By permission of Pittsburgh Corning Glass Block, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.)

2.6.0.1 Glass-Block—Typical Sill Details (Illustrated)
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2.6.1 Glass Block (Typical Head and Jamb Details)

(By permission of Pittsburgh Corning Glass Block, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.)
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2.6.2 Glass Block (Typical Panel Anchor Details)

(By permission of Pittsburgh Corning Glass Block, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-

vania.)
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2.6.3 Glass Block—Typical Installation Procedures

1. Cover the sill area with a heavy coat of asphalt emulsion. Allow emulsion to dry at least 2 hours
before placing mortar.

2. Adhere expansion strips to jambs and head. Make certain expansion strip extends to the still.

3. Set a full mortar bed joint, applied to the sill.

4. Set the lower course of block, maintain a uniform joint width of 1⁄4 inch (6.35 mm) to 3⁄8 inch (9.5
mm) plus or minus 1⁄8 inch (3.175 mm). All mortar joints must be full and not furrowed. Steel tools
must not be used to tap block into position (place a rubber crutch tip on end of trowel to tap
block into position). Do not realign, tap, or otherwise move block after initial placement. For
some glass blocks a typical mortar joint is 3⁄8 inch (9.5 mm). It may be necessary to use wedges
in the mortar joints of the lower courses to prevent the mortar from being squeezed out.

5. Install panel reinforcing every 16 inches (40.64 cm) on center (o.c.) maximum in the horizontal
mortar joint and in the joints immediately above and below all openings with the panel. Where
panel anchors are used at jambs and heads in lieu of channels or chase surrounds, install panel
anchors in the same joints (16 inches o.c. maximum) as the panel reinforcing. EXCEPT that, at
panel corners, anchors should be placed in each mortar joint, both at the jamb and head, 24
inches (50.8 cm) on each side of the corner. Install panel anchors across the head joint spaced
16 inches on center, maximum. Run reinforcing continuously from end to end of panels. Lap re-
inforcing not less than 6 inches (125.24 cm) whenever it is necessary to use more than one
length. 

Install reinforcing as follows:

Place lower half of mortar in bed joint. Do not furrow.

Press reinforcing into place.

Cover panel reinforcing with upper half of mortar bed and trowel smooth. Do not furrow.

6. Place full mortar bed for joints not requiring panel reinforcing—do not furrow. Maintain uniform
joint width.

7. Set succeeding courses of block; space at head panel and jambs must remain free of mortar for
caulking and sealants.

8. Use only wooden or rubber-tipped tools when tapping glass blocks into place.

9. Strike joints while mortar is still plastic and before final set. Remove surplus mortar from faces
of glass blocks and wipe dry. Tool joints smooth and concave before mortar takes final set. Re-
move any edges from lower courses at this time and point up voids with mortar. At this time re-
move and clean all excess mortar from jamb, head, and other expansion joint locations.

10. After final mortar set (usually 24 hours) install packing tightly between glass panel and jamb and
head locations. Leave space for sealants.

11. Apply sealant evenly to the full depth of recesses as indicated on the drawings and in accordance
with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

2.6.4 Cleaning the Glass Block Installation

1. Remove surplus mortar from the cases of the glass block at the time the joints are struck or tooled.
Mortar should be removed while it is still plastic using a clean, wet sponge or a normal household
scrub brush with stiff bristles.

2. Do not use harsh cleaners, acids of any strength, abrasives, or alkaline materials when cleaning
glass block. Never use steel wool or a wire brush to remove mortar from the face of the glass block.

3. Final mortar removal is accomplished with a clean, wet sponge or cloth. Rinse the sponge or cloth
frequently in clean water to remove abrasive particles that could scratch the glass block. Allow
any remaining film on the block to dry to a powder.
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4. After all organic materials, caulking, etc., have been applied, remove any excess caulking or
sealant materials with a commercial solvent such as xylene, toluene, mineral spirits, or naptha, fol-
lowed by a normal wash and rinse. Be careful not to damage caulking materials by using too much
solvent during this cleaning operation.

5. The final cleaning of the glass panel or wall should be done when the wall is not exposed to sun-
light. Start at the top and wash with generous amounts of clean water. Dry all water from the block
and change the cloth frequently to avoid picking up mortar particles which could scratch the glass.
To remove dry powder from the glass surfaces, use a clean, dry, soft cloth. For stubborn or hard
to remove powder or stains, the use of “extra fine” steel wool (grades 000 or 0000) is suggested,
however this type of cleaning should be tried first in an unobtrusive area to ensure that scratch-
ing of the glass surface will not occur due to this abrasive action.

2.7.0 Masonry Reinforcement—Types of Ties

Whenever a double wythe wall is constructed or a cavity wall containing a masonry veneer is built,
anchors, ties, or reinforcement is required to stabilize the two components. Seismic requirements
add other components to the conventional masonry wall reinforcement to stabilize the structure in
case of a seismic event.

(By permission from the Brick Insti-

tute of America, Reston, Virginia.)

2.7.0.1 Masonry Reinforcement—Types of Ties (Illustrated)
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2.7.1 Masonry Reinforcement (Materials and Physical Properties of Bars/Wire)

(Reprinted by permission from the Brick Institute of America, Reston, Virginia.)
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2.7.2 Wall Anchorage Details

(By permission from the Masonry Society, ACI, ASCE from their manual Building Code Requirements for Masonry

Structures.) 
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2.7.3 Truss and Ladur Reinforcement

(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, Inc., Arlington Heights, Illinois.)
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2.7.4 Masonry Wall Ties

(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, Inc., Arlington

Heights, Illinois.)
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2.7.5 Masonry Veneer Anchors

(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, Inc., Arlington Heights, Illinois.)
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2.7.6 Seismic Masonry Veneer Anchors

(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, Inc., Arlington Heights, Illinois.)
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2.7.7 Seismic Masonry Ladur and Comb Reinforcement

(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, Inc., Arlington Heights, Illinois.)

2.8.0 Investigating Unstable Masonry Conditions to Prevent Failures

Although masonry walls are extremely durable, “old age” and neglect can take its toll on even the
most durable structure. When inspecting a masonry facade for potential problems and restoration, a
number of contributing factors must be considered. Often, it is necessary to cut out a small section
of wall in the area/areas where failures are suspected.

The following checklist will aid in this investigation:

1. When initially built, were all ties and anchors installed as required?

2. Were the ties properly installed (e.g., embedded adequately in the bed joint and connected tot
he backup correctly)

3. Does there appear to be excessive differential wall movement caused by thermal movement, set-
tlement, or freeze/thaw conditions?
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4. Were the proper size and type of ties/anchors used to avoid stresses that exceed the facade ma-
terial’s capacity?

5. Were the proper type of expansion and control joints installed at the proper distances?

6. Have the ties, anchors, fasteners, relieving angles, and lintels corroded because of moisture be-
ing trapped? Is there accelerated corrosion from chlorides or has galvanic action taken place be-
cause of a combination of carbon steel anchors in contact with dissimilar materials?

7. Has excessive water penetrated the wall system from any poorly maintained parapet flashings or
roof-coping flashings?

8. Have the caulk joints been allowed to deteriorate?

9. Have the weep holes been caulked when maintenance caulking was performed and have the lin-
tels been caulked at the point where brick is bearing on them?

10. Have the mortar joints deteriorated and not been tuckpointed during routine maintenance in-
spections?

2.8.1 Restabilizing, Reanchoring a Masonry Veneer Wall System

At times both new and old brick veneer walls may require reanchoring to provide structural stability
and ensure watertight integrity.

In new construction, after the veneer wall has been built it may be determined that the desired
quality level of construction had not been achieved and additional anchors may be required. Corro-
sion of the existing wall ties over the years may also call for restabilization of the brick veneer wall
assembly. In order to establish the proper method to achieve stabilization in either new or older brick
veneer wall assemblies, a structural engineer will most likely consider the following:

• Relative stiffness of the existing veneer;

• The construction of the veneer wall, i.e., CMU back-up, steel stud assembly;

• Whether the anchoring device should be a friction fit, mechanically activated, or an adhesive de-
vice;

• Load versus deflection characteristics of the anchoring device.

Changing seismic code requirements have made it necessary to reinforce existing brick veneer wall
assemblies and stabilization anchors afford the contractor a relatively easy way to fulfill these code
requirements.

Also, renewed interest in preserving old, historic, or architecturally important structures has been
another impetus behind product development to aid restoration contractors.

The various types of veneer anchors displayed on the following pages have been developed by the
Dur-O-Wall Company, and several other leading masonry accessories manufacturers have also devel-
oped masonry restabilization products that basically function in a similar manner.



(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)124

2.8.2 Reanchoring System for Brick-to-Metal Stud Wall



(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)
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2.8.3 Reanchoring System for Brick-to-Metal Stud with Wood Back-up



(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)
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2.8.4 Reanchoring System for Brick-to-Structural Steel



(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)

2.8.5 Reanchoring System for Brick-to-Brick Back-up
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(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)128

2.8.6 Reanchoring System for Brick-to-Concrete Back-up



(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)129

2.8.7 Reanchoring System for Brick-to-Hollow Block Back-up



(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)

2.8.8 Reanchoring Multibrick Wythes
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(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)

2.8.9 Reanchoring Stone Veneer-to-Solid Back-up
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(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)

2.8.10 Reanchoring Stone Veneer-to-Hollow Block Back-up
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(By permission from Dur-O-Wall, a Dayton Superior Company, Aurora, Illinois.)

2.8.11 Repairing Limestone or Brick Arches

133
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2.9.0 Fire Resistance Ratings of Various Concrete Masonry Units and Assemblies

Listed is the minimum required equivalent thickness of concrete masonry assembly (inches and cen-
timeters, metric in parentheses).

Aggregate type in the CMU 4 hour 3 hour 2 hour 1.5 hours 1 hour 0.75 hours 0.5 hours

Calcareous or 6.2 5.3 4.2 3.6 2.8 2.4 2.0
siliceous gravel (15.75) (13.46) (10.67) (9.14) (7.11) (6.09) (5.08)

Limestone, cinders 5.9 5.0 4.0 3.4 2.7 2.3 1.9
slag (14.99) (12.7) (10.16) (8.73) (6.86) (5.84) (4.82)

Expanded clay, shale 5.1 4.4 3.6 3.3 2.6 2.2 1.8
or slate (12.95) (11.17) (9.14) (8.38) (6.6) (5.59) (4.57)

Expanded slag pumice 4.7 4.0 3.2 2.7 2.1 1.9 1.5
(11.94) (10.16) (8.13) (6.86) (5.33) (4.82) (3.81)

Reinforced Concrete Masonry Columns

Minimum column dimensions
inches/centimeters and fire-resistance rating

1 hour 2 hours 3 hours 4 hours
(8 inches) 10 inches 12 inches 14 inches
(20.32) (25.4) (30.48) (35.56)

Reinforced Concrete Masonry Lintels

Minimum longitudinal reinforcing cover (inches/centimeters)

Nominal lintel Fire-resistance rating
Width (inches and centimeters) 1 hour 2 hours 3 hours 4 hours

6 inches (15.24) 11⁄2 2 — —

8 inches (20.32) 11⁄2 11⁄2 13⁄4 3

10 inches or more
(25.4 cm or more) 11⁄2 11⁄2 11⁄2 13⁄4

Equivalent Thickness of Concrete Masonry Units

Based on percent solid
Nominal width Based on typical hollow units 75% 100%

4 (10.16) 2.68 (6.8) [73.8] 2.72 (6.91) 3.62 (9.19)

6 (15.24) 3.09 (7.85) [55.0] 4.22 (10.72) 5.62 (14.27)

8 (20.32) 4.04 (10.26) [53.0] 5.72 (14.53) 7.62 (19.35)

10 (25.4) 4.98 (12.65) [51.7] 7.22 (18.34) 9.62 (24.43)

12 (30.48) 5.66 (14.38) [48.7] 8.72 (22.15) 11.62 (29.51)

Note: Values in brackets are percent solid values based on typical two-core concrete ma-
sonry units. Numbers in parentheses are metric equivalents, in centimeters, to inch dimensions.
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2.10.0 Building Clean Brick Walls
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2.10.1 Brick Cleaning Systems

1. Bucket and Brush Cleaning
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2.10.2 Brick Cleaning Systems—High Pressure Water Cleaning
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2.10.3 Brick Cleaning Systems—Sandblast Cleaning
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2.10.3.1 Specifications—Sandblast Cleaning
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2.10.4 Brick Cleaning Systems—Special Systems for Wet Cleaning Through-the-Body Light Brick,
Where “S”-Type Mortar is Used

Continued
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2.10.5 Cleaning Guide

2.10.6 Specialty Cleaning
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2.10.7 General Cleaning Information
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2.11.0 Tolerances in Masonry Construction per ACI Specifications



146 Section 2

2.12.0 Masonry—Quality Control Checklist
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3.0.0 History of Steel and Grades of Structural Steel

Iron was produced by primitive man by placing iron ore and charcoal in a clay pot and building a fire
in the pot, using a crude bellows to provide the forced draft that deposited iron at the bottom. It was
not until the mid-1800s that Henry Bessemer, an English metallurgist, developed a process whereby
forced air was introduced into the iron-refining procedure raising the temperature of the crucible so
that impurities in the molten pig iron were burned away. In the process, a more malleable metal,
steel, was created.

Various minerals and metals are added to molten steel nowadays to enhance certain characteris-
tics:

• Nickel Improves the hardenability of steel and increases impact strength at low temperatures.

• Sulfur Increases machinability.

• Manganese Increases strength and hardness.

• Carbon The principal hardening agent in steel.

• Molydenum Prevents brittleness.

• Vanadium Gives steel a fine grain structure and improves the fatigue values.

• Silicon Improves strength. It is a deoxidizer.

• Phosphorous Improves the machinability of high-sulfur steel sand imparts some resistance to
corrosion.

ASTM Structural Steel Specifications

ASTM designation Steel type

A36 Carbon

A529 Carbon

A441 High strength (low alloy)

A572 grade (includes 42, 50, 60, 65) High strength (low alloy)

A242 Corrosion resistant, high strength
Low alloy

A588 Corrosion resistant, high strength
Low alloy

A852 Quenched and tempered (low alloy) (Plates only)

A514 Quenched and tempered alloy (Plates only)

3.0.1 ASTM A572-Grade 50 versus A992

During the last decade of the 20th century, ASTM A572-Grade 50 had become the industry standard.
As the proliferation of specialty min-mills increased the price differential between A36 steel and A50
steel, A36 gradually disappeared and most structural engineers began routinely producing designs
incorporating A50 steel.

Now A992, with a minimum strength of 50 ksi, has become the industry standard. This grade has
an upper limit of 65 ksi, a minimum tensile strength of 65 ksi, and a specified maximum yield-to-
tensile ratio of 0.85.

Although most producers of domestic steel have been rolling A992 steel for some time, this grade
may not be available as warehouse steel in all locations.

The chemical composition and tensile requirements of both ASTM A527-Grade 50 and A992 are
set forth below:

A572 Grade 50 A992

Covers structural steel shapes, plates, piling and bars Covers “W” shapes (rolled wide flange shapes) intended 
for use in building framing.

Intended for riveted, bolted, or welded construction of 
bridges, buildings and other structures
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3.1.0 Surface Areas/Box Areas of “W” Shapes (W4 to W12)

150 Section 3

(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



3.1.1 Surface Areas/Box Areas of “W” Shapes (W12 to W18)
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(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



3.1.2 Surface Areas/Box Areas of “W” Shapes (W18 to W36)

152 Section 3

(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



3.2.0 Standard Mill Practices (Camber)

All beams are straightened after rolling to meet sweep and camber tolerances listed hereinafter for
W shapes and S shapes. The following data refers to the subsequent cold cambering of beams to pro-
duce a predetermined dimension.

The maximum lengths that can be cambered depend on the length to which a given section can be
rolled, with a maximum of 100 feet. The following table outlines the maximum and minimum induced
camber of W shapes and S shapes.
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Consult the producer for specific camber and/or lengths outside the above listed available lengths
and sections.

Mill camber in beams of less depth than tabulated should not be specified.
A single minimum value for camber, within the ranges shown above for the length ordered, should

be specified.
Camber is measured at the mill and will not necessarily be present in the same amount in the sec-

tion of beam as received due to release of stress induced during the cambering operation. In general,
75% of the specified camber is likely to remain.

Camber will approximate a simple regular curve nearly the full length of the beam, or between any
two points specified.

Camber is ordinarily specified by the ordinate at the mid-length of the portion of the beam to be
curved. Ordinates at other points should not be specified.

Although mill cambering to achieve reverse or other compound curves is not considered practical,
fabricating shop facilities for cambering by heat can accomplish such results as well as form regular
curves in excess of the limits tabulated above.

(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)
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(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



3.2.1 Standard Mill Practices (“W” Shape Tolerances)
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(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



3.3.0 Suggested Beam Framing Details

156 Section 3

(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



3.3.1 Suggested Column Base Plate Details
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(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



158 Section 3

(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

3.3.2 Suggested Structural Steel Erection Details—Miscellaneous
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

3.3.4 Typical Braced Bay—Detail Connections
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

3.3.5 Typical Braced Bay—Other Detail Connections



(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)
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3.3.6 Typical Channel Girt Connection
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

Figure 3.3.7 Typical Roof Opening Detail
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

3.3.8 Typical LH–Joist Connection Details
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

3.3.9 Beam Moment Connection Detail



3.4.0 Welded Joints—Standard Symbols
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(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



166 Section 3

(By permission from Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois.)

3.4.1 Tensile Strength of Puddle Welds



3.5.0 Threaded Fasteners—Bolt Head Shapes
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(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



3.5.1 Threaded Fasteners—Weight of Bolts

168 Section 3

(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



3.5.2 Threaded Fasteners—Weight of ASTM A325 or A490 Bolts
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(By permission of the American Institute of Steel Construction, Chicago, Illinois.)



Heavy Hex Structural Bolts with Heavy Hex Nuts in Pounds per 100

170 Section 3

(By permission of Nucor Fastener division of Nucor Corp., St. Joe, Indiana.)



3.5.3 Properties of Heavy Hex Nuts and Identifying Marks
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(By permission of Nucor Fastener division of Nucor Corp., St. Joe, Indiana.)



3.5.4 Bolt Diameters and Standard Hole Dimensions

172 Section 3

(By permission of Nucor Fastener division of Nucor Corp., St. Joe, Indiana.)



3.5.5 Capscrews/Bolts/Heavy Hex Nut Identifying Marks
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(By permission of Nucor Fastener division of Nucor Corp., St. Joe, Indiana.)



3.5.6 Dimensions of Finished Hex Nuts

(By permission of Nucor Fastener division of Nucor Corp., St. Joe, Indiana.)
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3.5.7 Dimensions of Finished Hex Bolts

3.5.8 Tension Control (TC) Bolt Installation Procedures

Tru-Tension Fasteners are designed to be installed with various types of lightweight portable electric
wrenches specifically intended for use with this style of structural fastener. They can be utilized for
any applications where A325 and A490 bolts are specified. The installation tool has an inner socket,
which engages the spline tip of the bolt spline, and when the tension is sufficient in the fastener, the
spline tip simply twists off, leaving the tightened bolt correctly installed in the connection.
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(By permission of Nucor Fastener division of Nucor Corp., St. Joe, Indiana.)



3.5.9 Tru-Tension (TC) Bolt Assembly Specifications

176 Section 3

(By permission of Nucor Fastener division of Nucor Corp., St. Joe, Indiana.)



3.6.0 Major Characteristics of Joist Series
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(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, 

Nebraska.)

3.6.1 General Information on K Series Joists

• Economical

• High strength

• Design Vulcraft K Series open web steel joists are designed in accordance with specifications of
the Steel Joist Institute.

• SJI spans to 60'0"

• Paint Vulcraft joists receive a shop-coat of rust-inhibitive primer, whose performance charac-
teristics conform to those of the Steel Joist Institute specifications 3.3.

Standing Beam Bridging

The bridging table was developed to support the top chords against lateral movement during the
construction period. It is then intended that the floor or roof deck will laterally support the top
chords under a full loading condition by meeting the provisions of Section 5.8 of the specifications.



Most standing-seam roof systems will not adequately brace the top chords laterally with the number
of rows as required by the bridging table. We, therefore, recommend that when standing-seam roof
systems are specified, the specifying engineer employ a note to have the joist manufacturer check
the system and to provide bridging as required to adequately brace the top chords against lateral
movement under a full-loading condition.

3.6.2 Standard Specifications for Open Web Joists (K Series)

178 Section 3

(By permission of the Steel Joist Institute, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.)



3.6.3 K Series Open Web Steel Joists

Top Chord Extensions and Extended Ends

Joist extensions are commonly furnished to support a variety of overhang conditions. The two types
are pictured. The first is the top chord extension or “S” type, which has only the top chord angles ex-
tended. The second is the extended end or “R” type in which the standard 21⁄2" end-bearing depth is
maintained over the entire length of the extension. The “S” type extension is so designated because
of its simple nature whereas the “R” type involves reinforcing the top chord angles. The specifying
authority should be aware that an “S” type is more economical and should be specified whenever
possible.

The following load tables for K-series top chord extensions and extended ends have been devel-
oped as an aid to the specifying authority. The black number in the tables is the maximum allowable
uniform load in pounds per linear foot. The blue number is the uniform load, which will produce an
approximate deflection of L1/240, where L1 is the length of the extension. The load tables are ap-
plicable for uniform loads only. If there are concentrated loads and/or nonuniform loads, a loading di-
agram must be provided by the specifying authority on the contract drawings. In cases where it is not
possible to meet specific job requirements with a 21⁄2" deep “R” type extension (refer to “S” and “I”
values in the Extended End Load Table), the depth of the extension must be increased to provide
greater load-carrying capacity. If the loading diagram for any condition is not shown, the joist manu-
facturer will design the extension to support the uniform load indicated in the K-Series Joist Load
Table for the span of the joist.

When top chord extensions or extended ends are specified, the allowable deflection and the brac-
ing requirements must be considered by the specifying authority.

Note that an “R” type extension must be specified when building details dictate a 21⁄2" depth at the
end of the extension. In the absence of specific instructions, the joist manufacturer could provide ei-
ther type.
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(By permission of the Steel Joist Institute, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.)



Uplift Bridging

Where uplift forces caused by wind are a design requirement, these forces must be indicated on the
structural drawings in terms of net uplift in pounds per square foot or pounds per lineal foot. When
these loads are specified, they must be considered in the design of joists and bridging. A single line
of bottom chord bridging must be provided near the first bottom cord panel points whenever uplift
from wind load is a design consideration.

180 Section 3

(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)



3.6.4 General Information on LH and DLH Series Joists

• High strength

• Economical

• Design Vulcraft LH and DLH series long-span steel joists are designed in accordance with the
specifications of the Steel Joist Institute.

• Roof spans to 144'

• Floor spans to 120'

• Paint Vulcraft joists receive a shop-coat of rust inhibitive primer whose performance character-
istics conform to those of the Steel Joist Institute specification 102.4.
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(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)



3.6.5 LH and DLH Series Longspan Steel Joists

Standard Types

Longspan steel joists can be furnished with either underslung or square ends, with parallel chords,
or with single- or double-pitched top chords to provide sufficient slope for roof drainage.

The Longspan joist designation is determined by its nominal depth at the center of the span, ex-
cept for offset double-pitched joists, where the depth should be given at the ridge. A part of the des-
ignation should be either the section number or the total design load over the design live load (TL/LL
given in plf). All pitched joists will be cambered in addition to the pitch.

Nonstandard Types

The following joists can also be supplied by Vulcraft; however, the district sales office or manufac-
turing facility nearest you should be contacted for any limitations in depth or length that they might
have.

182 Section 3

(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)
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(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)

3.6.5 LH and DLH Series Longspan Steel Joists—Continued



3.7.0 Joist Girders—What Are They?

Joist girders are primarily framing members. The design is simple span supporting equally spaced
concentrated loads from open-web steel joists. These concentrated loads are considered to act at the
panel points of the joist girder. Joist girders are designed to allow for the efficient use of steel in
longer spans for primary framing members.

The following weight tables list joist girders from 20" to 96" deep and spans up to 100 feet. (For
depths and lengths not listed, contact Vulcraft.) The depth designation is determined by the nomi-
nal depth at the center of the span, except for offset double-pitched girders, where the depth is de-
termined at the ridge.

The standard configuration of a joist girder is a parallel chord with underslung ends and bottom
chord extensions. (Joist girders can be furnished in other configurations.) The standard depth of
bearing for joist girders is 6 inches* at the end of the bearing seat.

The standard method of connecting girders to columns is two 3⁄4" diameter A325 bolts. A loose con-
nection of the lower chord to the column or other support is required during erection in order to sta-
bilize the lower chord laterally and to help brace the joist girder against overturning. Caution: If a
rigid connection of the bottom chord is to be made to column or other support, it is to be made only
after the application of the dead loads. The joist girder is then no longer simply supported and the
system must be investigated for continuous frame action by the specifying engineer.

Joist girders along the perimeter, with joists coming in from one side only, and those with unbal-
anced loads must be designed so that the reactions pass through the center of the joist girder.

The weight tables list the approximate weight per linear foot for a joist girder supporting the panel
point loads given by the specifying engineer. Note: The weight of the joist girder must be included in
the panel point load.

For calculating the approximate deflection or checking ponding the following formula can be used
in determining the approximate moment of inertia of the joist girder.

IJG � 0.027 NPLd

Where N � number of joist spaces, P � panel point load in kips, L � joist girder length in feet, and
d � effective depth of the joist girder in inches. Contact Vulcraft if a more exact joist girder moment
of inertia must be known.

184 Section 3

(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)

*Increase seat depth to 71⁄2 inches if weight of joist girder appears to the right of the stepped blue lines in the
weight tables.



3.7.1 Joist Girder Notes and Connection Details
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(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)



3.7.2 Joist Girder Moment Connection Details

186 Section 3

(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)



3.7.3 Specifying Joist Girders

For a given joist girder span, the designer first determines the number of joist spaces. Then the panel
point loads are calculated and depth is selected. The following tables gives the Joist Girder weight
per linear foot for various depths and loads.
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(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)



3.8.0 Recommended Maximum Spans for Steel Decking

188 Section 3

(Copyright 1995 Steel Deck Institute, Reprinted with permission.)
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(Copyright 1992 Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois.

Reprinted with permission.)

3.8.1 Checklist for Ordering Metal Deck



3.8.2 Methods of Lapping Steel Deck

190 Section 3

(Copyright 1995 Steel Deck Institute. Reprinted with permission.)
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(Copyright 1992 Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois. Reprinted with permission.)

3.8.3 Side Lap Connections



192 Section 3

(Copyright 1992 Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois. Reprinted with permission.)

3.8.4 Welding Procedures for Metal Deck
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(Copyright 1992 Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois. Reprinted with permission.)

3.8.5 Placing Concrete on Metal Deck



3.8.6 Noncomposite and Composite Deck Details

194 Section 3

(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)



3.8.7 Shear Studs and Composite Decks

Shear stud facts:

1. Shear studs are used to make steel beams composite. They are not necessary to make the deck
composite but they enhance the load capacity of the composite slab. At times shear studs are not
used to make beams composite but are present to transfer diaphragm shear loads into the frame.
In this case the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) spacing rules for composite con-
struction do not apply.

2. Most UL floor assembly fire ratings accept shear studs as an option.

3. The maximum shear stud diameter allowable by AISC is 3⁄4 inch (19 mm) diameter. Each stud must
be at least 11⁄2 inches (38.1 mm) longer than the depth of the deck rib.

4. The location of the stud within the deck rib is important. Optimum construction of composite
beams places the stud in the portion of deck rib closest to the beam end.

5. Shear studs can replace the welds used to attach the deck to the beam; however, if the studs are
spaced greater than 12" on center (25.4 mm), welds of 5⁄8 inch (15.9 mm) should be used where
the studs are missing.

6. Shear studs can be welded through galvanizing, but the G90 coating is the maximum recom-
mended for this purpose. Shear studs can also be welded through cellular deck. The above infor-
mation was provided by United Steel Deck, Inc., and is meant to be used as a guideline only since
structural requirements may vary from project to project.
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3.8.7 Shear Studs and Composite Decks—Continued

196 Section 3

(By permission from the Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois.)



3.8.8 Pour Stop Selection Table

Allowable cantilever of metal deck where pour stops are required.
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(Copyright 1992 Steel Deck Institute. Reprinted with permission.)



3.8.9 Cellular Floor Deck and Form Deck Profiles

198 Section 3

(Copyright 1995 Steel Deck Institute. Reprinted with permission.)



3.8.10 Composite Floor Deck and Roof Deck Profiles
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(Copyright 1995 Steel Deck Institute. Reprinted with permission.)
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(By permission from the Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois.)

3.8.11 Floor Deck Cantilevers
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(By permission from the Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois.)

3.8.12 Deck Closure Details
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(By permission from the Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois.)

3.8.13 Roof Deck Closure Details



3.8.14 Reinforcing Openings in Steel Decks

Methods of cutting and reinforcing penetrations through decking.
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(Copyright 1995 Steel Deck Institute. Reprinted with permission.)



3.8.15 Example of 6-inch Penetration in Steel Deck

204 Section 3

(Copyright 1995 Steel Deck Institute. Reprinted with permission.)



3.9.0 Fire Resistance Ratings for Roof Decks
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(Copyright 1992 Steel Deck Institute. Reprinted with permission.)



3.9.1 Floor Ceiling Fire-Resistance Ratings with Steel Joists

206 Section 3

(By permission of Nucor Research and Development, Norfolk, Nebraska.)
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(By permission from the Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois.)

3.9.2 UL Design Numbers for Floors with Concrete Decks



208 Section 3

(By permission from the Steel Deck Institute, Fox River Grove, Illinois.)

3.9.3 Fire Rating of Composite Deck—1" and 11⁄2"
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3.9.4 Fire Rating of Composite Deck—2"
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3.9.5 Fire Rating of Composite Deck—3" and 4"
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3.9.6 UL Designs for Roof/Ceiling Fire-rated Assemblies
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3.10.0 Hot Dip Galvanizing—Corrosion and Protection of Steel
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3.10.1 Hot Dip Galvanizing—Life of Protection vs Thickness of Zinc
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3.10.2 Hot Dip Galvanizing—Atmospheric Corrosiveness, Various Cities
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3.10.3 Hot Dip Galvanizing—Additional Corrosion of Zinc and Galvanized Steel Resulting from
Contact with Other Metals
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3.11.0 Principal Producers of Structural Shapes
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Left column: Principal producers of “C” channels. Right column: Principal producers of structural angles. (By permission from
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3.11.1 Principal Producers of “C” Channels
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3.11.2 Principal Producers of Structural Angles
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3.11.3 Principal Producers of Structural Tubing
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3.11.4 Principal Producers of Steel Pipe (this page) and Round HSS (following page)
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3.12.0 Uniform Building Code—Uniform and Concentrated Loads
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3.12.1 Uniform Building Code—Special Loads
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3.13.0 International Units Conversion Tables—Galvanizing, Steel and Deck Properties
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3.14.0 Structural Steel—Quality Control Checklist
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3.14.1 Steel Joist—Quality Control Checklist
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3.14.2 Metal Deck—Quality Control Checklist
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3.14.3 Metal Stairs—Quality Control Checklist
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3.14.4 Miscellaneous—Quality Control Checklist
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The numerous species of wood can be divided into two basic classifications: softwood and hardwood.
These classifications do not necessarily refer to the hardness or softness of the species, but rather to
the type of tree from which the wood is taken.

4.0.0 Introduction to Softwoods, Hardwoods, and Lumber Terminology

Hardwood comes from trees that shed their leaves at the end of a growing season (such as oak, hick-
ory, chestnut, elm, maple, and birch). Softwoods, on the other hand, are trees, such as evergreens,
that do not shed their leaves (cedar, pine, hemlock, larch, and spruce, for example). Hardwoods are
generally used for flooring, furniture, cabinetry, and millwork. Softwoods find wide application as
framing members, although some species of pine are used as shelving or are incorporated into vari-
ous types of millwork.

The characteristics of wood vary from tree to tree as well as from section to section within a tree.
Therefore, some method is required to select and grade pieces of lumber cut from a tree to form
some degree of uniformity. Then organizations were established to set the standards for various
grades of lumber. They have the authority to inspect member mills to ensure that the buyer receives
the quality they bargain for.

4.1.0 Introduction to Western Wood Products Association (WWPA) and 
Southern Pine Inspection Bureau (SPIB)

The Western Wood Products Association (WWPA) was formed around 1900. By 1924, various other
grading associations in the United States developed product standards with the assistance of the U.S.
Department of Commerce. The WWPA, headquartered in Portland, Oregon, establishes standards of
size and levels of quality for a variety of western softwoods. Its inspectors regularly visit member
mills to ensure that the quality and production of these mills meet pre-established standards. Only
then is the mill allowed to stamp their product with the approved WWPA certification. Softwood lum-
ber is further classified according to extent of manufacture:

• Rough lumber Lumber that has not been dressed, but only sawn edged and trimmed to the ex-
tent of showing saw marks on all four sides.

• Dressed or surfaced lumber Lumber that has been run through a surfacing machine to achieve
a smooth and uniform surface on one side (S1S), two sides (S2S), one edge (S1E), two edges
(S2E), all four sides (S4S), or any combination thereof.

• Worked lumber Lumber that, in addition to being dressed or surfaced, has been matched,
shiplapped or tongue and grooved.

• Resawn lumber Lumber that is dressed before resawing and not afterward. Uniformity of thick-
ness does not characterize resawn lumber.

The Southern Pine Inspection Bureau (SPIB) in Pensacola, Florida, establishes the grading rules
for four principle species of Southern pine: longleaf (pinus palustris), slash (pinus elliottii), short-
leaf (pinus echinata), and loblolly (pinus eaeda). A few other species of negligible or less impor-
tance to the construction industry are also included.

4.2.0 American Lumber Standards Committee (ALSC) and Wood Preservatives

The American Lumber Standard Committee (ALSC) also stamps lumber and is administered by the
U.S. Department of Commerce. The ALSC provides supervisory inspections for pressure-treated
wood products and has established a series of abbreviations for the various types of wood preserva-
tives in use today.

CCA chromated copper arsenate

ACA ammoniacal copper arsenate

ACZA ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate

ACC acid copper chromate
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ACQ ammoniacal copper quat. type-B

COPPER NAP copper naphthenate

PENTA pentaclorophenol

CREOSOTE creosote and/or solutions

BORATE borates

4.2.1 ALSC Pressure-Treated Wood-Stamp Markings
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4.2.2 ALSC Registered Trademarks

There are twenty-five agencies certified by the American Lumber Standard Committee (ALSC). The
ALSC program is based on Voluntary Product Standard PS 20-94 and is administered by the Depart-
ment of Commerce. Each agency has a registered trademark which is an integral part of the grade-
mark applied to lumber graded under each agency’s supervision. Copies of a brochure printed by the
ALSC entitled “ALSC Certified Agencies and Typical Grade-Marks” can be obtained at no charge
through the ALSC, P.O. Box 210, Germantown, MD 20974. Your personnel should be familiar with the
species of lumber used and the agencies providing service for that species. A copy of the ALSC
brochure should be available to your personnel at all times.

An example of an ALSC certified agency grade-mark and the information that a certified grade-
mark must contain:
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4.3.0 Moisture Content in Lumber

Both the WWPA and the SPIB have similar standards to designate moisture content in the lumber
bearing their grading stamps. The moisture content of lumber is the weight of water contained in the
lumber, expressed as a percentage of weight of the wood from which some water has been removed.
Dry lumber is defined as having a moisture content of 19% or less; lumber with a moisture content
in excess of 19% is classified as unseasoned lumber.

When standard-sized dry lumber is grade-stamped, the grade stamp will indicate the condition of
“seasoning” as either MC15, KD15, S-DRY, or KD.

• MC-15 Lumber surfaced with a moisture content of 15% or less.

• KD-15 Kiln-dried lumber, surfaced, with a moisture content of 15% or less (kiln-dried lumber is
lumber that has been heat-seasoned in a chamber to produce a predetermined moisture content).

• S-DRY Lumber surfaced with a moisture content of 19% or less.

• KD Kiln-dried lumber with a moisture content of 19% or less.

• S-GRN Unseasoned lumber with a moisture content in excess of 19%.

It is important to note that restrictions on moisture content apply at the time of shipment, as well as
the time when it was surfaced. When lumber is shipped on open conveyances where it is susceptible
to picking up moisture, the seller is relieved of any moisture content restrictions as long as the buyer
is notified of the method of shipment (e.g., open-to-the-weather trucks, rail cars, or even ships) and
agrees to this method of shipment.
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4.4.0 WWPA Guide to Understanding Grade Stamps
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4.4.1 Species of Wood Included in WWPA Jurisdiction
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4.4.2 Western Lumber Species and Grades
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4.4.2.1 WWPA Species Groupings



4.4.3 Species Identification and Facsimile Grade Stamps
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4.4.4 Design Values for Various Species of Western Wood Products
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4.4.5 Scaffold Plank Sizes and Design Values—Western Wood Products
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4.4.6 Relative Properties—Western Wood Products
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4.4.7 Specific Gravity and Thermal Conductivity—Western Wood Products
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4.4.8 Specifying Rough Carpentry Materials



4.4.9 Adjustment Factors for Base Values of Western Wood Products
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4.4.10 Additional Adjustment Factors for Western Wood Dimension Lumber
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4.4.11 Standard Sizes for Western Wood Finish and Selects (Dry Lumber)

The metric dimensions listed in these rules are calculated at 25.4 millimeters (mm) times the actual
dimension in inches, rounded to the nearest millimeter. In case of a dispute on size measurements,
the conventional (inch) method of measurement shall take precedence.
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4.4.12 Standard Sizes for Western Wood Common Boards, Studs, and Battens
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4.4.13 Appearance Lumber—Western Wood 
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4.4.14 Framing Lumber—Western Wood, Shear, Compression, Modulus of Elasticity—Illustrated 

4.4.15 Framing Lumber—Western Wood—Nominal and Dressed Sizes 
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4.4.16 Dimension Lumber—Western Wood—Grades and Uses
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4.4.17 Floor Joist Spans—Western Wood
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4.4.18 Ceiling Joist Spans—Western Wood 
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4.4.19 Properties of S4S (Square Four Sides) Lumber
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4.4.20 Timbers—Western Wood 
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4.4.21 Beams, Stringers, Post, and Timbers—Western Wood 
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4.4.22 MSR Lumber—Western Wood
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4.4.23 Patio Decking—Western Wood
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4.4.24 Specifying Finish Carpentry Materials—Western Wood 
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4.4.25 Industrial Lumber—Categories—Western Wood 
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4.4.26 Industrial Lumber—Standard Sizes 



4.5.0 American Softwood Standards for Boards and Timbers
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(National Institute of Standards and Technology.)



4.5.1 American Softwood Standards for Shiplap and Centermatch Lumber
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4.5.2 American Softwood Standards for Worked Lumber
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4.5.3 American Softwood Standards for Siding (19% Moisture Content)
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4.5.4 American Softwood Standards for Finish, Floor, and Ceiling Partition Lumber
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4.6.0 Specifying Southern Pine Lumber (Grade Stamp Markings)

The Southern Pine Inspection Bureau is the rules writing agency for the Southern Pine Industry. For
your grade-marked Southern Pine orders specify the SPIB logo for quality.

Typical facsimiles of the approved SPIB registered grade-marks are displayed below:
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4.6.1 Southern Pine Span Tables
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4.6.1 Southern Pine Span Tables—Continued
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4.6.2 Spans for Various Southern Pine Species
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4.6.3 Extent of Notching of Structural Pine Framing Members

(By permission of the Southern Pine Council.)

(By permission of the Southern Pine Council.)



4.6.4 Southern Pine Rafter Spans and Birdsmouth Data
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4.6.5 Conversion Diagram for Southern Pine Rafters
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4.6.6 Properties of Sections of Southern Pine Framing Members
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4.6.7 Standard Sizes of Southern Pine Dimension Lumber, Boards, and Decking

278 Section 4
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4.6.8 Southern Pine Header Load Tables and Connection Details
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4.6.9 Southern Pine Rafter Framing Details
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4.6.10 Southern Pine Floor Joist Framing Details
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4.6.11 Additional Floor Joist Framing Details

282 Section 4
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4.7.0 Southern Pine Inspection Bureau Grading Rules for Decking
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4.8.0 Southern Pine Inspection Bureau Grading Rules for Finish and Boards

284 Section 4

(By permission of the Southern Pine Council.)



4.8.1 Southern Pine Inspection Bureau Grading Rules for 2" Dimensions
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4.9.0 Southern Pine Wood-Preservative Retention Standards
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4.10.0 Knots and How to Measure Them

Measuring of knots for Southern Pine lumber.
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4.11.0 Permissible Deviations from True Plane—Bows, Crooks, Cup
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4.12.0 Commercial Names of the Principal Softwood Species

290 Section 4

4.13.0 Fasteners for Lumber

Gone are the days when a carpenter bought their hardware supplies at the neighborhood hardware
store. They would reach into a fifty-pound wooden keg and with calloused hands grab handfuls of the
various nail sizes they needed, put them in the scoop provided by the store owner so they could be
placed on a scale and weighed. Those days are gone forever.

Power driven nails and staples and screw guns have made serious in-roads in the application of the
“standard” nail as we know it. And the standard 2 � 4 wood framing stud has certainly changed over
the years; it is no longer 2-inches thick and 4-inches wide. Today’s “2 � 4” measures only 11⁄2 inches
in thickness so those old 16d common nails which were 31⁄2 inches in length and regularly used to hold
a double plate or double 2 � 4s together now protrude out of the doubled stud by 1⁄2 inch when 
driven home. Advances in framing technology resulted in the development of the pneumatically pow-
ered tools using “collated” nails rather than “bulk” nails. And these power “nailers” also use staples
manufactured by wire that has been drawn to size and glued together to form a staple strip. Both
power tools offer significant labor savings, while providing consistent performance.

Nails and staples have been the target of considerable engineering studies by the National Evalu-
ation Service (NER) and the International Staple, Nail and Tool Association (ISNTA). The following
charts, tables, and diagrams further elevate the status of the ordinary nail and staple, and provide ef-
fective guidelines for practitioners of the carpentry trade.



4.13.1 Nailing Schedule for Framing Lumber
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CONNECTION NAILING1

1. Joist to sill or girder, toenail 3-8d

2. Bridging to joist, toenail each end 2-8d

3. 1� � 6� (25 mm � 152 mm) subfloor or less to each joist, face nail 2-8d

4. Wider than 1� � 6� (25 mm � 152 mm) subfloor to each joist, face nail 3-8d

5. 2� (51 mm) subfloor to joist or girder, blind and face nail 2-16d

6. Sole plate to joist or blocking, typical face nail 16d at 16� (406 mm) o.c.
Sole plate to joist or blocking, at braced wall panels 3-16d 16� (406 mm)

7. Top plate to stud, end nail 2-16d

8. Stud to sole plate 4-8d, toenail or 2-16d, end nail

9. Double studs, face nail 16d at 24� (610 mm) o.c.

10. Double top plates, typical face nail 16d at 16� (406 mm) o.c.
Double top plates, lap splice 8-16d

11. Blocking between joists or rafters to top plate, toenail 3-8d

12. Rim joist to top plate, toenail 8d at 6� (152 mm) o.c.

13. Top plates, laps and intersections, face nail 2-16d

14. Continuous header, two pieces 16d at 16� (406 mm) o.c. along each edge

15. Ceiling joists to plate, toenail 3-8d

16. Continuous header to stud, toenail 4-8d

17. Ceiling joists, laps over partitions, face nail 3-16d

18. Ceiling joists to parallel rafters, face nail 3-16d

19. Rafter to plate, toenail 3-8d

20. 1� (25 mm) brace to each stud and plate, face nail 2-8d

21. 1� � 8� (25 mm � 203 mm) sheathing or less to each bearing, face nail 2-8d

22. Wider than 1� � 8� (25 mm � 203 mm) sheathing to each bearing, face nail 3-8d

23. Built-up corner studs 16d at 24� (610 mm) o.c.

24. Built-up girder and beams 20d at 32� (813 mm) o.c. at top and bottom and staggered 2-20d at ends and at each splice

25. 2� (51 mm) planks 2-16d at each bearing

26. Wood structural panels and particleboard:2

Subfloor and wall sheathing (to framing):
1/2� (12.7 mm) and less 6d3

19/32�-3/4� (15 mm-19 mm) 8d4 or 6d5

7/8�-1� (22 mm-25 mm) 8d3

11/8�-11/4� (29 mm-32 mm) 10d4 or 8d5

Combination subfloor-underlayment (to framing):
3/4� (19 mm) and less 6d5

7/8�-1� (22 mm-25 mm) 8d5

11/8�-11/4� (29 mm-32 mm) 10d4 or 8d5

27. Panel siding (to framing)2:
1/2� (12.7 mm) or less 6d6

5/8� (16 mm) 8d6

28. Fiberboard sheathing:7
1/2� (12.7 mm) No. 11 ga.8

6d4

No. 16 ga.9
25/32� (20 mm) No. 11 ga.8

8d4

No. 16 ga.9

29. Interior paneling
1/4� (6.4 mm) 4d10

3/8� (9.5 mm) 6d11

1Common or box nails may be used except where otherwise stated.
2Nails spaced at 6 inches (152 mm) on center at edges, 12 inches (305 mm) at intermediate supports except 6 inches (152 mm) at all supports where spans 

are 48 inches (1219 mm) or more. For nailing of wood structural panel and particleboard diaphragms and shear walls, refer to Sections 2315.3.3 and 2315.4.
Nails for wall sheathing may be common, box or casing.

3Common or deformed shank.
4Common.
5Deformed shank.
6Corrosion-resistant siding or casing nails conforming to the requirements of Section 2304.3.
7Fasteners spaced 3 inches (76 mm) on center at exterior edges and 6 inches (152 mm) on center at intermediate supports.
8Corrosion-resistant roofing nails with 7/16-inch-diameter (11 mm) head and 11/2-inch (38 mm) length for 1/2-inch (12.7 mm) sheathing and 13/4-inch (44 mm)

length for 25/32-inch (20 mm) sheating conforming to the requirements of Section 2304.3.
9Corrosion-resistant staples with nominal 7/16-inch (11 mm) crown and 11/8-inch (29 mm) length for 1/2-inch (12.7 mm) sheathing and 11/2-inch (38 mm) length 

for 25/32-inch (20 mm) sheathing conforming to the requirements of Section 2304.3.
10Panel supports at 16 inches (406 mm) [20 inches (508 mm) if strength axis in the long direction of the panel, unless otherwise marked]. Casing or finish nails 

spaced 6 inches (152 mm) on panel edges, 12 inches (305 mm) at intermediate supports.
11Panel supports at 24 inches (610 mm). Casing or finish nails spaced 6 inches (152 mm) on panel edges, 12 inches (305 mm) at intermediate supports.
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(By permission from National Evaluation Service, Inc.)

4.13.2 Basic Fastener Styles
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(By permission from National Evaluation Service, Inc.)

4.13.3 Nominal Dimensions of Nails and Staples
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(By permission from National Evaluation Service, Inc.)

4.13.4 Nail and Staples Withdrawal Design Values
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4.13.5 Wall Framing Nailing Schedule with Illustrations
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Continued
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4.13.6 Ceiling and Roof Framing Nailing Schedule with Illustrations
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Continued
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4.13.7 Floor Framing Nailing Schedule with Illustrations
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Continued
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4.13.8 Summary of Use of Fasteners for Framing
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4.13.9 Allowable Spacing of Fasteners for Subfloor Underlayment
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4.13.10 Allowable Spacing of Fasteners for Sheathing to Wood Framing
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4.13.11 Wall Sheathing, Panel Siding, and Underlayment Nailing Schedules
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4.13.12 Fasteners for Roof and Wall Shingles 
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4.13.13 Staple Usage for Wall, Ceilings, Soffits
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4.13.14 Wood Dowel Bearing Strength—by Species
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

4.14.0 Typical Joist Perimeter Framing Details
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

4.15.0 Typical Joist Bearing on Studwall Detail
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4.16.0 Typical Joist Bearing on CMU Wall Detail
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4.17.0 Typical Joist Bearing on Interior CMU Wall Detail
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4.18.0 Typical Joist Connections to Steel Detail
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4.19.0 Typical Joist Connections to Steel—at Roof and Floor Level
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

4.20.0 Typical Joint and Exterior Deck Detail
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4.21.0 Typical 2� Rafter Bearing on Studwall Detail
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4.22.0 Typical 2� Rafter Nonbearing Wall Detail
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4.23.0 Another Typical 2� Rafter Nonbearing Wall Detail
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

4.24.0 Typical 2� Framing Details at Roof Ridge
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(By permission from The McGraw-Hill Co., Structural Details Manual, David R. Williams.)

4.25.0 Typical Framing Details at Stairs



4.26.0 Lumber Industry Abbreviations

These abbreviations are commonly used for softwood lumber, although all of them are not necessar-
ily applicable to all species. Additional abbreviations, which are applicable to a particular region or
species, shall not be used unless included in certified grading rules.

Abbreviations are commonly used in the forms indicated, but variations such as the use of up-
per- and lower-case type, and the use or omission of periods and other forms of punctuation are
not required.

AD Air-dried

ADF After deducting freight sides

ALS American Softwood Lumber Standard

AV or AVG Average

Bd Board

Bd ft Board foot or feet

Bdl Bundle

Bev Beveled

B/L Bill of lading

BM Board Measure

Btr Better

B&B or B&Btr B and better

B&S Beams and stringers

CB1S Center bead one side

CB2S Center bead two sides

CF Cost and freight

CG2E Center groove two edges

CIF Cost, insurance, and freight

CIFE Cost, insurance, freight, and exchange

Clg Ceiling

Clr Clear

CM Center matched

Com Common

CS Caulking seam

Csg Casing

Cu Ft Cubic foot or feet

CV1S Center Vee on side

CV2S Center Vee two sides

D&H Dressed and headed

D&M Dressed and matched

DB Clg Double-beaded ceiling (E&CB1S)

DB Part Double-beaded partition (E&CB2S)

DET Double end trimmed

Dim Dimension

Dkg Decking

D/S or D/Sdg Drop siding
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4.26.0 Lumber Industry Abbreviations—Continued

EB1S Edge bead one side

EB2S Edge bead two sides

E&CB1S Edge and center bead one side

E&CB2S Edge and center bead two sides

E&CV1S Edge and center Vee on side

E&CV2S Edge and center Vee two sides

EE Eased edges

EG Edge (vertical) grain

EM End matched

EV1S Edge Vee on side

EV2S Edge Vee two sides

Fac Factory

FAS Free alongside (named vessel)

FBM Foot or board measure

FG Flat (slash) grain

Flg Flooring

FOB Free on board (named point)

FOHC Free of heart center or centers

FOK Free of knots

Frt Freight

Ft Foot or feet

GM Grade marked

G/R or G/Rfg Grooved roofing

HB Hollow back

H&M hit-and-miss

H or M hit-or-miss

Hrt Heart

Hrt CC Heart cubical content

Hrt FA Heart facial area

Hrt G Heart girth

IN Inch or inches

J&P Joists and planks

KD Kiln-dried

Lbr Lumber

LCL Less than carload

LFT or Lin Ft Linear foot or feet

Lgr Longer

Lgth Length

Lin Linear

Lng Lining

M Thousand
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4.26.0 Lumber Industry Abbreviations—Continued

MBM Thousand (feet) board measure

MC Moisture content

Merch Merchantable

Mldg Moulding

mm Millimeter

No Number

N1E Nosed one edge

N2E Nosed two edges

Og Ogee

Ord Order

Par Paragraph

Part Partition

Pat Pattern

Pc Piece

Pcs Pieces

PE Plain end

PO Purchase order

P&T Post and timbers

Reg Regular

Res Resawed or resawn

Rfg Roofing

Rgh Rough

R/L Random lengths

R/W Random widths

R/W&L Random widths and lengths

Sdg Siding

Sel Select

S&E Side and Edge (surfaced on)

SE Sdg Square edge siding

SE & S Square edge and sound

S/L or S/LAP Shiplap

SL&C Shipper’s load and count

SM or Std M Standard matched

Specs Specifications

Std Standard

Stpg Stepping

Str or Struc Structural

S1E Surfaced one edge

S1S Surfaced one side

S1S1E Surfaced one side and one edge

S1S2E Surfaced one side and two edges
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4.26.0 Lumber Industry Abbreviations—Continued

S2E Surfaced two edges

S2S Surfaced two sides

S2S1E Surfaced two sides and one edge

S2S&CM Surfaced two sides and center matched

S4S Surfaced four sides

S4S&CS Surfaced four sides and caulking seam

T&G Tongued and grooved

VG Vertical grain

Wdr Wider

Wt Weight
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4.27.0 Rough Carpentry—Quality Control Checklist



4.28.0 Finish Carpentry—Quality Control Checklist
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Quality
Control
Checklist

Project no.

Section No.

Finish Carpentry 06200

Date

1. Shop drawings and samples are approved and on site.

2. Furring and blocking are provided to receive materials as required.

3. Certificates or grade stamps are provided.

4. Materials are not delivered before closing in building, and are suitably stored.

5. Materials have adequate temporary bracing, skids, etc. to prevent wracking, loosened members, or other defects due to handling.

6. Substrate and finishes are as required. Visually inspect exposed for evenness.

7. Method of attachment is as required.

8. Verify Contractor has coordinated work with other trades.

9. Accessories such as scribe and trim molds are provided.

10. Installed materials suitably protected against damage.

11. Tops are provided as required. Cutting of holes for sinks and other appliances is performed as required.

12. Surfaces are thoroughly cleaned and finished as required.

13. Surfaces are protected as required.

USE REVERSE SIDE FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS AND COMMENTS

Accepted By
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Used as sheathing, flooring, in the production of cabinetry, and millwork, plywood and composite
wood products play a key role in the construction industry.

5.0.0 American Plywood Association (APA) Grading Guidelines

The American Plywood Association, headquartered in Tacoma, Washington, establishes grades and
specifications for plywood products. The National Particleboard Association, located in Gaithersburg,
Maryland, is the authority on composite wood products.

Plywood

Similar to the grading agencies for Western wood products and Southern pine lumber, the American
Plywood Association (APA) provides the industry with specification guidelines and grade stamps by
which to identify these grades. The term grade can apply to the type of veneer being used or the use
for which the panel is best suited.

5.1.0 Plywood Types and Typical Applications

Where interior usage for cabinetry, shelving, built-ins, and so forth, is required, APA-Sanded and
Touch-Sanded designations apply:

• A-A For use where appearance on both sides is important.

• A-B For use where appearance on only one side is important, but where two solid sides are re-
quired.

• A-C For use where appearance on one side is important in exterior applications, such as soffits,
truck lining, and structural uses.

• A-D For use where appearance on one side is important in interior applications, such as panel-
ing and partitions.

• B-B Utility panel with two sides. Interior use primarily; limited exterior use.

• B-C Utility panel for farm-service work, box cars, and truck linings for exterior use.

• B-D Utility panel for backing, sides of built-ins, separator boards, and slip sheets for interior and
exterior use.

• C-C plugged For use as an underlayment over structural subfloor, pallet fruit bins, and for use
in areas to be covered by carpet.

• C-D plugged For open soffits, cable reels, walkways, interior, or protected applications. Not to
be used as underlayment.

• Underlayment For application over structural subfloor, it provides a smooth surface for carpet
and, touch sanded, for resilient floors.

Specialty Panels

• APA high-density overlay (HDO) Manufactured with a semi-opaque resin-fiber overlay on both
sides. It is used for concrete forms, industrial bins, and exhaust ducts.

• APA marine Plywood made only with Douglas fir or Western larch have highly restrictive limita-
tions on core gaps and face repairs. As the name implies, it is ideal for boat hulls and other marine
uses.

• APA B-B plyform Class 1 Used for concrete formwork and designed for multi-use applications.

• APA medium-density overlay MDO Made with a smooth, opaque, resin-treated fiber overlay,
producing an ideal base for finish painting, signs, and shelving.

• APA decorative Plywood with a rough-sawn, brushed, and grooved surface for interior accent
walls, paneling, exhibit displays, etc.
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• APA plyron Plywood with a hardboard face adhered on both sides, for countertops, cabinet
doors, and shelving.

• Plyform Exterior-grade plywood used for concrete forms.

• B-B plyform It has a smooth, solid surface. It can be re-used many times.

• B-C EXT Sanded panel used where only one smooth side is needed.

• HDO plyform High-density overlay with hard, semi-opaque resin-fiber finish. Resists abrasion up
to 200 re-uses. Requires a release agent.

• Structural 1 plyform Stronger and stiffer than B-B and HDO. Recommended for high-pressure
applications.

5.1.1 APA-Registered Trademarks Explained
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5.1.2 Plywood Veneer Grades
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(By permission of APA, The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.2.0 Exposure Ratings (Exposure 1 and 2)

Exposure 1 is for exterior use and has a fully waterproof bond designed for applications where the
plywood will be permanently exposed to the weather or to moisture. Plywood so designated is
stamped Exposure 1. Exposure 2 is for protected construction applications and is constructed with
intermediate glue. This product is identified as Exposure 2 on the ADA grade stamp.

5.3.0 Plywood Species Group Numbers

Plywood manufactured in accordance with U.S. Product Standard (PS) 183 can be made of more
than 70 species of wood and these species are divided into 5 groups. Group 1 is the strongest and
stiffest and Group 5 the least strong and least stiff.



5.3.1 Chart of Classification of Species
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5.4.0 Variety of Surface Textures Available on APA-Rated Siding
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5.4.0 Variety of Surface Textures Available on APA-Rated Siding—Continued
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5.5.0 Plywood Panel Dimensions (U.S. Customary and Metric)
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5.6.0 Span Tables for Plywood Sheathing and Subfloors
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5.7.0 Recommended Spans for Roof Sheathing and Fastening Schedules
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5.7.1 Recommended Spans for Roof Decks—Low Slopes

5.7.2 Stiffener Load-Span Tables for Preframed APA Panel Roof Decks
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(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.7.3 Plywood Thickness and Maximum Spans for Roof Decks Under Special Coatings

5.7.4 Spans for Open Soffit or Combined Roof Decking and Ceilings
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(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.7.5 Spans for Closed Soffit or Nonstructural Ceilings

5.7.6 Plywood Supports for Uniformly Loaded Heavy Duty Floors
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(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.7.7 Plywood Recommendations for Floor Carrying Fork-Truck Traffic
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5.7.8 Recommended Shear for Horizontal APA Panel Diaphragms with Wood Framing
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5.7.9 Recommended Shear for APA Panel Shear Walls with Wood Framing for 
Wind or Seismic Loading
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5.7.10 Allowable Spans for APA I-Joists—Simple- and Multiple-Span Applications



5.8.0 Typical Plywood Sheathing Construction
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(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.8.1 One-Hour Fire-Rated Exterior Load-Bearing Wall Assembly—Illustrated 

5.8.2 One-Hour Fire-Rated Glulam Beam Assembly
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(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.8.3 APA Rated Siding Over Nailable Sheathing—Recommendations/Illustrations
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5.8.4 Panel Siding Joint Details—Diagrammed
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5.8.5 Recommended Procedures for Applying Stucco Over APA Panel Sheathing
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5.8.6 APA Panel Corner Bracing—Illustrated

5.8.7 Brick Veneer Application Over Plywood Sheathing
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5.8.8 APA Panel Subflooring—Maximum Span, Fastening—Tables and Diagrams
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5.8.9 One-Hour Fire-Rated Combustible Floor/Ceiling Assemblies
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5.8.10 Interior Plywood Paneling Span, Fastening Schedules

5.8.11 APA Panel Stair Treads and Riser Applications
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5.8.12 APA Plywood Systems for Ceramic Tile Flooring
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5.8.13 Fully Wind-Resistive Roof Assemblies
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5.8.14 Recommended Roof Loads for APA Rated Sheathing with Strength Axis Parallel to Supports

5.8.15 Preframed Roof Panels
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5.8.16 Roof Sheathing—Construction Details
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5.8.17 Heavy Timber Roof Construction Utilizing Plywood
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5.8.18 Open and Closed Soffit Construction Details Utilizing Plywood
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5.8.20 Noise Resistance Plywood Floor Construction Details

(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.8.19 Plywood as Roof Support for Metal Roof Panels
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5.8.21 APA Siding Face Grades and Metric Conversions
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5.9.0 Thermal Resistance of Wood Structural Panels
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5.9.1 Average “U” Values of APA Panel Roof Decks

5.9.2 STC 46 Party Wall Construction



5.10.0 APA-Rated Sturdi-Floor Subfloor and Floor Framing for Hardwood Floors
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(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.11.0 Composite Wood Products

Along with lumber and plywood, within the past 40 years, a new wood product has gained wide ac-
ceptance in the industry, composite wood products. These products are panels and laminated mate-
rials made up of small pieces of wood glued together, oftentimes with plastic fillers. These products
are frequently referred to as engineered wood products.

5.11.1 Hardboard (Compressed Fiberboard)

A board manufactured from interfelted lignocellulosis fibers, consolidated under heat and pressure
to form a dense material.

• Available thicknesses Typically 1⁄8" (12.7 mm) to 1⁄2" (38.1 mm).

• Density 45 to 70 pounds/cubic foot (705 to 112 kg/cubic meter).

• Uses Exterior siding, peg board, decorative wall paneling, underlayment, drawer bottoms, furni-
ture backs, and simulated wood shingles and shakes.

5.11.2 Cellulosic Fiberboard (Softboard)

Made from wood fibers, recycled paper, bagasse (a plant residue, such as from sugar cane), and other
agricultural by-products

• Available thicknesses Typically 1⁄2" (12.7 mm) to 2" (50.8 mm).

• Density Typically 10 to 25 pounds/cubic foot (160 to 400 kg/cubic meter).

• Uses Wall sheathing, roof insulation, and sound insulation.



5.11.3 Oriented Strand Board (OSB)

This material evolved from waferboard and is constructed of strands of softwood or hardwood 1⁄2"
(12.7 mm) wide by 3" (76.2 mm) to 4'6" (1.37 m) in length.

• Available thicknesses Typically 1⁄4" (6.4 mm) to 11⁄8" (28.6 mm).

• Density 36 to 44 pounds/cubic foot (577 to 705 kg/cubic meter).

• Uses Interchangeably used in structural applications in the same way as plywood. Phenolic pa-
per overlaid OSB is used for siding.

5.11.4 Waferboard

Similar to OSB, except that it is composed of large flakes of wood bonded together and generally
made from low-density hardwoods, such as aspen. Once used a great deal as sheathing, it has largely
been replaced by OSB.

5.11.5 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)

Primarily a structural member made of veneer laid up in one grain direction and made in billets 27"
(68.6 cm) to 50" (127 cm) wide and 11⁄2" (38.1 mm) or 13⁄4" (44.5 mm) thick. Produced under pres-
sure to cure the adhesives, mostly phenolic glues. This material is nondestructively tested to ensure
consistent strength. TrusJoist MacMillan uses this material as flanges in their I-joists.

5.11.6 Parallel-Strand Lumber (PSL)

These products are made of oriented strands of waste softwood veneer. The 1⁄2" (12.7 mm) wide by
37" (94 cm) long strands are oriented and laid up into a mat, which is processed through a 
microwave-heating system into billets of 11" (279 mm) � 18" (457 mm) or 11" (279 mm) � 14" (355
mm). These billets are sawn into lengths and thicknesses, as required. PSL members are used
where high-strength lumber or timber materials are required. TrusJoist MacMillan’s Parallam is a
PSL product.

5.11.7 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)

OSL is made with nominal 12" (300 mm) long strands and pressed in a steam-injection press machine
to produce uniform density throughout. This material, developed by McMillan Bloedel, Ltd., is also
used in joist construction.

5.11.8 Com-Ply

Com-Ply is a material developed by the USDA Forest Service in the 1970s and composed of ran-
dom or oriented wood flakes or particles sandwiched between two layers of veneer. One or more
layers of veneer are also placed on the faces or edges of the lumber. This material is not widely
used today.

5.12.0 Medium-Density Fiberboard (MDF)

Dry-formed panels manufactured from lignocellulosis fibers, combined with a synthetic resin or other
suitable binder.

• Available thicknesses 3⁄16" (4.74 mm) to 11⁄2" (38.1 mm) (3", 76.2 mm, is available on special 
order).

• Density 40 to 50 pounds/cubic foot (641 to 801 kg/cubic meter).

• Uses Moldings or millwork where it replaces solid wood.
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(Reprinted with the permission of the Composite Panel Assoc., 18928 Premiere Court, Gaithersburg, Maryland.)

5.12.1 MDF Product Certifications and Uses
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5.12.2 MDF Raw Material Composition
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5.12.3 MDF Wood and Vinyl Veneers and Dimensional Characteristics
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5.12.4 Dimensional Stability as a Critical Factor
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5.12.5 Particleboard and MDF Grades and Property Requirements
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5.12.6 Effect of Moisture on Cross Lamination of Veneered Lumber Products



5.12.7 Moisture Content of Particleboard and the Impact on Warpage

When used as a substrate for plastic laminate facings, these particleboard and fiberboard panels are
subject to warpage if not stored properly. Warpage can also occur when an unbalanced laminated
panel is produced—one with a face sheet of high-pressure laminate, but no backer sheet. Moisture
content building up in the unfaced panel causes stresses to accumulate. When these stresses become
excessive and are no longer equally balanced, cracks can occur in the laminate. This unbalance can
occur because of a number of factors:

• Selection of laminate other than HPL, such as a wood veneer.

• The environment in which laminating is to occur.

• Conditioning (or lack thereof) of each component of the assembly.

• Product design problems.

• Installation procedures

Unusually moist or dry conditions should be avoided in both the storage of the substrate and the
laminating environment.

5.12.8 Moisture Content Zones in the U.S.

372 Section 5

(Reprinted with the permission of National Particleboard Association, Gaithersburg, Mary-

land.)
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5.12.9 Particleboard and MDF Dimensional Changes Compared to Wood



5.12.10 Dimensional Changes in Medium-Density Fiberboard (MDF) and 
Industrial-Grade Particle Board (PBI)

374 Section 5

(Reprinted with the permission of National Particleboard Association, Gaithersburg, Maryland.)



5.12.11 Ideal Fabrication Conditions Chart
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Maryland.)
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5.12.12 Selected Substrates—Handling and Storage Suggestions
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5.12.13 Use of Particleboard as Underlayment
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Continued 
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Continued
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5.12.14 Placement of Various Types of Flooring Over Particleboard Underlayment
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5.12.15 Particleboard as Stepping
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Continued
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5.12.16 MDF Moldings and Millwork
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Continued
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5.12.17 Saw/Cutting, Installing MDF Moldings, and Millwork



5.13.0 Glulams

A glued laminated timber (glulam) is a stress-rated engineered wood product consisting of lamina-
tions of wood bonded together with an adhesive. The typical glulam is constructed of individual
pieces of lumber generally having a nominal thickness of two inches (5.08 cm) or less. Individual
pieces of lumber are end joined together to create long lengths referred to as laminations; the grain
of all laminations run parallel with the length of the member. Glulams are available in a variety of
stock sizes and can be ordered in custom lengths, widths, and depths. Glulams are available in four
appearance groups—framing, industrial, architectural, and premium.

386 Section 5

(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.13.1 Camber in Glulam Beams
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5.13.2 Glulam Sizes and Weights
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(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.13.3 Equivalent Douglas Fir Glulam Sections as Substitutes for Sawn Lumber

5.13.4 Glulam Beam Bearings—End Wall, Masonry Wall
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(By permission from APA—The Engineered Wood Association, Tacoma, Washington.)

5.13.5 Glulam Bearings at End Walls with Steel Tie and Cap Plates

5.13.6 Continuous Glulam Beam Over Intermediate Steel Column
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5.13.7 Glulam Beams Butting Over Intermediate Wood Supports

5.13.8 Beam Size Changes Over Intermediate Supports

5.13.9 Glulam Continuous Floor Beam Over Intermediate Wood Supports
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5.13.10 Glulams as Garage Door Headers

5.13.11 Rafter to Beam Framing
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5.13.12 I-Joist Series—Size, Depth, Flange Width

5.13.13 I-Joists Bearing on Floor Beams
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5.13.14 Beam Support at End Wall with Floor I-Joists

5.13.15 I-Joists Mounted Flush with Floor Beam

5.13.16 Lumber Joists Bearing on Floor Beam



5.14.0 High-Pressure Laminate (HPL) Q&A

394 Section 5

(By permission of Formica Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio.)



5.14.0 High-Pressure Laminate (HPL) Q&A—Continued
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5.14.1 HPL Tips for Avoiding Panel Warpage

396 Section 5

(By permission of Formica Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio.)



5.14.2 HPL Stress Crack Avoidance
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5.14.2 HPL Stress Crack Avoidance—Continued
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5.14.3 HPL Post-Forming Countertops
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5.14.4 HPL Post-Forming Countertops (Manual Techniques)

400 Section 5

(By permission of Formica Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio.)



5.14.5 Common Post-Forming Problems
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5.14.6 HPL Decorative Laminate Summary Table
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5.14.7 How to Laminate a Countertop
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5.14.8 How to Install a Countertop
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5.15.0 Low-Pressure Laminates (LPL)

Sometimes referred to as saturated paper laminates, these LPLs can take the form of solid-color
decorative papers that have been saturated with either a melamine, a phenolic, or a polyester resin.
These low-pressure laminates are wood based and will shrink and expand in the presence of mois-
ture or the lack of moisture. Although the contractor will generally purchase these kinds of panel ma-
terials from a manufacturer, it is helpful to have knowledge of the factors involving successful as-
sembly of these products.

• During assembly, the press should be loaded and closed as quickly as possible.

• Hot boards should be stacked flat and well supported while cooling. Rapid cooling is to be avoided.

• The volatile material in the papers should be retained and not dried out.

• The press platen temperature and conditions for the proper curing of both sides must be set when
using different papers.

• When using phenolic papers with elevated temperatures and extended press times, degradation of
the substrate must be avoided. Proper cooling of these panels is essential.

406 Section 5
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5.16.0 Cabinet Joinery Details
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5.17.0 Wood Trim and Molding Profiles
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6.0.0 Most Frequently Used Types of Roofing

6.0.0.1 Built-Up Membrane Roofing

All BURs share three basic components: felts, bitumens, and protective caps. The felts, asphalt-
impregnated, fiberglass-reinforced membrane sheets are designed to act in concert with the bitu-
mens (a semi-solid asphalt or coal tar pitch material) to create a moisture-resistant surface. The cap,
weathering-grade asphalt embedded with mineral granules or gravel to protect the built-up roof from
the elements is the third element in this assembly.

Built-up roofs can be subdivided into three categories:

1. Smooth surface BUR without any gravel topping. These roofs are lightweight, easy to inspect,
and, if leaks occur, make it simple to determine the source of the leak.

2. Gravel surface BUR with a stone-aggregate spread over its entire surface after a flood coat of
bitumen has been applied to protect the membrane from the elements. Gravel-surfaced BURs are
limited to those roofs with slopes of 3 inches or less.

3. Mineral surface BUR with a top sheet of weathering-grade asphalt embedded with mineral
granules to protect the surface from the elements.

6.0.0.2 Fluid-Applied Membrane Roofs

Fluid-applied roofs can be installed with either hot or cold materials. This type of roof installation re-
quires a stable substrate, such as a cast-in-place concrete deck. When applied over concrete, which
must meet certain moisture content standards, a prime coat is first sprayed or rolled on. This is gen-
erally followed by the installation of a nylon or fiberglass mat mopped directly onto the primed con-
crete surface after which top coat is applied by roller or spray. The fluid applied membrane makes it
easy to spot leaks, which might occur if cracks appear in the substrate and the nylon/fiberglass mat
cannot bridge the gap. The liquid-applied roof is often used where free-form roofs are constructed.

6.0.0.3 Single-Ply Membrane Roofs

The advent of man-made elastomeric materials, such polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and ethylene pro-
pylene diene monomer (EPDM), ushered in the era of single-ply membrane roofs. Elastic, flexible,
easy to install, ozone and ultraviolet-ray resistant, these wide-width sheets (some as wide as 40 feet)
provide a roof membrane with significantly fewer seams that is very cost-effective, long-lived, and rel-
atively easy to repair if damaged.

A variation on the single-ply membrane roof is the IRMA roof (Inverted Roof Membrane Assem-
bly), where the single-ply membrane is placed directly on the roof deck and rigid insulation, protec-
tion board, and aggregate ballast is placed on top. The membrane nestles protected from the ele-
ments and from roof traffic that could damage the membrane.

6.0.0.4 Metal Sheet and Metal Panel Roofs

Metals of various alloys (such as lead, terne, zinc, and copper) have been used for hundreds of years
and are still popular today, primarily for aesthetic reasons or when historic restorations are being un-
dertaken. Formed metal roofing should not be installed on sloped roofs with a pitch less than 11⁄2
inches in one foot.

6.0.0.5 Shingles, Shakes, and Tile Roofs

These materials are actually watershedding materials, rather than waterproofing materials, and rely
upon roof pitch to rapidly drain the water from the surface on the roof. Slopes of 3 to 4 inches per
foot are recommended before selecting any of these materials. Wood shingles and wood shakes re-
quire installation where air can circulate behind them so that they can dry out after becoming wet.
Slate shingles are expensive to purchase and install, but are extremely long lasting. This material is
generally specified when restoration work is being undertaken. Porcelain enamel tiles or clay tiles are
frequently used in certain parts of the country where mission or Spanish-style roofs are popular, such
as the Southwest.
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6.0.0.6 Defining Roof Slopes and other Types of Slopes

412 Section 6



6.1.0 Roof Flashings

• Gravel stops Gravel stops are metal flashing attached to the edge of the roof to protect and se-
cure the edge of the roof membrane. When gravel is placed on the roof, the profile of the gravel
stop is such that it prevents the gravel from rolling or washing over the edge of the roof.

• Copings Similar in nature to gravel stops, except that they are placed on top of perimeter para-
pet walls to secure the roof’s base flashing.

• Base flashings Generally flexible materials that provide watertight integrity between the hori-
zontal roof membrane and some vertical surface. Base flashing can also be made of metal and re-
quire either a reglet or counterflashing on the vertical surface to ensure watertight conditions.

• Counter flashings Flashings that act as a shield to cover the seamed base flashing below. They
are generally constructed of aluminum, copper, lead, or stainless steel.

• Pipe and conduit flashings Whenever a mechanical or electrical pipe or conduit penetrates the
roof surface, some form of flashing must be installed to seal off this penetration. Factory-supplied
“boots” or shop-fabricated “pitch pockets” are used to seal off these roof surfaces.

• Roof drain flashings When installed in a roof, generally at a low point in the roof surface where
water tends to accumulate, special care is required where these flashings are installed. Usually in-
stalled by the plumbing contractor, roof drains can be purchased with flashings specially designed
for that purpose.

• Roof vent flashings Roof vents installed through the roof surface require “boots” that can be
purchased or fabricated for the purpose.

• Pitch pockets The “pocket” is usually formed of aluminum or copper and is fastened to the roof
deck, which encloses a pipe or series of pipes that penetrate the roof surface. This pocket or dam
is then filled with pitch, a black viscous tar that “cold” flows to seal the spaces around the pene-
trations. Pitch pockets require periodic inspections to ensure that the pitch levels are maintained.

• Expansion joint covers When a large expanse of roof is constructed, allowance must be made
for expansion and subsequent contraction. Various types of bellow or slip-joint expansion joints
can be installed, and (depending on the configuration) might require additional flashing to make
them watertight.

• Ridge flashings Where the valley and eaves are created in a roof, flashings must be installed.
Generally, this occurs when shingled roofs are installed, whether wood, tile, or slate.
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6.1.1 Flashing Types and Locations
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6.1.2 Gutter and Downspout Parts and Terminology



6.2.0 3-Ply Built-Up Roof on Approved Insulation

416 Section 6

(By permission of Schuller Roofing Systems, Denver, Colorado.)



6.2.1 3-Ply Built-Up Roof on Nailable Deck
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6.2.2 3-Ply Built-Up Roof on Lightweight Fill Insulated Deck

418 Section 6

(By permission of Schuller Roofing Systems, Denver, Colorado.)



6.3.0 4-Ply Gravel Surface Built-Up Roof over Insulation, Inclines to 3" Per Foot
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6.3.1 4-Ply Smooth Surface Built-Up Roof Over Insulation, Inclines to 3" Per Foot

420 Section 6

(By permission of Schuller Roofing Systems, Denver, Colorado.)



6.4.0 3- and 4-Ply Hot-Mopped Modified Bitumen Roofs
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6.5.0 Built-Up Roof Flashing Details

422 Section 6

(By permission of Schuller Roofing Systems, Denver, Colorado.)



6.5.1 Built-Up Roof Flashing Details—Continued
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6.6.0 Single-Ply Membrane Securement Data

424 Section 6

(By permission of The Carlisle Corporation, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.)



6.6.0 Single-Ply Membrane Securement Data—Continued
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6.6.1 Basic Wind-Speed Map

This map is based on ASCE 7-99, formerly ANSI A 58.1–1982.

426 Section 6

(By permission of The Carlisle Corporation, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.)



6.6.2 Single-Ply Membrane Ballasted Roof Stone Specifications
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6.6.3 Single-Ply Membrane Splicing Cement Guide

428 Section 6

(By permission of The Carlisle Corporation, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.)



6.7.0 Single-Ply Membrane Curb Flashing Details
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6.7.1 Single-Ply Membrane Reglet and Cap Flashing Details

430 Section 6

(By permission of The Carlisle Corporation, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.)



6.7.2 Single-Ply Membrane Curb and Vertical Pipe Flashing Details
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6.7.3 Single-Ply Membrane Counterflashing/Vertical Termination Flashing Details

432 Section 6

(By permission of The Carlisle Corporation, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.)



6.7.4 Single-Ply Membrane Expansion-Joint Details
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6.7.5 Single-Ply Membrane Box Gutter/Roof Drain Flashing Details

434 Section 6

(By permission of The Carlisle Corporation, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.)



6.7.6 Single-Ply Membrane Acceptable Roof Deck Chart

1. Proper decking shall be provided by the building owner. The building owner or its designated rep-
resentative must have a registered engineer investigate the building structure to ensure its ability
to withstand the total weight of this roofing system, as well as construction loads and live loads,
in accordance with all applicable codes. The specifier must also designate the maximum allowable
weight and location for material loading and storage on the roof.

2. Acceptable decks, minimum pullouts, and approved Carlisle Fasteners:
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3. Withdrawal resistance tests are strongly suggested to determine the suitability of a roof deck. Ce-
mentitious wood fiber, gypsum, lightweight insulating concrete over steel and oriented strand
board (regardless of thickness), or plywood (less than 5⁄8 inch in thickness) must be tested. If the
minimum pullout requirements cannot be achieved, Carlisle may be contacted for options con-
cerning an appropriate roofing system.



6.8.0 Single-Ply Membrane Underwriters Laboratories Specifications

The following information highlights the Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and Factory Mutual (FM)
code ratings achieved with Carlisle’s Sure-Weld Mechanically Fastened Roofing System:
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(By permission of The Carlisle Corporation, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.)



6.9.0 Single-Ply Membrane Roofing Preventative Maintenance Guidelines

Periodic maintenance to the roofing system will help to address those locations where moisture could
infiltrate and cause damage. It is imperative that the building owner recognizes the importance of
preventative maintenance in an effort to increase the life expectancy of the roofing system beyond
the warranty period.

Preventative Maintenance

The following is a list of general care and maintenance requirements for Carlisle Roofing Systems.
These maintenance items will help attain maximum performance from the roofing system.

• Provide proper drainage Keep the roof surface clean of leaves, twigs, paper or accumulated
dirt at drain areas to avoid clogged drains. Excessive ponding of water on the surface of the mem-
brane will increase the probability of moisture entering the structure in the event of a puncture or
cut in the membrane.

• Avoid degrading the membrane.

Do not expose the membrane to the following materials because of possible degradation of the mem-
brane:

• Liquids that contain petroleum products

• Solvents

• Grease used for lubricating roof top units

• Oils (new or old) used for air conditioning or compressor units

• Kitchen wastes or other animal fats

• Chemicals

Catch pans and proper drainage of the pans or other means of containment can be used for mem-
brane protection. Prolonged exposure to these materials will cause swelling and possible degradation
of the membrane if the spills are not removed.
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6.9.1 Investigation of Leaks on a Ballasted Single-Ply Membrane Roof

438 Section 6

(By permission of The Carlisle Corporation, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.)



6.10.0 A Typical Fire Vent for BUR and SPM roofs
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(By permission of the Bilco Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



6.10.1 A Typical Roof Hatch Where a Ladder Is Used for Access
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(By permission of the Bilco Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



6.10.2 Typical Roof Hatch Where a Ships Ladder Is Used for Access
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(By permission of the Bilco Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



6.10.3 Typical Roof Hatch Installation Where Stairs Are Used for Access

442 Section 6

(By permission of the Bilco Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



6.11.0 Copper and Lead-Coated Copper Roofing Material Sizes and Weights
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6.12.0 Standard Sizes and Exposure to Weather for Slate Roof Tiles

444 Section 6

(By permission from Buckingham Slate, Arvonia, Virginia.)



6.12.1 Slate Roof Installation Procedures
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(By permission from Buckingham Slate, Arvonia, Virginia.)
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6.12.2 Slate Roof Installation Procedures

(By permission from Buckingham—Virginia Slate, Arvonia, Virginia.)
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(By permission from Buckingham—Virginia Slate, Arvonia, Virginia.)

6.12.3 Slate Roof—Eave Joining Details



6.13.0 Cedar Shingle/Shake Installation Diagrams

450 Section 6

6.13.1 Cedar Shingle-Grade Label Facsimiles

(By permission of Cedar Shake and Shingle Bureau, Bellevue, Washington.)



6.13.2 Cedar Shingle and Shake Installation and Maintenance Tips
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(By permission of Cedar Shake and Shingle Bureau, Bellevue, Washington.)
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(By permission from the Cedar Shake & Shingle Bureau, Sumas, Washington.)

6.3.3 General Application Instructions for Shingles
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(By permission from the Cedar Shake & Shingle Bureau, Sumas, Washington.)

6.13.4 General Application Instructions for Shakes
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(By permission from the Cedar Shake & Shingle Bureau, Sumas, Washington.)

6.13.5 Wood Roof Valley Flashing Details
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(By permission from the Cedar Shake & Shingle Bureau, Sumas, Washington.)

6.13.6 Wood Roof Ventilation Details



6.14.0 A Checklist to Detect or Avoid Roof Leaks for All Types of Roofs

The source of a leak is not necessarily directly above the appearance of water penetration on the in-
side of a building. Water has a tendency to travel by the forces of gravity or to be forced into a cer-
tain path by high winds. Careful inspection of the roof and all flashings is sometimes necessary to de-
tect a leak; planned inspections by the owner might uncover a potential problem so that repairs can
be effected.

1. Most leaks occur at the perimeter of the building because this is where more movement occurs,
except at structural expansion joints. This area requires frequent inspection or “first look” if a leak
has been reported.

2. Roof penetrations, those at roof drains or roof curbs or around roof accessories or pipe/conduit
flashings, would be the next best place to inspect.

3. Parapet walls, exposed in two sides, might experience greater temperature variations and subse-
quent expansion and contraction activity, giving rise to tears in the flashing and leaks.

4. Equipment supports are frequently sources of roof leaks. Roof insulation attached to the outside
surface of structural steel supports could act as a thermal bridge and increase the potential for
condensation build-up.

5. Tears or splits in the membrane itself, caused by workers working on the roof and abusing the sur-
face, is another area of investigation. Servicing of roof-top equipment where oils and lubricants
are used can also result in leaks because of the oils or lubricants being carelessly spilled on the
roof membrane and dissolving a portion of the membrane.

6.15.0 Albedo—Measuring Energy Efficiency of Roof Membranes

Resistance to heat flow has been quantified by the use of “R” values—a means of measuring how well
a substance or material resists the transmission of heat into a building in hot weather and how well
it keeps heat in a building during cold weather. But when it comes to energy gained or lost through
a roof assembly, another form of measurement is often used, and that measure is referred to as
“albedo”—solar reflectance. Albedo measures how much of the solar energy striking a roof mem-
brane surface is reflected.
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Energy efficient roofing systems exhibit three qualities:

1. Good reflectance—albedo.

2. Sufficient insulation to resist the flow of heat into the structure.

3. Good emissivity—the ability of the roof surface to radiate the absorbed energy away from the
structure rather than retaining it.

The following chart lists albedo and emissivity factors for selected surfaces:

Material Albedo Emissivity

Concrete 0.30 0.94

Red brick 0.30 0.90

Tar paper 0.05 0.93

White plaster 0.93 0.91

Bright galvanized iron 0.35 0.13

Bright aluminum foil 0.85 0.04

White pigment 0.85 0.96

White single-ply roofing 0.78 0.90
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6.16.0 Roof Insulation—Quality Control Checklist
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6.17.0 Flashing and Sheet Metal—Quality Control Checklist
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6.18.0 Membrane Roofing—Quality Control Checklist



The category “sealants” spans a wide range of construction activities and applications—from pre-
venting water and moisture from infiltrating into below-grade structures to maintaining the water-
tight integrity of the entire superstructure.

This section deals primarily with caulking and sealant compounds: selection and application, and,
secondarily, curtain wall and masonry sealants.

6.19.0 Sealants as Joint-Filling Compounds

These materials generally fall into one of three categories:

• Dynamic joints Joints that exhibit changes due to movement from expansion, contraction, iso-
lation and loadings.

• Static joints Joints that exhibit little or no movement, such as masonry mortar joints. However,
no joint in a building is truly static because all materials exhibit some movement from temperature
changes and load factors.

• Butt joints Joints that have opposing faces that contract and expand and place a sealant in com-
pression, tension, and can also exhibit shear from extreme loading forces or seismic events.

6.20.0 Proper Application of Sealants

The key to proper application of any sealant begins with proper surface preparation, which can vary
considerably from one material to another. Most manufacturers go to great lengths to provide de-
tailed surface preparation and application procedures, which are often ignored by the applicator, re-
sulting in either poor performance or outright failure.

The following general guidelines are to be augmented by the manufacturer’s instructions for the
sealant and surface selected:

• Concrete and masonry Concrete can have the most variable surface conditions of any product
because of variations in curing conditions, moisture content, finishing techniques, additives, hard-
eners, curing compounds, and form-release agents. Concrete and masonry surfaces can exhibit
weak surface layers because of laitance present in concrete and the potential for spalling in ma-
sonry structures. Surfaces contaminated by laitance, hardeners, curing compounds and form-
release materials can be sandblasted or wire brushed to remove these contaminants.

Newly placed concrete or masonry must be allowed to cure before applying sealants. If these
surfaces, once cured, become wet from rain, they should be allowed to dry at least 24 hours in good
drying weather before sealant or primer application. Because most sealant manufacturers do not
recommend applying their products in temperatures below 40 degrees F, frost is a problem. Under
these conditions, an application of isopropyl alcohol or methyl ethyl ketone will cause surface
moisture to evaporate and a sealant can be quickly applied before frost forms again.

• Stone These surfaces generally provide good sealant adhesion. However, some material (such as
granite, limestone, and marble) should be primed before a sealant is applied. If the surface area of
the stone appears to be flaking or dusty, it must be cleaned by either water blasting, sandblasting,
or wire brushing before primer and sealant application.

• Glass and porcelain surfaces These surfaces are excellent substrates for sealants once their
surfaces are cleaned of contaminants and oils. Methyl ethyl ketone or alcohol is an ideal cleaner.

• Painted and lacquered surfaces Depending on where these surfaces are located and their ex-
posure to the weather, sealants should not be applied to flaking painted or lacquered surfaces.
Sound painted/lacquered surfaces should first be cleaned by wiping with a solvent to remove oil
and dust. It is preferable to do a test section to ensure that the solvent does not “lift” the painted
surface.

• Rigid plastic materials Solvents will clean these surfaces adequately. However, the manufac-
turer of the fiberglass, acrylic, or other plastic compound should be consulted to determine which
solvents will not permanently damage the plastic surface.

• Flexible plastics and elastomers These materials are difficult for sealants to adhere to. Test ap-
plications of a solvent, such as VM&P naptha, should be applied to determine if it is harmful to the
plastic or elastomer.
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• Aluminum with a mill finish A good degreasing solvent, such as trichloroethane or xylene, will
clean these surfaces properly. A rub down with fine steel wool or fine emery cloth might permit
better adhesion.

• Aluminum with an anodized finish This surface generally provides an excellent surface for
sealant application. However, it should be wiped down with methyl ethyl ketone or xylene to re-
move any surface contaminants.

• Copper Copper can oxidize and this patina must be removed by either sanding or rubbing with
steel wool. Copper is not compatible with many sealants; the sealant manufacturer or distributor
should be contacted for the proper selection.

• Lead Though not used extensively as a new material, lead is often encountered in restoration
work. It is difficult to obtain adhesion to a lead surface—even after cleaning with xylene or methyl
ethyl ketone. Seek the manufacturer’s recommendation.

• Steel Most steel surfaces to be caulked will have been painted, and procedures for any
painted surface will apply. For unpainted steel surfaces, the steel must be free from rust, oil,
and other surface contaminants. Abrade the surface by sandblasting or wire brushing down to
a sound surface, clean with a solvent, and then apply the caulking.

Stainless steel This is another difficult surface for adhesion purposes. Primers are often
recommended along with solvent cleaning of the surface.

Galvanized steel New galvanized surfaces present more difficult surfaces for adhesion than
weathered galvanized surfaces. Once again, consultation with the sealant manufacturer is rec-
ommended.

6.21.0 Typical Properties of Noncementitious vs Cementitious Repair Materials
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(Reprinted by permission from the Sealant, Waterproofing, and Restoration Institute, Kansas City, Missouri.)



6.22.0 Advantages/Disadvantages of Various Sealants
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6.23.0 Properties of Various Sealant Materials

468 Section 6

(Reprinted by permission from the Sealant, Waterproofing, and Restoration Institute, Kansas City, Missouri.)



6.24.0 Temperatures vs Sealant Performance
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6.25.0 Dow Corning Silicone-Sealant Designs, UL Ratings, Estimating Requirements

470 Section 6

(Reprinted by permission from the Sealant, Waterproofing, and Restoration Institute, Kansas City, Missouri.)



6.26.0 Typical Butt Joints and Other Joint Details
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6.27.0 Typical Exterior Wall Air-Seal Applications

472 Section 6



6.28.0 Acceptable/Unacceptable Air-Seal Applications
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(Reprinted by permission from the Sealant, Waterproofing, and Restoration Institute,

Kansas City, Missouri.)



6.29.0 Adhesion Test Procedures

474 Section 6

(Reprinted by permission from the Sealant, Waterproofing, and Restoration Institute, Kansas City, Missouri.)



6.30.0 Proper Parapet Wall-Sealants Diagrams

The Best Moisture Escape Routes

1. Ventilate the cavity for walls to breathe.

2. Install weep holes and/or clean existing weep holes that might have become clogged.

3. Correct improperly installed flashing and/or install additional flashing at problem areas.

The Best Barriers to Water Entry

1. Create water infiltration barriers, such as cap flushing.

2. Install adequate expansion and control joints to accommodate expansion due to thermal move-
ment, moisture absorption, and freeze-thaw cycles.

3. Replace spalled brick.

4. Repoint deteriorating joints.

A word of caution: When replacing glazed brick, do not use corner brick in any location other than
corners. With its two glazed sides, corner brick will fail to provide a proper bond on one side.
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6.31.0 When Is It Time to Repoint? Mortar Joint Details

You know it’s time to repoint when:

• Mortar has eroded to expose the brick behind the glazed face.

• Mortar has crumbled from the joint.

• Hairline cracks have appeared in the mortar.

• The bond between the mortar and the glazed brick is broken.

Strategies for maintaining mortar joints include the following:

1. Remove the old mortar by cutting out to a depth of at least 5⁄8"; remove more if necessary to elim-
inate unsound mortar.

2. Clean joints of old mortar, dust, and dirt prior to repointing.

3. Avoiding damaging brick edges when removing old mortar.

4. Use a mix ratio of 1 part Portland cement to 1 to 11⁄2 parts hydrated lime to 6 parts sand for a flex-
ible, but durable mortar.

5. Day and evening temperatures should be above 40°F during repointing; the area of work should
be protected from the weather when not being worked on.

6. All excess mortar, smears, and droppings should be cleaned up before the mortar sets.

7. Joint configuration must be designed so that the mortar meets the top edge of the glaze and the
joint easily sheds water.

476 Section 6

6.32.0 Inspection of Mortar Joints to Determine Water-Resistant Integrity

• Has the mortar eroded to the point where a large portion of the underside of the brick above and
below is visible? If so, it is time to repoint.

• Has the mortar begun to crumble from the joint? If so, it is time to repoint.

• Have hairline cracks formed in the mortar? If so, it is time to repoint.

• Is the bond between the mortar and brick broken? If so, it is time to repoint.



6.33.0 Steps Taken to Repoint Properly

1. Cut out old mortar to a depth of at least 5⁄8 inch. Remove more if a sound surface has not been
found at that depth.

2. Avoid damaging the edges of the bricks while cleaning out the old mortar joint.

3. Clean out dust and dirt from the old joint.

4. Mix up a batch of mortar with the following proportions:
1 part Portland cement
1 to 11⁄2 parts hydrated lime
6 parts sand

5. Repointing should not take place when both day and night temperatures are below 40 degrees F.

6. Clean off excess mortar, drips, etc., before the mortar sets up.

7. The proper selection mortar-joint configuration will help to prevent a recurrence of premature
failure.

6.34.0 Guidelines for Waterproof Back-Up of Wythes in Masonry Cavity Walls
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(Reprinted by permission from the Sealant, Waterproofing, and Restoration Institute,
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6.35.0 Diagram of a Typical Composite Waterproofing System
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(Reprinted by permission from the Sealant, Waterproofing, and Restoration Institute,

Kansas City, Missouri.)



6.36.0 Parking Garage Inspection Checklist
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6.37.0 Sealant/Caulking—Quality Control Checklist
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7.0.0 Fireproofing or Fire Resisting?

Fireproofing, in many cases, might better be referred to as fire resistance because the materials ap-
plied, mainly to structural steel systems, are meant to protect these systems from collapsing when
exposed to the presence of fire for specific periods of time (one, two, three, or four hours). In other
cases, the term fire retardant is more applicable, particularly when applied to flammable or com-
bustible materials, like wood. In this case, fire retardancy provides a limit to the flame spread, fuel
contribution, and smoke development that would have occurred if the combustible surface had not
been treated with a fire-resistive coating.

7.1.0 Four Accepted Methods to Fireproof Steel

1. Spray or trowel on materials of a cementitious or mineral-fiber nature.

2. Concrete encase structural steel columns or beams, or increase the thickness of concrete-
suspended slabs on metal deck.

3. Apply specific numbers of layers of gypsum drywall onto the structural steel members.

4. Spray, brush, or roll on a water- or solvent-based intumescent material or mastic.

7.1.1 Spray-on or Trowel-On “Dry” or “Wet” Systems

Spray- or trowel-on “dry” or “wet” cementitious or mineral-fiber materials are the most prevalent
forms of structural-steel fireproofing and are generally divided into two groupings (Type I and 
Type II).

• Type I A factory-mixed cementitious materials with a minimum density of 15/14 pounds per cu-
bic foot (240 kg/cubic meter).

• Type II A factory-mixed, asbestos-free, mineral-fiber material with inorganic binders, having a
minimum applied dry density of 15 pounds per cubic foot (240 kg/cubic meter). If this system is
used, it is generally followed by a water overspray to press any loose fibers and allow the binders
to migrate and product a firm surface.

7.2.0 Fireproofing Terminology

• Air erosion Resistance of spray fireproofing to dusting, flaking, sifting, and delamination be-
cause of air movement across its surface. ASTM E-859-82/GSA sets the performance quality for air
erosion; it is to be 0.025 gm/ft2 maximum.

• Bond strength The ability of the spray fireproofing to resist pulling away from the steel sub-
strate. The higher the bond strength, the lower the chance for cohesive or adhesive failure. ASMT
E-736-80 refers to bond strength and sets 200 lbs/ft2 as the minimum bond strength.

• Damageability The resistance to physical abuse from abrasion, impact penetration, and com-
pression. Two tests conducted by the City of San Francisco developed two standards and one test
by ASTM provides the third:

Impact penetration Six cubic centimeters maximum (City of San Francisco).

Abrasion resistance 22 cubic centimeters maximum (City of San Francisco).

Compression 500 pounds per square foot minimum (ASTM E-761-80).

• Dry mix It has no requirement to pre-mix with water or other additives. It can be applied in its
original state by air under pressure. Water is introduced at the spray nozzle prior to application.
The dry mix is quick and easy to apply.

• Wet mix The product is mixed with water to provide a slurry that is applied under high pressure
through a nozzle. Although it is frequently referred to as cementitious, many manufacturer’s
products do not contain cement. This type of application provides cost-effective, fire-resistant per-
formance per unit thickness.
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7.3.0 Typical Spray Fireproofing Specifications
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7.4.0 Spray Fireproofing Guide for Dry Mix Applications
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(By permission of Isolatex International, Stanhope, New Jersey.)



7.4.0 Spray Fireproofing Guide for Dry Mix Applications—Continued
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(By permission of Isolatex International, Stanhope, New Jersey.)



7.5.0 UL/ULC Fire-Resistance Ratings Chart (Dry and Wet Mixes)
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(By permission of Isolatex International, Stanhope, New Jersey.)



7.6.0 Standard Physical-Performance Properties for Spray-Applied Materials
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(By permission of Isolatex International, Stanhope, New Jersey.)



7.7.0 Column Fireproofing Utilizing Gypsum Drywall (Two- and Three-Hour Ratings)

488 Section 7

(By permission from United States Gypsum

Corp., Chicago, Illinois.)



7.8.0 Two-Hour Fire-Rated Drywall Column Enclosure (UL Design X518)
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7.9.0 Two Three-Hour Drywall Column Enclosure Design (UL Design X518, X515)
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7.10.0 Three-Hour Drywall Column Enclosure to Precast Concrete Panel (UL Design U904)
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7.11.0 Three-Hour Drywall Column Enclosure at 12" Block Wall Corner (UL Design X515)
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7.12.0 Three-Hour Concrete Column Enclosure (Traffic Area)
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7.13.0 Three-Hour Masonry Column Enclosure

494 Section 7
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7.14.0 Fire Resistant Materials and Construction per Uniform Building Code
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Figure 7.15.0—Continued
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Acoustics is the science of sound and vibration. The control of sound and vibration trans-
mission within a structure involves architectural design and structural, mechanical, and
electrical engineering considerations. The end result of a building where acoustical and
vibration control is taken into account during design and where these considerations are
carried out by the contractor results in the creation of an environment in which people
can live and work more comfortably and productively.

8.0.0 What Is Sound?

Sound is a vibration that occurs at various frequencies in an elastic medium. It is gener-
ated at a source and it travels through either a gaseous, liquid, or solid environment.
Sound-pressure levels are represented in decibels—a ratio of intensity of sound, as mea-
sured to an intensity equivalent to the threshold of hearing. Changes in decibel levels do
not follow arithmetic progressions (e.g., a change in 10-db pressure will result in the per-
ception of hearing sound twice as loud). However, a change of 3 db, up or down, will be
barely perceptible. Resistance to sound transmission varies with different frequencies.
The span of human hearing ranges from 15 Hertz (Hz) to 20,000 Hz. Sound transmission
coefficient factors (STC) are tested at frequencies in the 125- to 4000-Hz range.
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8.1.0 Sound and the Office Environment

The American Society of Interior Designers (ASID) hired the Yankelovich Partners in 1992 to deter-
mine if noise-level reduction was of major concern to office workers. Seventy percent of the respon-
dents indicated that their productivity would increase if they worked in a less-noisy environment.
Changes in the work place have resulted in a noisier office environment today, brought about by:

• Higher work-station densities.

• Increased use of speaker phones.

• Increased use of video conferencing and the resultant higher levels of noise concentrated in a cen-
tral area.

• Team conferencing and more frequent crosstalk occurring in an open office environment among
divider panels not suited to absorb noise effectively.

• The proliferation of computer screens throughout the workplace and the tendency to increase
screen size, thereby creates even larger hard-surface areas.

8.2.0 Sound Rating Systems

Various rating systems have been devised to qualify acoustical design. Although many such systems
exist, five basic systems are most often encountered by the contractor:

• STC (Sound Transmission Coefficient) It evaluates the effectiveness of construction compo-
nents in isolation speech sound sources.

• MTC (Music/Mechanical Transmission Class) Is is used to measure low-frequency sound. The
higher the number, the better the acoustic quality of the wall between the source and adjacent 
areas.

• dBa (decibel level) The loudness level that is most often used to weigh human response to
sound.

• RC It evaluates the constant background noise in a space from a source, such as an air-handling
unit.

• IIC (Impact Insulation Class) Impact sound transmission is produced when a structural ele-
ment is set into vibration by direct impact (for example, when someone walks on a concrete floor
above an occupied area). The higher the IIC, the better the impact noise control.

Other acoustical terms are also important:

• Frequency band A division of audible sound relating to convenient sections or octaves.

• Noise-reduction coefficient An arithmetic average, to the nearest 0.05, of four sound-absorption
coefficients. The ratio of the sound-absorbing relationship of a material at four specific frequen-
cies, compared to the effectiveness of a perfectly sound-absorbing material at the same frequency.

8.2.1 STC Ratings

It is important to remember that STC ratings apply only to those sounds that have the same fre-
quency spectrum of sound profile as those produced by the human voice. One way to remember this
is to think of STC as “speech transmission class.” STC ratings are applicable when audible sound re-
mains within the range of 125 Hz; machinery, HVAC equipment, and high-fidelity recordings occupy
the frequency from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz and must be dealt within a different manner than STC rat-
ings. The higher the STC, the greater the sound barrier required.
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8.2.2 Common STC Ratings

• STC-25 Normal speech can be heard clearly through a barrier.

• STC 30 Loud speech can be heard and clearly understood. However, normal speech can be
heard, but not easily understood.

• STC 35 Loud speech can be heard, but is difficult to understand.

• STC 42 Loud speech can be heard, but only faintly.

• STC 45 Normal speech cannot be heard

• STC 46 to 50 Loud speech cannot be heard: other loud sounds can barely be heard.

Sound from the source drops off over the distance traveled to reach a partition. As sound travels
through a room, sound levels are affected by the surfaces that the sound contacts. Some common
acoustic coefficients are (with 1.0 being the highest, absorbing more sound):

Acoustic tile 0.8

Audience of people 0.8

Carpet and pad 0.6

Cloth upholstered seats 0.6

Fabric 0.3

Glass 0.09

Gypsum drywall 0.05

Concrete 0.02

Tile 0.01

8.2.3 Decibel Levels of Common Noises

Rustling of leaves 10 dB

Empty room 20 dB

Inside bedroom, quiet conversation 30 dB

Private office 40 dB

General office area 50 dB

Face-to-face conversation 60 dB

Bathroom/television 70 dB

Inside speeding automobile 80 dB

Hi-fi stereo 90 dB

Noisy party/symphony orchestra 100 dB

Elevated train 120 dB

Jet aircraft 140 dB

8.3.0 Sound Control (General Factors That Affect Acoustical Control)

Sound is divided into two basic types, according to origin: airborne (conversation, music, and street
noise) and structure borne (footsteps on a hard surface, telephone ringing, and vibration from ma-
chinery rigidly attached to the structure).

The following methods, used individually, or in conjunction with each other, are used to control
both airborne and structure-borne sound.
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• Mass Thicker floor slabs and/or demising partitions, and inertia pads used in conjunction with
the vibration isolation of mechanical equipment.

• Decoupling Vibration isolators for mechanical equipment, resilient channels attached to either
wood or metal studs, or separated rows of studs, foam-backed carpeting, or resilient flooring.

• Absorption Using such materials as sound-soak panels, fiberglass batts, or sound-attenuation
blankets.

• Sealants Use of flexible acoustical sealant to close off open areas, where ducts, electrical and
mechanical conduits, and wiring devices have penetrated floors, ceilings, and partitions.

8.4.0 Do’s and Don’ts for Drywall Partitions

United States Gypsum Company, in various articles in their Form & Function magazine, set forth
the following helpful hints:

• Perimeter seals Don’t use standard weather caulking, which has a tendency to harden and lose
the resiliency required for proper sealing. Don’t use drywall tape and joint compound that could
crack as various building structural components deflect under load. Don’t place caulking under the
runner track, but place it to fill the perimeter gap between the gypsum board faces and the sur-
rounding floor, wall, and ceiling elements. This is accomplished by placing a heavy bead of caulk-
ing adjacent to the runner prior to installing the gypsum board.

• Penetrations Do offset electrical/telecommunication penetrations through a demising wall by at
least one stud cavity. Do seal the back and sides of any such outlet boxes with acoustical sealant.
Apply this acoustical sealant around all ductwork penetrating demising walls.

• Metal-resilient components Resilient channel installed where screws are of sufficient length to
penetrate the resilient channel, but not penetrate the surface beyond, will decouple and isolate the
wall or ceiling components. Don’t use screws any longer than those recommended by the manu-
facturer of the resilient channel. Do allow the channel to float upon installation and maintain a min-
imum 1⁄4-inch clearance between it and the adjacent assembly.

8.5.0 Typical STC Ratings for Various Types of Concrete and Masonry Walls/Floors

Concrete Masonry Units, Brick, and Concrete Walls

4-inch (51 mm) CMU, brick, or concrete wall 37–42

6-inch (76 mm) CMU, brick, or concrete wall 42–46

8-inch (102 mm) CMU, brick, or concrete wall 47–51

12-inch (153 mm) CMU, brick, or concrete wall 52–56

Concrete floors

4-inch (51 mm) slabs 41

6-inch (76 mm) slabs 46

8-inch (102 mm) slabs 51

If a resilient suspended ceiling is attached to the underside of a concrete slab, the STC rating will
increase by approximately 12. If sleepers are attached to the upper surface of a concrete slab, the
STC rating will improve (approximately) by 7.
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8.5.1 Do’s and Don’ts (Illustrated)

The following dos and don’ts are illustrative of several methods to prevent the transmission of sound
from one partitioned area to the next.
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8.6.0 Estimated Wood Floor Sound Performance

Sound transmission and impact-insulation characteristics of a wood-floor assembly can be calculated
by adding various components to the basic floor assembly. For example, to the basic wood-floor as-
sembly with an STC frequency of 36, add resilient channel (STC 10) plus 1⁄2" sound-deadening board
(STC 1) for a total assembly rating of STC 47.

Description STC frequency IIC Low frequency

Basic wood floor (wood joist, 3⁄4" decking, 5⁄8" gypsum board 
attached directly to ceiling 36 33

Add cushioned vinyl/linoleum 0 2

Add noncushioned vinyl/linoleum 0 0

Add 1⁄2" parquet flooring 0 1

Add 3⁄4" Gypcrete 7–8 1

Add 11⁄2" lightweight concrete 7–8 1

Add 1⁄2" sound-deadening board 1 5

Add R-19 batt insulation 2 0

Add R-11 batt insulation 1 0

Add 3" mineral-wood insulation 1 0

Add resilient channel 10 8

Add resilient channel with insulation 13 15

Add an extra layer of 5⁄8" gypsum board 0–2 2–4

Carpet and padding 0 20–25

Source: Southern Pine Council, Kenner, Louisiana.
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8.7.0 The Challenge of TV and Stereo

Equipment Frequency Spectrums

The sound spectrums produced by five types of sound equipment that can be used in hotel guest
rooms are compared in the graphs in Fig. 1. Music is the Source, and it is reproduced at 75 dBA. Fig-
ure 1a shows the sound-pressure level in the octave centered at 250 Hz (middle “C” is 256 Hz). Fig.
1b shows the level in the 125-Hz octave and Fig. 1c, the 63-Hz octave. The top source, a typical hotel
portable mono (monophonic, monaural) TV, is used as the basic reference source because the indus-
try has so much experience with the success or failure of their isolation systems with this equipment.

It can be seen in Fig. 1a that all equipment easily reproduces the energy in the 250-Hz octave band.
The differences begin in the 125-Hz octave (Fig. 1b). A top of the line, 1988 27-in. portable stereo TV
performs about the same as a standard portable mono TV in the 125-Hz octave. The console TV and
full-range sound system (bass controls set on flat) are 4 or 5 dB louder in this frequency range. A full-
range system with controls set to boost bass will be at least 10 dB louder than the portable mono set.

The most significant difference in performance occur in the 63-Hz octave band. The sound pro-
duced in the 63-Hz octave band by a typical portable mono TV generally is insignificant. The portable
stereo TV is 10 dB louder and the full-range system (bass boost) can easily be 35 dB louder than the
mono portable! The amount of sound isolation required at 125 Hz and lower increases as the equip-
ment capabilities to accurately reproduce the recorded music is improved. High-quality stereo equip-
ment, including the portable stereo TV, also produce significantly more sound energy in the 2000-Hz
octave band. This fidelity improvement could cause some speech-intrusion problems where they
might not have previously existed because the portable mono TV produces little sound at 2000 Hz
and above.
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8.7.0 The Challenge of TV/Stereo—Continued

Conclusions

The quality of TV sound has improved significantly during the last few years with the playback equip-
ment, rather than the broadcast or recorded signal, the factor usually limiting the frequency range
reproduced. The newer portable stereo TVs extend the frequency range about an octave lower and
an octave higher than the typical portable mono TV of the past. The frequency range of stereo TV
(broadcast or VCR), albums, cassette tapes, and CDs are similar when played back through a high
wattage, full-frequency-range stereo audio system. There might be issues of the quality of sound, but
the quantity can be very similar.

It should be expected that stereo TVs will require partition systems with MTC ratings of 4 to 5
points higher than the partition systems used with the older mono systems to achieve about the same
degree of acoustical privacy. The table shows that reasonable results can be achieved with STC-
50/MTC-45 isolation with the portable mono TV. An STC-54/MTC-50 is required for similar privacy
from a stereo TV. Special, high-performance designs are needed when full-frequency-range systems
are installed in luxury hotels.
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8.8.0 Controlling Octave Band Transmission with Sound-Attenuation Blankets
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8.9.0 STC Ratings for Various Partition Types
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8.10.0 Suggested STC Ratings and Construction
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8.11.0 Ratings of 2" to 6" Concrete Slabs and Various STC-Rated Ceiling Assemblies
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8.12.0 Acoustical Doors and STC Relevancy Chart
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8.12.1 Acoustical Door Test Designations
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8.12.2 Acoustical Door Technical Information



8.12.3 The Effect of Acoustical Doors on STC Ratings
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8.12.4 Acoustical Door Gasketing and Lite Details



8.13.0 Noise-Muffling Qualities of Various Types of Plumbing Risers
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8.15.0 Duct Systems and Acoustical Considerations

Duct systems in both commercial and residential buildings can be constructed of metal or fiberglass,
lined or wrapped with insulating materials. Not only is noise generated by the actual flow of air
through the duct system, but noise is generated or can be controlled by the type of material from
which the ductwork is constructed.

Octave band frequency (Hz)

Description 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Bare sheet metal* 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Wrapped sheet metal* 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Lined sheet metal* 0.3 0.7 1.9 5.3 4.8 2.3
(one-inch thick)

Fiberglass duct 0.4 1.4 3.3 3.9 5.0 3.7
(one-inch thick)

*1978 ASHRAE Transactions, Vol. 84, Part 1, p. 122

8.14.0 Plumbing Installation Acoustical Considerations
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8.17.0 Electrical Transformers and Increased Decibel (dBA) Levels

When locating office space adjacent to electrical equipment rooms or electrical closets where sizable
electrical transformers are installed, precautions should be taken in wall construction to avoid or
lessen the transmission of excessive decibel levels to these areas.

Listed are the transformer ratings and their corresponding decibel sound output.

Transformer rating Decibel sound output

9-1⁄2 40

15-1⁄2 42

30-1⁄2 42

45-1⁄2 42

75-1⁄2 45

112-1⁄2 45

150-1⁄2 45

225-1⁄2 49

300-1⁄2 49

500-1⁄2 53
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Numerous configurations of doors and windows are in use in residential, commercial, and industrial
construction today.

Sliding, revolving, folding, and vertical rise doors are specified in some projects, but it is the rare
construction project that does not include swinging doors—either wood or metal or laminate clad.
This section emphasizes these latter three types.

The materials of construction for widows include: wood, steel and aluminum, vinyl, fiberglass, and
combinations of these materials. However, the availability of different window configurations allows
for a multitude of fenestration configurations: single and double hung, fixed lights, casements, slid-
ers, awnings, and pivots to meet specific architectural designs. This section is devoted to general win-
dow design and materials of construction.

9.0.0 Hollow Metal Doors and Frames

Commonly referred to as hollow metal, these doors and frames are available in many standard sizes
and configurations and any number of custom design variations. The design and classification stan-
dards are established by the Steel Door Institute (SDI) for grades, sizes, metal gauges, and hardware
locations.

9.0.1 Classifications of Hollow Metal Doors

Grade I-Standard-duty 15⁄8" and 13⁄4" (Level C)
Model 1 Full Flush Design
Model 2 Seamless Design

Grade II–Heavy-duty 13⁄4" (Level B)
Model 1 Full Flush Design
Model 2 Seamless Design

Grade III–Extra Heavy-duty 13⁄4" (Level A)
Models 1 & 1A Full Flush Design
Models 2 & 2A Seamless Design
Model 3 Stile and Rail—Flush panel

(By permission of the Steel Door Institute (SDI), Cleveland,

Ohio.)
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9.0.2 Standard Opening Sizes for Hollow Metal Doors
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9.0.3 Hardware Locations and Reinforcing Required for Hollow Metal Doors and Frames
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9.0.4 Metal Thickness of Hollow Metal Doors
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(By permission of the Steel Door Institute (SDI), Cleveland, Ohio.)

9.1.0 Dealing with Hollow Metal Door Installation Problems

Whether the hollow metal frame are “set up and welded” or “knocked down” (KD), if they are not
properly stored and installed in metal-framed drywall partitions or masonry openings, problems will
arise, if not during actual construction, then certainly during the postconstruction period. Although
the contractor might be diligent in supervising and inspecting the installation of hollow metal doors
and frames, by their own forces or by a subcontractor, improper storage or less-than-adequate in-
stallation procedures can result in problems that require corrective action. Many of these problem
installations can be corrected without total removal of either the door or frame.



9.1.1 Frame Loose in Drywall Partition
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9.1.2 Frame Loose in Drywall Partition (Another Condition)
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9.1.3 Improper Door/Frame Clearances
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9.1.4 Door Binding and Sagging (Hinge Problems)
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9.1.5 Springing a Twisted Door
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9.1.6 Springing a Twisted Door (Another Method)
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9.1.7 Reswagging Hinges
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9.1.8 Hinge Binding against Rabbet
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9.1.9 Thermal Bow in a Hollow Metal Door
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9.2.0 UL Label Off Fire-Rated Door?

Fire-rated doors are an important element of compliance with building codes and fire-protection
standards. Consequently, proper control of the labels that are attached to the doors is top priority for
the manufacturer, code official, and labeling agency. The manufacturer must account for every label
used and the label can only be applied at the manufacturer’s facility or at an authorized distributor
of the manufacturer. These are the only places at which a label can be affixed to a product. Once the
product is in the field, whether it’s installed or not, even the manufacturer is not allowed to attach
labels unless a representative of the labeling agency has inspected the product for compliance with
the manufacturer’s procedures. As you can see, not just anyone can attach labels to doors in the field
and not just anyone can be in possession of fire-rating labels. Only authorized individuals can be in
possession of fire-rating labels. Only authorized individuals can be in possesson of and attach labels
to fire-rated products in the field. Anything other than this is illegal!

All labels on fire-rated doors are located in the same place. Be sure that you are looking for the la-
bel in the right location. The label will be located on the hinge edge of the door between the top and
middle hinge. If the label is not present, you should contact the distributor who provided the door.
They, in turn, will initiate the appropriate action to correct the missing-label problem.
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9.2.1 UL Label Off Fire-Rated Frame?

Like doors, fire-rated frames are an important element of compliance with building codes and fire-
protection standards. Consequently, proper control of the labels that are attached to the frame is top
priority for the manufacturer, code official, and labeling agency. The manufacturer must account for
every label used and the label can only be applied at the manufacturer’s facility or at an authorized
distributor of the manufacturer. These are the only places that a label can be affixed to the product
by the manufacturer. Once the product is in the field, whether it is installed or not, even the manu-
facturer is not allowed to attach labels unless a representative of the labeling agency has inspected
the product for compliance with the manufacturer’s procedures. As you can see, not just anyone can
attach labels to frames in the field and not just anyone can be in possession of fire-rating labels. Only
authorized individuals can be in possession of and attach labels to fire-rated products in the field.
Anything other than this is illegal!

All labels on fire-rated frames are located in the same place. However, it should be noted that some
frames have an embossed label, rather than the surface-attached label. The embossed label is actu-
ally “stamped” into the frame rabbet. Whether the label is surface-attached or embossed, it is located
in the same place, on the hinge jamb between the top and middle hinge. If the label or embossment
is not present, you should contact the distributor who provided the frame. They, in turn, will initiate
the appropriate action to correct the missing-label problem.
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9.3.0 Hollow Metal Door Paint Problems

Paint Peeling to Bare Metal

Two conditions must be considered when evaluating paint peeling to bare metal.

Primer Paint Only

If the product is only primer painted, then poor adhesion between the primer and bare metal has oc-
curred. This can usually be attributed to inadequate surface preparation before priming. The bare
metal must be adequately prepared to ensure good primer paint adhesion.

The door should be completely sanded, washed with an appropriate solvent, and reprimed. The
sanding and washing operations should provide an adequate surface to ensure good primer adhesion.

Primer Paint and Top (Finish) Coat

The failure could be caused by either poor surface preparation before priming or the use of a non-
compatible finish paint, which has reacted with the primer and lifted all paint to bare metal. In either
case, the corrective measures would be the same. The door should be completely sanded and washed
with an appropriate solvent. The door should then be reprimed. Lightly sand the primer coat, wipe,
and finish paint with a compatible top coat.



In all cases, when the door is being prepared for top, finish-coat painting, the surface should be
cleaned. Use the same solvent that will be used to thin top-coat paint and thoroughly clean all sur-
faces to be painted.

Paint in Tapped Holes

Both hollow metal doors and frames have various holes that are drilled and tapped. These holes are
in various components, such as reinforcements. All of the components are brought together as an as-
sembly prior to the painting operation.

There are a variety of painting methods which manufacturers can use. Some of these methods
could result in a paint buildup in the tapped holes of the reinforcements. The buildup could, occa-
sionally, make installation of the screw difficult. The buildup should be removed to make screw in-
stallation easier and assure that the screws are properly sealed.

The best method of cleaning the tapped holes is to use an actual thread tap that matches the screw
thread. It will easily cut through and clean the paint buildup by simply running the tap in and out of
the hole. If the buildup is not as great and extra screws are available (or can be obtained) the screw
can be run in and out of the hole to clean minor buildup prior to final screw installation.

Water Stain Damage

Water stain damage is a direct result of improper storage of prime-painted products. If the product
is still in primer (no finish coat has been applied), the condition is easily detectable:

• Initially, the water stain appears as a discoloration or variance in sheen or gloss in the primer. A
specific area or areas can be distinctly noticed, which look and possibly feel different from the rest
of the product.

• If the water stain has existed for a considerable length of time and was caused by enough water,
rust will start to appear through the discolored areas.

If the product has had a finish coat of paint applied, water stain damage can cause failure of the
finish coat as well.

• This condition can be detected by finish-paint failure randomly on the door, as well as the appear-
ance of uniform rust development in those areas. In some cases, the finish paint will show good ad-
hesion in those areas, but will also show a uniform layer of rust developing through the finish paint.

These conditions can be attributed to improperly stored prime products that were exposed to 
water.

• For products that are prime only, the affected areas should be adequately sanded. If necessary, the
area should be sanded to bare metal.
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9.4.0 Wood Veneer Doors, Stave Lumber Core—Specifications and Grades
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9.4.1 Wood Veneer Doors, Particleboard Core—Specifications and Grades

548 Section 9
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9.4.2 Wood Veneer Doors—Mineral Core—Specifications and Grades
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9.4.3 Specifying Ash, Birch, or Maple Face Veneers for Wood Flush Doors
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9.5.0 Appearance of Standard Wood Veneer Cuts
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9.5.1 Matching of Individual Veneer Skins
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9.5.2 Appearance of Doors in Pairs or Sets
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9.6.0 Laminate-Faced Particleboard Core Doors—Specifications and Grades

554 Section 9
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9.6.1 Laminate-Faced Mineral Core Doors—Specifications and Grades
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9.7.0 Wood Door Construction Details
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9.8.0 Fire-Rated Wood Door Construction

Fire-rating construction for wood doors with large lites.
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9.8.1 Fire-Rated, Sound-Retardant, Lead Lined, Electrostatic Shield Doors
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9.8.2 Bullet-Resistant Wood Doors
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9.9.0 Data Required to Order PreMachined Wood Doors

(By permission of Eggers Industries, Two Rivers, Wisconsin.)560



9.9.1 Hardware and Special Reinforcing Requirements

(By permission of Eggers Industries, Two Rivers, Wisconsin.)
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9.9.2 Wood Door Glazing and Louver Options
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(By permission from the Window and Door Manufacturers Association, Des Plaines, Illinois.)

9.9.3 NWWDA’s Architectural Door Code Specification Descriptions
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(By permission of Eggers Industries, Two Rivers, Wisconsin.)

9.9.4 Sash and Panel Door Parts Nomenclature



9.10.0 Installation of Exterior Wood Swinging Doors

• Measure the rough opening for size, out of plumb, and out of square.

• Check the existing subsill and ensure that it is level.

• Review the maufacturer’s installation tolerances and instructions for proper dimensions.

• In the absence of any manufacturer’s information, the rough opening should be no more than 11⁄2-
inches wider and no more than 1-inch higher than the outside dimensions of the door frame jamb.

• The rough opening should be no more than 1⁄8-inch out of plumb over the height of the opening.

• The subsill should be capable of being leveled to within 1⁄16-inch over the width of the opening, but
not sloped to the interior of the structure.
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9.10.1 Defining Fixed and Hinged Portions of French Door Assemblies

(By permission of Marvin Windows and Doors, Warroad, Minnesota.)
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9.11.0 Warp Tolerance and Telegraphing Tolerances for Wood Doors
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(By permission of the National Wood Window and Door Association, Des Plaines, Illinois.)

9.12.0 How to Store, Handle, Finish, Install, and Maintain Wood Doors

Installation

1. The utility or structural strength of the doors must not be impaired when fitting to the opening,
in applying hardware, in preparing for lights, louvers, plant-ons, or other detailing.

2. Use two hinges for solid-core doors up to 60 inches in height, three hinges up to 90 inches in
height, and an additional hinge for every additional 30 inches of height or portion thereof. Interior
hollow-core doors weighing less than 50 pounds and not over 7'6" in height can be hung on two
hinges. Use heavy weight hinges on doors over 175 pounds. Pivot hardware can be used in lieu of
hinges. Consult the hinge or pivot hardware manufacturer with regard to weight and size of hinges
or pivots required.

3. Clearances between top and hinge door edge and door frame should be a minimum of 1⁄8" (3.2 mm).
For a single door latch edge, the clearance should be 1⁄8" (3.2 mm). For a pair of doors, the meet-
ing edge clearance should be 1⁄16" (1.6 mm) per leaf. The bottom edge should be 3⁄4" (19 mm) max-



imum from the top of a noncombustible floor and 3⁄8" (10 mm) maximum from the top of a non-
combustible sill.

4. All hardware locations, preparations, and methods of attachment must be appropriate for the spe-
cific door construction. Templates for specific hardware preparation are available from hardware
manufacturers or their distributors.

5. When light or louver cutouts are made for exterior doors, they must be protected to prevent wa-
ter from entering the door core.

6. Pilot holes must be drilled for all screws that act as hardware attachments. Threaded to the head
screws are preferable for fastening hardware to nonrated doors and are required on fire-rated
doors.

7. In fitting for height, do not trim the top or bottom edge by more than 3⁄4 inches unless accommo-
dated by additional blocking. Trimming of fire-rated doors must be in accordance with NFPA 80.

8. Doors and door frames should be installed plumb, square, and level.

Cleaning and Touchup

1. Inspect all wood doors prior to hanging them on the job. Repair noticeable marks or defects that
might have occurred from improper storage and handling.

2. Field repairs and touchups are the responsibility of the installing contractor upon completion of
initial installation. Field touchups shall include the filling of exposed nail or screw holes, refinish-
ing raw surfaces resulting from job fitting, repairing job-inflicted scratches and mars, and final
cleaning of finished surfaces.

3. When cleaning door surfaces, use a nonabrasive commercial cleaner designed for cleaning wood
door or paneling surfaces that do not leave a film residue that would build up or affect the surface
gloss of the door finish.

Adjustment and Maintenance

1. Ensure that all doors swing freely and do not bind in their frame. Adjust the finish hardware for
proper alignment, smooth operation, and proper latching, without unnecessary force or excessive
clearance.

2. Review with the owner/owner’s representative how to periodically inspect all doors for wear, dam-
age, and natural deterioration.

3. Review with the owner/owner’s representative how to periodically inspect and adjust all hardware
to ensure that it continues to function as it was originally intended.

4. Finishes on exterior doors could deteriorate because of exposure to the environment. To protect
the door, it is recommended that the condition of the exterior finish be inspected at least once a
year and refinished as needed.

Storage and Handling

1. Store doors flat on a level surface in a dry, well-ventilated building. Doors should not come in con-
tact with water. Doors should be kept at least 31⁄2" off the floor and should have protective cover-
ings under the bottom door and over the top. Covering should protect doors from dirt, water, and
abuse, but allow for air circulation under and around the stack.

2. Avoid exposure of interior doors to direct sunlight. Certain species (e.g., cherry, mahogany, wal-
nut, and teak) in an unfinished state are more susceptible to discoloration if exposed to sunlight
or some forms of artificial light. To protect doors from light damage after delivery, opaque wrap-
ping of individual doors could be specified.

3. Do not subject interior doors to extremes of heat and/or humidity. Do not allow doors to come in
contact with water. Prolonged exposure could cause damage. Buildings where humidity and tem-
perature are controlled provide the best storage facilities (recommended conditions 25–50% RH
and 50–90°F).
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4. Do not install doors in buildings that have wet plaster or cement unless they have been properly
finished. Do not store doors in buildings with excessive moisture content. HVAC systems should
be operating and balanced.

5. Doors should always be handled with clean hands or while wearing clean gloves.

6. Doors should be lifted and carried when being moved, not dragged across one another.

Finishing

1. Wood is hygroscopic and dimensionally influenced by changes in moisture content caused by
changes within its surrounding environment. To ensure uniform moisture exposure and dimen-
sional control, all surfaces must be finished equally.

2. Doors should not be considered ready for finishing when initially received. Before finishing, re-
move all handling marks, raised grain, scuffs, burnishes, and other undesirable blemishes by block
sanding all surfaces in a horizontal position with a 120-, 150-, or 180-grit sandpaper. Solid-core
flush doors, because of their weight, naturally compress the face veneer grain while in the stack.
Therefore, sanding of the overall surface will be required to open the veneer grain to receive a
field applied finish evenly. To avoid cross-grain scratches, sand with the grain.

3. Certain species of wood, particularly oak, might contain extractives that react unfavorably with
foreign materials in the finishing system. Eliminate the use of steel wool on bare wood, rusty con-
tainers or other contaminants in the finishing system.

4. A thinned coat of sanding sealer can be applied prior to staining to promote a uniform finish and
avoid sharp contrasts in color or a blotchy appearance. Door manufacturers are not responsible
for the final appearance of field-finished doors. It is expected that the painting contractor will
make adjustments, as needed, to achieve desired results.

5. All exposed wood surfaces must be sealed, including top and bottom rails. Cutouts for hardware
in exterior doors must be sealed prior to installation of hardware and exposure to weather.

6. Dark-colored finishes should be avoided on all surfaces if the door is exposed to direct sunlight,
in order to reduce the chance of warping or veneer checking.

7. Water-based coatings on unfinished wood could cause veneer splits, highlight joints, and raise
wood grain. If used on exterior doors, the coating should be an exterior-grade product. When in-
stalled in exterior applications, doors must be properly sealed and adequately protected from the
elements. Please follow the finish manufacturer’s recommendations regarding the correct appli-
cation and use of these products.

8. Be sure that the door surface being finished is satisfactory in both smoothness and color after each
coat. Allow adequate drying time between coats. Desired results are best achieved by following
the finish manufacturer’s recommendations. Do not finish doors until a sample of the finish has
been approved.

9. Certain wood fire doors have fire-retardant salts impregnated into various wood components that
make the components more hygroscopic than normal wood. When exposed to high-moisture con-
ditions, these salts will concentrate on exposed surfaces and interfere with the finish. Before fin-
ishing the treated wood, reduce the moisture content below 11% and remove the salt crystals with
a damp cloth followed by drying and light sanding. For further information on fire doors, see the
NWWDA publication regarding Installing, Handling & Finishing Fire Doors.
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9.12.1 Care and Installation at the Jobsite
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(By permission from the Window and Door Manufacturers Association, Des Plaines, Illinois.)

9.12.2 Finish System Descriptions
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9.13.0 Glossary of Wood Door Terminology
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9.14.0 Aluminum Door Types/Sectional Dimensions
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9.14.1 Aluminum Revolving Doors
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9.15.0 Windows—Aluminum, Wood, Steel, and Plastic

Aluminum Windows

According to ANSI/AAMA-101, aluminum used in the manufacture of windows must meet the fol-
lowing specifications:

• Yield strength 16,000 psi (110.24 MPa)

• Tensile strength 22,000 psi (151.6 MPa)

• Coefficient of thermal expansion 13 � 10 to the 6-inch/(2.45 cm) degree Fahrenheit (to con-
vert F to C, subtract 32 and divide by 1.8)

Aluminum windows are susceptible to corrosion if their painted or anodized surfaces are exposed
to the environment. Unless airborne contaminants are removed periodically by washing, they will at-
tract and hold moisture. In combination with pollutants, over time, the exposed painted or anodized
metal surface will be attached.

Aluminum is an excellent heat and cold transmitter. Without a thermal break in the window frame,
it will always present a cold interior surface during winter months. Aluminum window components
tend to expand and contract rapidly in response to temperature changes, causing stresses on im-
properly installed glazing. If these stresses become excessive, cracks will develop in the glazed sec-
tion. However, aluminum windows are very cost-effective; are manufactured in a wide range of sizes,
configurations, and colors; and are generally maintenance-free, compared to wood windows.

Steel Windows

These windows are usually constructed of hot-rolled, #12 steel and are classified by the minimum
combined weight of the outside frame and vent member.

• Residential grade Minimum 2.0 pounds (0.9 kilogram) with maximum 1 inch (2.54 cm) from
front to back. The maximum dimension is 61⁄2 feet (1.98 meters) and the maximum spacing of mul-
lions is 31⁄2 feet (1.07 meters).

• Standard grade Minimum 3.0 pounds per lineal foot (1.36 kilograms per 30.48 cm) with a max-
imum of 11⁄4 inches (3.17 cm) front to back, 3⁄4 inch (1.9 cm) vertical muntin required in projected
vents over 41⁄2 feet (1.37 meters) wide. The maximum glazed area is 60 square feet (5.58 square
meters) and a maximum dimension is 10 feet (3.05 meters). For combined units, a maximum mul-
lion spacing of 61⁄2 feet (1.98 meters) is permitted.

• Heavy intermediate grade Minimum of 3.5 pounds per lineal foot (1.58 kilograms per 30.48 cm)
with a maximum of 115⁄16 inches (3.33 cm) from front to back, 3⁄4 inches (1.90 cm) vertical muntin in
projected vents over 5 feet (1.52 meters). The maximum glazed area is 84 square feet (7.8 square
meters). For combined units, a maximum spacing of mullions is 61⁄2 feet (1.98 meters).

• Heavy custom grade Minimum 4.2 pounds per lineal foot (1.91 kilograms per 30.48 cm) with a
maximum of 11⁄2 inches (3.8 cm) from front to back of the ventilator and the supporting frame.

Steel windows exhibit great strength, allowing for large glazed areas. Thermal expansion is mini-
mal, but thermal breaks in the frames are required to prevent the transmission of heat and cold from
exterior to interior areas. These windows require periodic maintenance to ensure the integrity of
their protective coatings to prevent rusting of their components.

Plastic/Vinyl Widows

Vinyl windows are manufactured to ASTM D4216 specifications that require the minimum properties
of the polyvinylchloride (PVC) to have an impact resistance of 0.65 four pounds per inch (0.045 kilo-
grams per square centimeter) of notch, a tensile strength of 5000 psi (34.5 Mpa), a modulus of elas-
ticity in tension of 0.29 � 106, deflection temperature under load at 140 degrees F (77°C) and a co-
efficient of expansion of less than 2.2 � 10 to the minus 5th inch (2.54 cm)/inch (2.54 cm)/degree
Fahrenheit (to convert F to C, subtract 32 and divide by 1.8).

Vinyl windows can be manufactured in many textures and colors, including wood-finish look-
alikes. Although stabilizers are added to the vinyl compound, some dark colors have been known to
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fade or distort when exposed to strong sunlight for extended periods of time. Vinyl windows are dif-
ficult to refinish if damaged or if the color fades. Vinyl windows exhibit excellent thermal properties,
do not expand or contract to any noticeable degree when subjected to heat or cold and are relatively
maintenance-free and cost-effective.

Wood Windows

Wood windows offer beauty and warmth, as well as exhibiting excellent thermal qualities. Protection
from the elements and condensation requires that both interior and exterior surfaces are either
painted or otherwise sealed to prevent wood rot. Several manufacturers offer aluminum or vinyl
cladding to minimize exterior maintenance.
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9.16.0 Window Performance Grades and ANSI and NWWDA Standards for Wood Windows
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9.17.0 Effect of Glazing Selections on Heat Gain
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9.17.1 Low-E Glazing—Illustration



9.18.0 NWWDA Air-Infiltration Standards

Operating force refers to maximum amount of force, expressed in pounds, required to open and close
a window unit.
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Items to consider when placing an order for windows:

1. Select style and material (wood, wood/clad, etc.).

2. Determine product size by using the rough opening, masonry opening, and frame size.

3. Identify manufacturer’s unit number.

4. Specify operation.

5. Specify screens, if required.

6. Specify any glazing options.

7. Specify interior wood finish (bare or factory primed).

8. Specify exterior wood finish (bare, factory primed, and clad).

9. Specify color of hardware options, any drips, metal accessory items.

10. Specify type of exterior casing.

11. Specify jamb width.

12. Select any additional options.
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9.19.0 Steps Required to Order Wood/Clad Windows



9.20.0 Aluminum Window Wall—Stick-Built Construction
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9.21.0 Aluminum Window Wall—Shear Block Fabrication
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9.22.0 Aluminum Window Wall—Screwspline Fabrication
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9.23.0 Thermal Movement and Frame Deflection
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9.24.0 Sloped Glazing and Skylight Configurations
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9.25.0 Curtain Wall—Quality Control Checklist
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9.26.0 Interior Glass/Glazing—Quality Control Checklist
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10.0.0 Introduction to Contents

Finish hardware selections and specifications span a wide range of functions, materials of construc-
tion and decorative requirements. The information contained in this section touches on hardware
mainstays: locksets, latchsets with trim and cylinders, hinges (butts), panic devices, and informative
specification tables. Although much of this information was furnished by two manufacturers, it re-
mains very much generic in nature.

10.1.0 Door Hinges (Types and Illustrations)

The butts are available in a wide range of metals.

Finish Hardware 595

These butts have two equal square-edged leaves; one is mor-
tised into the door and the other into the frame. It is avail-
able in standard, heavy, or extra heavy weight.

These butts have two equal leaves; one is square-edged and
the other is bevel-edged; the square edge is mortised into the
frame, the bevel edge is surface mounted on the door. It 
is available in standard and heavy weight.

These butts have two equal leaves; one is square edged and 
the other is bevel edged; the square edge is mortised into the
door edge and the bevel edge is mounted on the frame. It is
available in standard and heavy weight.

Two bevel-edged leave butts are of unequal size; one is
mounted on the frame, the other on the door.



10.1.0 Door Hinges (Types and Illustrations)—Continued

All of the above butts are generally available in sizes referring to their height: 41⁄2" (11.43 cm), 
5" (12.7 cm), and 6" (15.24 cm).

596 Section 10

Swing clear/full mortise are also available in half-surface, 
half-mortise, and full-surface configurations. These types of
butts provide an unobstructed clear frame opening when 
door is in the 90° open position. It is available in either 
a single- or double-acting configuration, usually mortised 
into the door and frame, providing closing action without a
separate closer.

Offset pivot hinges are mortised into the top and bottom
edges of the door and into the frame jamb at the top and bot-
tom. These hinges can also be mortised into the floor and the
top of the frame. Center pivot hinges are attached to the top
and bottom edges of the door and either into the top and 
bottom of the frame or into the floor and the top of the 
frame. Fully mortised into the edge of the door and frame, 
the hinge portion is not visible when the door is closed, ex-
cept when the Paumelle or Olive Knuckle hinge is used, the
olive-shaped portion is visible as an architectural feature.



10.2.0 Lockset and Latchset Configurations and Functions
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



10.2.0 Lockset and Latchset Configurations and Functions—Continued
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(By permission from Sargent division ASSA ABLOY, New Haven, Connecticut.)



10.3.0 Heavy-Duty Mortise Cases, Hubs, and Spring Cartridges
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



10.4.0 Strikes (Illustrated)
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



10.5.0 Door Knob Designs
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



10.6.0 Lever Handle Designs
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



10.6.1 Lever Handle Designs (Forged and Wrought)
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10.7.0 Turn Levers
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



10.8.0 Mortise Cylinders
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, 

Connecticut.)

10.8.1 How High-Security Cylinders Differ from Conventional Ones



10.8.2 Rosette and Blocking Rings for Cylinders
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



10.8.3 Miscellaneous Cams for Mortise Cylinders
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.9.0 Illustrated Instructions for Cylindrical Lockset Installation



10.10.0 Deadbolts, Spindles, Security Fasteners and Guard Bolts
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)



10.11.0 Construction Key Systems—Illustrated
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Connecticut.)
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.11.1 Construction Master Keying—Illustrated
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Key to parts:
1. Key blank
2. Plug and pin assembly
3. cylinder body and slide assembly
4. bottom pin
5. top pin

6. master pin
7. compression spring
8. retaining ring
9. cylinder tail piece

10. cylinder cap spring

11. cylinder cap pin
12. cylinder tail washer
13. cylinder cap
14. cylinder tail piece
15. blocking piece

(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.11.2 Key-in-Knob Cylinder—Exploded View
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10.11.3 Removable Core Cylinders and Core Cams

(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)
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10.12.0 Panic Devices (Concealed/Surface—Applied Vertical Rod Devices)

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)
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10.12.0 Panic Devices (Concealed/Surface—Applied Vertical Rod Devices)—Continued

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)
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10.12.1 Panic Devices (Mortise Lock Devices)

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)
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10.12.1 Panic Devices (Mortise Lock Devices)—Continued

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)
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10.12.2 Panic Devices (Rim Devices Conventional and Enclosed Push-Bar Type)

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)
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10.12.2 Panic Devices (Rim Devices Conventional and Enclosed Push-Bar Type)—Continued

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)



10.12.3 Panic Devices (Rim Devices and Other Types of Pushes)

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)
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10.12.3 Panic Devices (Rim Devices and Other Types of Pushes)—Continued

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)
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10.12.4 Panic Devices (Outside Trim)

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)
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10.12.4 Panic Devices (Outside Trim)—Continued

(By permission from Von Duprin Exit Devices—Ingersoll-Rand, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.)
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.13.0 Double Egress Mortise/Latchbolt Devices
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.14.0 Closers—Parallel Arm Application
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10.14.1 Closers—Standard Application
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.14.2 Closers—Spring Powered—Exploded View
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, 

Connecticut.)

10.14.3 Closers—Spring Powered, with Delay Valve—Exploded View
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.14.4 Closers—Door Opening, Closing Cycles
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, 
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10.14.5 Closers—Adjustments
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.15.0 Exit Devices—Push Rail Type
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10.15.1 Exit Devices—Suggested Mounting Locations for Alarm Type Devices
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100

Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.15.2 Exit Devices—Emergency Push to Open
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10.15.3 Exit Devices—Remote Latch Retraction
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.15.4 Exit Devices—DC Powered, Battery Back-up
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10.15.5 Exit Devices—Point-to-Point Wiring Diagrams
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut.)

10.15.6 Exit Devices—Basic Components for a Single-Door System
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10.16.0 Concealed Circuit Hinges and Armored Door Loops
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(By permission from Sargent Manufacturing Co., 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, 

Connecticut.)

10.17.0 Door Handing—Illustrated
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10.18.0 Standard Keying Terms, Codes, and Designations
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10.19.0 Finish Symbols and Descriptions of These Finishes
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10.20.0 Recommended Number of Hinges and Frequency of Operations
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10.21.0 ASTM Specifications Applicable to Finish Hardware Requirements
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10.22.0 Finish Hardware—Quality Control Checklist
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11.0.0 Drywall Systems

Steel or wood studs, faced with gypsum panels (regular, fire rated or vinyl faced) have dominated the
construction industry, representing the most cost-effective light weight, and fire resistant means of
creating interior walls. Specialty products, such as 1⁄2-inch (12 mm) thick cement board, sometimes
referred to as Wonder board and exterior-grade gypsum sheathing panels, along with the devel-
opment of heavier-gauge structural metal studs for curtain wall construction, has expanded the num-
ber of applications to which these products can be used.
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11.0.1 Non-Load-Bearing Partitions
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11.0.1 Non-Load-Bearing Partitions—Continued
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11.0.2 Load-Bearing Partitions
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11.0.3 High-Performance Sound Control
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11.0.4 Wall Furring (Partition Details)
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11.0.5 Non-Load-Bearing Ceilings
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11.1.0 Partition Construction Details (Illustrated)

(By permission from the United States Gypsum Corporation, Chicago, Illinois.)
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11.1.1 Control Joint Detail at Door
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11.1.2 Two-Hour Rated Control Joint Detail
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11.1.3 Rated Drywall Ceilings
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11.1.4 Rated Shaftwalls (To Structure Above)
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11.1.5 Rated Shaftwall (To Structural Steel Beam)
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11.1.6 Rated Shaftwall Adjacent To Beam
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11.1.7 Two-Hour Wall Perpendicular To Metal Deck Flutes
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11.1.8 One-Hour Deflection Track Perpendicular To Flutes
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11.1.9 Two-Hour Horizontal Duct Protection
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11.1.10 Details at Elevator Entrances
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11.1.11 Adjacent Electrical Box Installation



11.2.0 Plumbing Fixture Attachment and Electric Outlet Installation
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11.3.0 Tub and Shower Details—Single-Layer Panels
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11.4.0 Wall Control Joint Details (Illustrated)

(By permission from the United States Gypsum Corporation, Chicago, Illinois.)



11.5.0 Typical Bath Tub and Swimming Pool Wall Details
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11.6.0 Soffit Framing Specifications

This assembly consists of galvanized steel channel runners and studs faced with Sheetrock brand
Gypsum Panels, screw attached. It is a lightweight, fast and economical method of filling over cabi-
nets or lockers and of housing overhead ducts, pipes or conduits. The braced system permits con-
structing soffits with depths of 48" (vertically) and widths to 72" (horizontally). The unbraced sys-
tem is for soffits up to 24" � 24".

Maximum Width and Depth Dimensions(1)

Gypsum board Steel stud Maximum Maximum depth for
thickness(2) size width max. width shown

in. mm in. mm in. mm in. mm

1⁄2 12.7 13⁄8 41.3 60 1500 48 1200

1⁄2 12.7 21⁄2, 31⁄8 63.5, 92.1 72 1800 36 900

5⁄8 15.9 13⁄8 41.3 60 1500 30 800

5⁄8 15.9 21⁄2, 31⁄8 63.5, 92.1 72 1800 18 500

(1) The construction is not designed to support loads other than its own dead
weight and should not be used where it may be subjected to excessive abuse.

(2) The double-layer system and 1⁄8" thick gypsum panels are not recommended
for this construction.

11.7.0 Shelf-Wall Specifications and Illustrations

This system provides load-carrying walls for shelving in stores, offices, schools and other applica-
tions. Incorporating simple, quickly erected, economical steel stud components with Garcy shelf
brackets, standards and accessories, the assembly offers advantages of steel stud-drywall construc-
tion plus structural strength to support shelving and merchandise.

In this assembly, 35⁄8" steel studs spaced no more than 24" o.c. are securely fastened to floor and
ceiling runners and surfaced with either single or double-layer Sheetrock brand Gypsum Panels. Slot-
ted standards are screw-attached through gypsum board to studs or steel reinforcing inserted be-
tween layers.
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11.8.0 Chase-Wall Specifications and Illustrations
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11.9.0 Resilient Channel Partition Specifications
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11.10.0 Tall Wall Specifications and Limiting Heights

Partitions exceeding 30' in height are considered tall. When these taller than normal partition heights
are required, consideration must be given to length restrictions for manufacturing and shipping steel
studs, scaffolding, stud placement, etc.

Use double structural studs back-to-back 24" o.c. The studs should be the maximum practical
length so that the splice of one stud in each pair will occur at outer 1⁄3 of the span. The splice of the
other stud will occur at the opposite end. Attach studs back to back with screws approximately 4'
o.c. Attach each stud flange to top and bottom runner with 1⁄2" Type S-12 screws so that each pair of
studs will have four screw attachments at each end. Attach 11⁄2" 20 ga. V-bracing to stud flanges on
each side assembly 12' o.c. for stud alignment and lateral bracing.

For 5 psf wind load, 20 ga. runner track is recommended. The fasteners should have a capacity of
300 lb. in single shear and bearing. For 10 psf wind load, 18 ga. runner track attached with fasteners
with 400 lb. single shear and bearing is recommended.
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11.10.1 L over 120/240/360 Explained

Many of the tables included in this section make reference to L/120, L/240, and L/360. For those un-
familiar with these terms, the following explanation is of assistance in understanding the deflection
specification included in these tables. The established rule is that a member should not deflect more
than 1/360th of the length of its span, when the span is expressed in inches. To convert inches to cen-
timeters, multiply by 2.54. L represents the length of the span, specifically, in the case of L/360, a 30-
foot (9.144 meter) beam, and this beam should not deflect more than one inch (2.54 centimeters).
If the criteria is L/240, then this 240-inch (609.6 cm), 20-foot (6.096 meter) beam shall not deflect
more than one inch (2.54 cm).
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11.10.2 Structural Stud Specifications

(By permission from the United States Gypsum Corporation, Chicago, Illinois.)
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11.10.3 Fire-rated Assemblies—One to Three Hour



11.11.0 High-Performance Sound-Control Construction (Illustrated)
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11.12.0 Curtain Wall Construction (Illustrated)
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11.12.1 Typical Curtain-Wall Limiting-Height Specifications
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11.13.0 Wind Load Tables—Height Limitations (12" on Center)
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11.14.0 Wind Load Tables—Height Limitations (16" on Center)
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11.15.0 Wind Load Tables—Height Limitations (24" on Center)
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11.16.0 Axial Load Tables—5 psf Wind Loads
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11.17.0 Axial Load Tables—25 psf Wind Loads
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11.18.0 Axial Load Tables—30 psf Wind Loads
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11.19.0 Axial Load Tables—40 psf Wind Loads
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11.20.0 Weld and Fastener Tables
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11.21.0 Shaftwall and Stairwall Structural Properties
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11.22.0 Area Separation Walls—Fire and Sound Test References



11.23.0 Plaster Systems

For years, the three-coat plaster system installed on expanded metal lath, attached to either wood
or metal furring or studs, provided the ultimate in interior wall and ceiling construction. The smooth
monolithic system created by plastering provided a relatively abuse-resistant surface; when decora-
tive cornice or ceiling moldings were applied, an elegant room took shape.

However, the skills required to properly apply a three-coat plaster wall and their associated costs
brought forth the development of veneer plaster systems in the 1960s. These systems took advan-
tage of the large gypsum panels available to provide a smooth, stable foundation for a 1⁄16 inch (3 mm)
to 1⁄8 inch (6 mm) application of plaster. The overall cost of this system is considerably lower than the
conventional scratch-brown finish coat. With a drying tie of 48 hours versus 5 days for the regular
three-coat system, production is greatly increased.
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11.23.1 Comparing Conventional Plaster, Veneer Plaster, and Drywall Systems
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11.23.2 Lath and Plaster Installation Procedures
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11.23.3 Lath, Framing, and Furring Accessories
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11.24.0 Five Levels of Drywall-Taping Systems

• Level 1 All joints and interior angles shall have tape embedded in joint compound. The surface
shall be free of excess joint compound. Tool marks and ridges are acceptable. Suggested location
of Level 1 taping: fire- and smoke-taped baffles above suspended ceilings and elsewhere where
gypsum board is concealed from public view.

• Level 2 All joints and interior angles shall have tape embedded in the joint compound and shall
receive one separate coat of joint compound applied over all joints, angles, and fastener heads and
accessories. The surface shall be free of excess joint compound. Tool marks and ridges are ac-
ceptable. Suggested location of Level 2 taping: Substrates that receive tile or paneling in excess of
1⁄4 inch (8 mm) thickness.

• Level 3 All joints and interior angles shall have tape embedded in the joint compound and shall
receive two separate coats of joint compound applied over all joints, angles, fastener heads, and
accessories. The surface shall be free of excess joint compound and all surfaces shall be smooth
and free of tool marks and ridges. Suggested location of Level 3 taping: Areas scheduled to receive
heavy-textured finishes (hand or spray applied), paneling less than 1⁄4 inch (8 mm) thickness, or
Class III vinyl wall coverings.

• Level 4 All joints and interior angles shall have tape embedded in the joint compound and shall
receive three separate coats of joint compound applied over all joints, angles, fastener heads, and
accessories. Surfaces shall be free of excess joint compound and all surfaces shall be free of tool
marks and ridges. Suggested location of Level 4 taping: Areas to receive paint coatings, paneling
less than 1⁄4 inch (8 mm) thickness, and where vinyl or wall fabric wall coverings will be applied.

• Level 5 All joints and interior angles shall have tape embedded in the joint compound and shall
receive three separate coats of joint compound applied over all joints, angles, fastener heads, and
accessories. Provide a thin skim coat of joint compound (or other material manufactured expressly
for this purpose) over the entire surface. The finished surface shall be free of excess joint com-
pound and all surfaces shall be smooth of tool marks and ridges. Suggested location of Level 5 tap-
ing: Areas scheduled to be lit by cove- and washing-type light fixtures.
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11.25.0 Gypsum Drywall—Quality Control Checklist
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12.0.0 Introduction to EIFS

Developed in Europe in the 1950s, its introduction in the United States provided builders with an-
other durable, relatively maintenance-free exterior wall finish that was aesthetically pleasing and
cost-effective.

This multicomponent system consists of:

• An insulation board, generally expanded polystyrene (EPS)

• A strong adhesive and/or a mechanical fastening system

• A durable base coat reinforced with a glass fiber mesh

• A finish coat that protects the substrate and is available in a variety of factory prepared colors. Var-
ious textures can be created during the application process.

• Architectural shapes such as cornices, fascias, quoins articulation, keystones, and arches can be
created in the facade by the use of additions to the base EPS board and/or routing of various por-
tions of the EPS board.

EIFS with drainage is an exterior cladding system that incorporates all of the above components
and includes mesh or another medium placed directly over the building paper to create an opening
between the sheathing and the backside of the insulation board through which any trapped water can
drain to the outside.

12.1.0 Class PB and PM Systems

There are two classes of EIFS systems:

Class PB

1. The base coat thickness varies depending upon the number of layers or thickness of reinforcing
mesh. This reinforcing mesh is embedded into the base coat per EIFS manufacturer recommen-
dations and with no mesh color visible.

2. Protective finish coats, of various thicknesses, and available in a variety of colors and textures cre-
ated by the applicator, are applied over the base coat.

Class PM

1. The base coat is applied to a uniform thickness which can range from 1/4 inch (6 mm) nominal to
3/8 inch (9 mm) nominal. The base coat thickness is not dependent upon the number of layers or
thickness of reinforcing mesh. The reinforcing mesh is installed over the surface of the insulation
board. The base coat is applied over the reinforcing mesh.

2. Protective finish coats, of various thickness, in a variety of colors and textures created by the ap-
plicator, are applied over the base coat.

EIFS has been widely accepted in both the residential and commercial construction fields and pro-
vides an energy-efficient, cost-effective exterior wall surface.

According to EIFS Industry Members Association, the following sheathing substrates can be used
for Class PB EIFS.

Sheathing Type Allowable Weather Exposure

Gypsum board-paper faced, water resistant One month without severe weather

Glass mat faced sheathing Six months (typical)

Exterior grade plywood Permanent

Exposure 1 plywood OK for “long” construction delays

Oriented Strand Board (OSB) OK for “long” construction delays

Cementitious OK for sun, rain, or snow
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To ensure a quality product, each of the components of an EIFS system requires strict compliance
with established procedures and methods of application. Application tips and typical details are set
forth in the following illustrations and text.
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12.2.0 Components of EIFS for Residential Use—Cutaway Sections
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(By permission from EIFS Industry Members Association, Morrow, Georgia.)

12.3.0 Substrate, Backwrapping, and EPS Board Installation
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12.4.0 Base Coat Application
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12.5.0 Finish Coat Application
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12.6.0 Sealants
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12.7.0 Protecting the System
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12.8.0 Tips on Applying EPS Boards
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12.9.0 EIFS Glossary
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12.10.0 Checklists
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12.11.0 Diagram of Moisture Drainage Systems
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12.12.0 Typical Board Layout
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12.13.0 Typical System Cross Section
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12.14.0 Typical Termination at Foundation
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12.15.0 Typical Expansion Joint Detail
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12.15.1 Typical Expansion Joint Detail at Floorline
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12.16.0 Typical Aesthetic Groove
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12.17.0 Typical Window Opening Reinforcement
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12.17.1 Typical EIFS Termination at Window Head (With Trim)
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12.17.2 Typical EIFS Termination at Window Sill (With Trim)
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12.17.3 Typical EIFS Termination at Window Jamb (With Trim)
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12.18.0 Termination at Soffit/Gable End
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12.19.0 Typical Nose Bib Penetration
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12.20.0 Typical Outdoor Light Fixture Installation
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12.21.0 Introduction to Vinyl Siding Installations Made Easy

There are various substitutes for conventional wood siding on the market: solid polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) siding, PVC-coated steel siding, and rigid polypropylene siding. All share one common prop-
erty—less maintenance and upkeep than their wood replacements.

Vinyl siding has been tested by ASTM and compliance with ASTM D3679 ensures quality in the fol-
lowing areas:

Length and width check three places along a piece of siding to ensure that is meets the adver-
tised length and width.

Thickness siding is measured in thousandths of an inch along five or more places on the siding
to ensure compliance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Color reflected light off a piece of siding “reads” the color for uniformity.

Gloss measure reflectivity of several pieces of the same brand.

Camber measures the straightness of the siding which cannot vary by more than 1⁄8 inch.

Heat shrinkage when placed in a hot air oven or water bath of 160°F, siding will not shrink more
than 3 percent.

Linear expansion freeze and then heat a small piece of siding (�22°F to �54°F) to measure
expansion and contraction.

Surface distortion (oil canning) heat a piece of siding to 120°F and inspect.

Impact resistance drop an eight-pound weight on a piece of siding with a force equal to 60 foot
pounds and siding should not crack or tear at point of impact.

Windload resistance subject siding to 80-mph winds to ensure that it stays on the wall.

Weathering performance test pieces for two years to ensure that it will not chip, crack, peel, or
flake.

The proper installation of vinyl siding begins with a few basic installation rules set forth on the fol-
lowing pages. Vinyl siding terminology will be familiar to anyone in the trade. Fastener selection and
fastener options range from corrosion resistant nails to screws or staples, but the method of installing
these fasteners is peculiar to the product.

As the Fastening Procedure illustrated sheet (Figure 12.25.0) reveals, vinyl siding can expand or
contract 1⁄2 inch (1.25 cm) or more over a standard 12'6" (3.8 meters) length, therefore fasteners can-
not be “driven home” to hold the siding tight to the substrate. A space about the thickness of a die
is to be left between the back of the fastener and the face of the siding nailing slot.
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12.22.0 Basic Installation Rules
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12.23.0 Terms To Know
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12.24.0 Fastener Choices
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12.25.0 Fastening Procedures
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12.26.0 Cutting the Siding
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12.27.0 Installing Accessories
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12.28.0 Outside and Inside Corner Posts
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(By permission from Vinyl Siding Institute, Washington, D.C. Website: www.vinylsiding.org.)

12.29.0 Windows, Doors, and Roof Lines
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Figure 12.29.0—Continued

(By permission from Vinyl Siding Institute, Washington, D.C. Website: www.vinylsiding.org.)

12.30.0 Gable and Trim
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12.31.0 Installation Tips

1. Special tools will come in handy:

• A nail hole punch, sometimes called a slot punch which can be used to create a nailing slot in
a piece of siding where the top edge has been ripped off.

• A snap lock punch can also be used to create a tab along the edge of a panel that has been rip
cut to fit under a window or at the top of a wall.

• An unlocking tool, also called a zip tool, to be used to free an installed panel so it can be relo-
cated door removed from the wall.

2. The straighter the substrate whether it by plywood, OSB, cement board, etc., the better the fin-
ished installation. Since the quality of the sheathing is dependent upon the quality of the fram-
ing, it is important to check for warped, bowed, out of plumb, or levelness of the framing prior

to installing sheathing.

3. Siding manufacturers do not all recommend installing vinyl siding over felt paper since over time
the felt can deteriorate. When that occurs, particles from the felt paper will fall into the siding
butts and laps and may eventually bleed through the siding’s weep holes or joints.

4. When applying vinyl siding over masonry use 1" � 3" (2.5 cm � 7.5 cm) furring strips.

5. When installing a starter strip at sills above brick surfaces or garage doors or porches, nail a “J”
channel to the substrate or furring strip nd place the siding in the “J” strip.

6. To obtain greater rigidity when installing outside corner posts, use a product called E-Z Post
(registered trademark). This item is a wire cut foam insert that fits into corner posts making
them easier to handle and more rigid once installed.

7. Follow the window manufacturer’s recommendations for creating a watertight installation. Some
installers bend the bottom tabs up behind the side channel to provide a more watertight seal.

8. When a span requires more than one length of “J” channel, overlap the channels by a minimum
of 3⁄4 inches (1.87 cm) to allow room for expansion and contraction.

9. When encountering an outside hose bib installation or an exterior electrical receptacle, the vinyl
siding supplier can usually provide an injection-molded “J” block to make a quality enclosure
around this obstacle.

10. When installing panels on a gable end, check the slope angle of the template from time to time
to ensure that there is not too much variation in the slope angle from one course to the next.

11. To estimate the number of vented panels needed for soffit venting, determine the square footage
of attic floor and divide by 2—this equals the total free net area required in square inches. Total
free area is divided between intake vents located in the eaves and exhaust vents generally lo-
cated at or near the roof peak—so divide this number in half. That is how much soffit venting
you will need. This is a rough estimate, so check with the local building code before ordering sof-
fit panels.

12. When joining two lengths of soffit panel over a long run, either use a piece of “H” trim to span
the joint or overlap panels a minimum of 1 inch (2.5 cm).

12.32.0 Cleaning Mildew from Vinyl Siding

Eaves, porch ceilings, and wall areas just below the eave line are susceptible to mildew forming in
their surfaces. To remove mildew prepare the following solution:

1⁄3 cup of laundry detergent
2⁄3 cup trisodium phosphate

1 quarter of 5% sodium hypochlorite solution (bleach)

3 quarts of water

Apply this solution to the mildew areas, allow it to remain for several minutes and the rinse off. Al-
ways wear eye protection and rubber gloves because the trisodium phosphate and bleach should be
kept away from eyes and bare skin.
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13.0.0 Most Frequently Encountered Flooring Materials

Materials for floor coverings range from painted concrete to custom-made ceramic tiles or carpeting.
This section deals primarily with those materials most frequently encountered on construction 
projects: wood flooring, resilient flooring, and carpet, and secondarily, with less frequently used ma-
terials (stone veneer, seamless flooring, and terrazzo).

13.1.0 Wood Flooring (Types)

The species of wood most commonly used for flooring are oak (red and white) and maple. Yellow
birch and sweet birch are used on occasion, as are more exotic and costly species (such as pecan,
walnut, cherry, ash, hickory, and teak).

• Oak Available in two grades of quartered sawed and five grades of plain sawed, generally milled
as tongue-and-groove, oak flooring is sold in plank, strip, block, or parquet form.

• Maple Obtained from the sugar maple or rock maple trees, this wood is exceptionally hard and
finds wide usage in gymnasium floors. Its resistance to abrasion and ability to take an excellent fin-
ish makes it desirable for all wood floor applications where heavy wear will be anticipated.

• Acrylic-impregnated hardwood Radiation polymerization of hardwood flooring replaces the air
in the wood cells with a liquid polymer using a vacuum and pressure process. The liquid polymer
can be colored or clear. The resultant finish will greatly improve the wood’s resistance to wear.

13.2.0 Resilient Flooring

Vinyl Composition Tile (VCT)

The two types of vinyl composition tile are available in several thicknesses:

• Type 1 Smooth surface

• Type 2 Embossed surface

A thoroughly blended composition of thermoplastic binders, fillers, and pigment is used. The ther-
moplastic binder is polyvinyl chloride resin or a copolymer resin made by copolymerizing vinyl chlo-
ride with other monomeric materials. The size is usually 12" � 12" (304.8 mm). The difference be-
tween length and width shall be no greater than 0.020" (0.51 mm) for any size of square tile.
Thickness will be either 1⁄8" (3.18 mm), 3⁄32" (2.38 mm), 0.080" (2.03 mm), 1⁄16" (1.59 mm).

Solid Vinyl Tile

Solid vinyl tiles are available in two types and three classes:

• Type 1 Smooth surface

Class A Monolithic

Class B Multilayered

• Type 2 Embossed surface

Class A Monolithic

Class B Multilayered

• Class C Class A or B with a permanently bonded coating.

Materials of Construction

• Class A Contains a constant composition through the tile thickness.

• Class B Contains layers of either Material I or Material II or combinations thereof.

• Class C Any construction of Class A or Class B that has a permanently bonded protective coat-
ing of Material III.
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• Material I Vinyl plastic composed a binder stabilized against heat and polyvinyl chloride or a
copolymer of vinyl chloride (not less than 85% of which shall be polyvinyl chloride). The vinyl resin
must be at least 60%, by weight, of the binder.

• Material II (Translucent) A transparent vinyl plastic containing resins, each one of which shall
be polyvinyl chloride or a copolymer of vinyl chloride, not less than 85% of which is vinyl chloride.
The vinyl resin must be at least 60%, by weight, of the binder.

• Material III A clear or transparent layer specifically formulated to function as a top coat to en-
hance the flooring material. This coating is composed of, but to restricted to, conventional vinyl
resins of plasticizers. The size is generally 12" � 12" (304.8 mm) � (304.8 mm) with the same tol-
erances as VCT.

The nominal thicknesses can be 1⁄8" (3.18 mm), 0.100" (2.54 mm), 0.080" (2.03 mm), 0.0625" (1.59
mm), 0.050" (1.27 mm), 0.039" (1.00 mm).

Rubber floor tiles are made of 100% virgin synthetic rubber with a slip-retardant additive. This
type of flooring has high strength as a result of its elasticity and resilience. Base thickness for heavy-
duty wear is 0.130" (3.38 mm) and 0.100" (2.54 mm) for light-duty use.

13.2.1 Specifications for Solid Vinyl Floor Tile

There are two basic types of solid vinyl flooring:

Type 1 Smooth surface, subdivided into Class A—Monolithic, and Class B—multilayered.

Type II Embossed surface, subdivided into Class A—Monolithic, Class B—Multilayered, and
Class C—Class A or Class B with a permanently bonded coating. Construction of solid vinyl flooring
employs one of three types of materials:

Material I Contains a binder stabilized against heat and light deterioration and fillers and pig-
ments as required. The binder consists of one or more vinyl resins, plasticizers, and modifying resins
not less than 34% by weight of the composition. Each vinyl resin, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), or copoly-
mer of vinyl chloride is to be not less than 85% vinyl chloride. The vinyl resin is to be not less than
60% of the weight of the binder.

Material II This is a translucent material stabilized against heat and light deterioration and may
contain one or more vinyl resins and plasticizers. Each resin shall be PVC or a copolymer of vinyl
chloride not less than 85% of which is vinyl chloride. The vinyl resin is to be not less than 60% by
weight of the binder.

Material III This is a clear or translucent layer specifically formulated to function as a top coat.
It can be formulated from conventional vinyl resins and plasticizers.

Nominal thickness of solid vinyl tile is available in the following gauges:
1⁄8" (.125) (3.18 mm) .0625 inch (1.58 mm)
.100 inch (2.54 mm) .050 inch (1.27 mm)
.080 inch (2.03 mm) .039 inch (1.00 mm)

13.2.2 Specifications for Vinyl Composition Tile

Vinyl composition tile (VCT) is classified into two types:

• Type 1 Smooth surface

• Type 2 Embossed surface

The composition of both types consists of a thoroughly blended composition of thermo-
plastic binders, fillers, and pigments. The thermoplastic binder can be either a polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) resin or a copolymer resin made by copolymerizing vinyl chloride with other monomeric 
materials.
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VCT is available in 12 inch � 12 inch squares (304.8 mm � 304.8 mm) and is manufactured to a
tolerance of �0.016 inches (.41 mm) in 12 inches (304.8 mm). Thickness availability is

1⁄8 inch (3.18 mm)
3⁄32 inch (2.38 mm)
1⁄6 inch (1.59 mm)

13.2.3 Specifications for Resilient Flooring with a Plastic Wearlayer and Backing

Sheet vinyl flooring is classified as to wear type, backing type, minimum wear layer thickness and
minimum overall thickness.

Wear layer types:

• Type I Material I (see designations previously described in Section 13.2.1—solid vinyl floor tile
specifications) with or without Material # with integral decoration and with or without depressed
areas.

• Type II Material II with or without Material III and/or translucent Material I or II with integral
and/or printed decoration.

• Type III Translucent Material II and/or Material III with decoration visible through the wear layer.

Backing Groups:

Group I nonfoam plastic backing

Group II fibrous backing

Group III foam plastic backing

Grades, wearlayer types, overall thickness

Grade Wearlayer Type Wearlayer thickness Overall thickness

A I .050" (1.270 mm) .080" (2.032 mm)

A II and III .020" (.508 mm) .060" (1.524 mm)

B I and II .030" (.762 mm) .060" (1.524 mm)

B II .014" (.356 mm) .050" (1.270 mm)

C I and II .020" (.508 mm) .050" (1.270 mm)

C II and III .010" (.254 mm) .050" (1.270 mm)

13.2.4 Addressing Moisture Related Problems When Installing Tile on Concrete Slabs

When the proper steps are not taken when installing resilient flooring over concrete slabs adhesion
failure will occur, the alkali in the concrete can create efflorescence at the tile joints, mold mildew
and bacteria will have fertile fields for growth and color changes in the tile may take place.

Precautions to Be Taken When the Concrete Slab Is Placed

A moisture barrier with a permanence of less than 0.3 perms (0.2 metric perms), as measured by
ASTM E-96—Test Methods for Water Vapor Transmission of Materials needs to be installed below
grade. Placement of a one-inch (25 mm) layer of sand over the porous fill under the slab will help in
preventing puncturing of the moisture barrier.

The concrete surface to receive the resilient flooring must be troweled smooth with a surface tol-
erance of 5⁄16" (8 mm) in 120 inches (3050 mm) per American Concrete Institute (ACI) standards.

Any joints in the slab should be patched with a latex patching compound. The finished slab should
be allowed to properly cure for a minimum of 6 weeks.
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Testing for Moisture

Several tests are used to check for moisture in the slab. Rubber mats can be place on the concrete
slab for a 24-hour period after which the floor beneath the mat is inspected for dampness. The
Delmhorst Moisture Detector and the Protimeter Concrete-master electrical resistance meters can
also be employed to detect the presence of moisture. The RMA Moisture Test Unit will measure mois-
ture when an effective moisture barrier has been placed under the slab. A widely accepted method
of checking for moisture, the RMA method dictates that the emission of moisture vapor from the floor
shall not be more than 3 pounds (1.3608 kg) per 1000 square feet (1.465 kg per 100 square meters)
per 24 hours. Failure to meet these criteria may require another test in a week or two.

Subfloor Preparation Prior to Installing Resilient Flooring

1. The concrete slab must be properly cured and acceptable moisture content verified.

2. The surface must be swept clean and free from dust, paint, wax, grease, and oil.

3. The presence of curing compounds, hardeners, or sealants in the concrete or surface applied may
affect adherence.

4. If a scaly or powdery surface has formed on all or a portion of the slab, some form of contamina-
tion may be present. A pH meter can be used to determine whether a reading higher than 9 is ob-
tained which may indicate a potential moisture problem.

5. Cracks, joints, depressions, minor bumps, and other irregularities in the surface of the slab should
be corrected by grinding or flash patching.

6. A room temperature of 70°F (21°C) to 80°F (27°C) should be maintained for at least 48 hours
prior to, during, and after the resilient floor installation.

13.3.0 Carpet Construction and Materials

Construction is the amount of pile packed into a given volume of carpet and is translated into ounces
of yarn for unit volume and depends upon the following:

• Pitch The number of warp lines of yarn in a 27" width. The higher the “pitch," the more dense
the carpet.

• Stitch The number of lengthwise yarn tufts contained in a 1" area. More stitches per inch results
in a more-dense carpet face.

• Pile height A measurement from the back of the pile to the front or top of the pile. High pile does
not wear well; low pile does not wear well. Medium pile is the better service pile.

Weight per yard, expressed in ounces per yard, is the total weight of the pile yard, plus backings
and coatings.

Materials of Construction

• Wool Soft, good serviceability, and resilient. The highest priced of the carpet materials.

• Acrylics Wool-like appearance; average durability, abrasion resistance, and stain resistance.

• Polyester Good abrasion resistance; feels like wool; susceptible to oil-based stains.

• Olefin Also referred to as polypropylene, often is used for indoor–outdoor carpet. Resistant to
fading and staining; good abrasion resistance, resilience not good.

• Nylon Excellent abrasion resistance; easy to clean; and very good crush and stain resistance.

The backing material on all types of carpet can be:

• Primary backing The material to which surface yarns are attached and constructed of jute cot-
ton, or a synthetic.
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• Secondary backing A material laminated to the primary backing to improve resiliency and add
stability. It can be either jute or a woven or nonwoven synthetic material.

• Separate padding A cushioning material, separate from the carpet, that can be constructed of
jute, foam rubber, plastic, or felted cattle hair.

13.3.1 Carpet—Factors Affecting Wearability

Wearability is characterized by a carpet’s tight gauge, low pile, and high-stitch rate. A dense low pile
of a specific weight will usually provide better service than a high pile and low density of the same
weight.

Density refers to the amount of pile (the upright ends of yarn, either cut or looped) packed into a
given volume of carpet. This is measured in ounces of pile yarn per unit volume.

Gauge is the distance between two needle points, expressed in a fraction of an inch. This applies
to both knitted and tufted carpet; the tighter the gauge the more dense the carpet.

Resiliency of the carpet is the ability of the yarn to spring back after being crushed or walked upon.
Resiliency will vary according to the method of carpet manufacture and its texture.

13.3.2 Methods of Carpet Manufacture and Textures Produced

Methods of carpet manufacturing include:

Tufted A high-speed method by which the yarns are inserted through a prewoven backing fabric
leaving the stitches long enough to be either cut off or left as loops.

Woven An in-and-out method of interlacing both surface and backing yarns in one operation.

Knitted The surface and backing loops are woven together with a stitching yarn on a machine
with three sets of needles. As in weaving, this type of carpet is manufactured in one operation.

Fusion bonded Two backing fabrics that run parallel with a space in between are used and the
backing has an adhesive on its face side. Implanting a multifold fiber web between the backings
creates a sandwich. When a blade slices through the middle of the sandwich, two identical sections
of carpet are created.

Textures produced by carpet manufacturers:

Cut pile Made from unset yarns to create an even, velvety texture; can also be created from firm-
ended yarns. Cut pile carpets look luxurious, but show foot steps easily.

Level loop pile Loops are all of the same height and are created by a tufting, weaving, or knit-
ting action. There is some variation in the height of the loops and while suitable for heavily traf-
ficked areas, the space between loops easily collects dirt.

Cut and loop By creating different loop heights, a variety of textures can be created.

Static resistance This can be achieved during manufacturer through choice of material, special
fibers, metallic wires, or chemicals used to dissipate the static electricity generated as people walk
on the carpet.
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.3.3 Computing Square Yards and Square Meters of Carpet—Continued
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13.4.0 Seamless Flooring

A monolithic surface containing a resin matrix, fillers, and a decorative topping. The thermosetting
or thermoplastic matrix can be either an epoxy, one- or two-part polyester, one- or two-part
polyurethane, or a one- or two-part neoprene (polychloroprene) material.

13.5.0 Stone Veneer Flooring

Various types of thin stone veneer flooring materials are available for installation over concrete or
wood subfloors using a thin-set or mortar-bed installation process.

13.5.1 Thinset/Mortar-Bed Stone Veneer Installation Diagrammed
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13.6.0 Terrazzo Flooring

Derived from the Italian terrace or terrazza, this type of flooring is produced by embedding small
pieces of marble in mortar. After curing, the surface is polished to a very smooth and shiny finish.

13.7.0 Terrazzo Floor Components

TERRAZZO: Derived from the Italian “Terrace” or “Terrazza” and by definition over the centuries: “A
form of mosaic flooring made by embedding small pieces of marble in mortar and polishing.”

Today, the National Terrazzo and Mosaic Association (NTMA) defines this traditional material as
follows; “Terrazzo consists of marble, granite, onyx or glass chips in portland cement, modified port-
land cement or resinous matrix. The terrazzo is poured, cured, ground, and polished. Typically used
as a finish for floors, stairs or walls, Terrazzo can be poured in place or precast.”

“Rustic Terrazzo is a variation of where, in lieu of grinding and polishing, the surface is washed with
water or otherwise treated to expose the chips. Quartz, quartzite, and river bed aggregates can also
be used.”

“Mosaic is an artistic finish composed of small hand-cut pieces of smalti, glass, or marble called tes-
sarae. The tessarae are mounted on paper by hand to form mosaic sheets. These sheets of mosaic are
then set in mortar on the job site to create beautiful patterns, designs, and murals.”

MARBLE CHIPS: Marble has been defined as a metamorphic rock formed by the recrystallization
of limestone. However, in recent decades, marble has been redefined to include all calcareous rocks
capable of taking a polish (such as onyx, travertine, and attractive serpentine rocks). Marble is quar-
ried, selected to avoid off color or contaminated material, crushed, and sized to yield marble chips
for Terrazzo. Excellent domestic and imported marble chips are available for use in terrazzo in a wide
range of colors and can be combined in infinite varieties to create color harmonies of every descrip-
tion.

MARBLE CHIP SIZES: Marble chips are graded by number according to size in accordance with
standards adopted by producers as follows:

Passes screen Retained on screen
Number (in inches) (in inches)

0 1⁄8 1⁄16

1 1⁄4 1⁄8

2 3⁄8 1⁄4

3 1⁄2 3⁄8

4 5⁄8 1⁄2

5 3⁄4 5⁄8

6 7⁄8 3⁄4

7 1 7⁄8

8 11⁄8 1

CUSTOMARY SIZES FOR TOPPINGS:

1. Standard: No. 1 and 2.

2. Intermediate: No. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

3. Venetian: No. 1, 3, 4, 5, and 5; and/or 6, 7, and 8.

4. Resinous: (1⁄4 inch thickness) No. 1 and 0.

5. Resinous: (3⁄8 inch thickness) No. 1, 2, and 0.

NOTE: Marble chip quarries normally produce 0, 1, and 2 as separate sizes. Larger sizes are fre-
quently grouped; for example #3–4 mixed and #7–8 mixed, and #4–7 mixed. #00 chips (1⁄16 to 1⁄32 inch
size) are available for use in industrial floors.
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SELECTING MARBLE CHIPS: It is highly desirable that color combinations be designated by
NTMA plate numbers (NTMA Color Plates). In the absence of NTMA color plates, it is important that
the size and color combinations be shown due to price differentials.

MATRICES: The matrix is the ingredient in a terrazzo floor which acts as a binder to hold the chips
in position. There are three basic type of matrices: cementitious, modified-cementitious and
resinous.

CEMENTITIOUS MATRICES: Portland Cement provides a good background for marble chips. It
can be tinted to produce various colors. White cement is color controlled during manufacture. Gray
Portland Cement may not be color controlled. For use in terrazzo, portland cement should exceed
the minimum standards of ASTM C-150.

MINERAL COLOR PIGMENTS: Interior: Shall not exceed two pound per bag of portland cement.
Exterior: Pigment shall not exceed 1⁄2 pound per bag of Portland Cement.

MODIFIED CEMENTITIOUS MATRICES: Polyacrylate Modified Cement: A composition resinous
material which has proven to be an excellent binder for use in thin-set terrazzo. Minimum physical
properties are stipulated in Polyacrylate Terrazzo specification.

RESINOUS MATRICES—EPOXY OR POLYESTER: A two-component thermal setting resinous
material which has proven to be an excellent binder for use in thin-set terrazzo. Minimum physical
properties are stipulated in NTAM Terrazzo specifications.

DIVIDER STRIPS: White alloy of zinc, brass, or plastic are used for function and aesthetics. Brass
and plastic may have a reaction with some resinous materials and should be used only if deemed safe
by the supplier of the resin.

The following are the most common types of strips available (in some systems, the strips act as
control joints).

11⁄4 inch Standard Divider Strip with anchoring device. Available in white alloy of zinc or
brass and 14, 16, or 18 B & S gauge. Extensively used in Sand Cushion, Bonded to Con-
crete, Structural and other types of cementitious terrazzo systems. Also used in monolithic
terrazzo where slab has been recessed or sawn to create a weakened vertical plane. Avail-
able in 11⁄2 inch and greater depths for Venetian Terrazzo control joints and special condi-
tions.
11⁄4 inch Heavy Top Divider Strips with anchoring device. Available in white alloy of zinc or
galvanized steel bottom section. Top section available in white alloy of zinc, brass or colored
plastic. Width of the top section is 1⁄8, 1⁄4, 3⁄8, or 1⁄2 inch. Basic use is the same for the 11⁄4 inch
Standard Divider Strip. (Some plastic strips are 3⁄16 inch and 5⁄16 inch instead of 1⁄8, 1⁄4 and 1⁄2
inch).
K or L Strips in standard gauges or with the heavy top feature for use in monolithic or
resinous “thin-set” systems. Sizes vary according to the depth of the terrazzo topping. Can
be attached to substrate with adhesive compatible with topping matrix.

CONTROL JOINTS: Double “L” strips (Angle strips) or straight strips positioned back to back are
effective in allowing for anticipated shrinkage in the subfloor at construction joints. Double “L” (An-
gle strips) are used for Thin-set and Monolithic systems.

In Sand Cushion Terrazzo, the employment of the normal, single divider strips, regardless of the
gauge inserted in the Sand Cushion underbed up to five feet or less on centers provides ample con-
trol of anticipated shrinkage that will take place when the terrazzo work is installed in accordance to
these specifications as each divider picks up a minute amount of the contraction.

Construction joints in the structural slab have no bearing on the placement of divider strips in a
Sand Cushion system due to the use of an isolation membrane.

NOTE: It is not this Association’s intent to make expansion joint recommendations. Architects
should specify expansion joints and indicate locations and details on the project drawings.
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Although surface preparation is the key to the proper application of any paint, a wide range of com-
mercially produced products are available for every functional and aesthetic purpose.

14.0.0 Generic Paint Formulations

Water-Based Coatings

The first water-based coating contained styrene or styrene butadiene and was known as latex paint.
These paints were for interior use only, but over the years, acrylic or acrylic ester resins were devel-
oped for exterior use. Other water-based paints are alkyds, vinyl or polyvinyl acetates and cement-
based coatings.

Acrylic coatings are available as either opaque (colored) or clear. Methyl methacrylate is often
used as a clear coating for concrete to provide weathering protection.

Water-based coatings have higher permeability to water vapor, making them suitable for applica-
tion over moist, porous surfaces, such as wood, concrete, and masonry.

Solvent-Based Coatings

These coatings can be purchased as either clear or opaque materials. Clear solvent-based coatings
use drying oils mixed with a resin and are generally referred to as varnishes. Various clear coatings
may contain:

• Phenolics Present good water and weathering characteristics. When mixed with tung oil, these
varnishes are most durable for marine use. However, the relative dark color tends to darken with
age and might preclude its use in some areas.

• Shellacs Shellac is a resin dissolved in spirit varnish, a volatile solvent. This coating is more of-
ten used as a sealer under a more-durable top coat.

• Lacquers Cellulose derivations in volatile spirits. They have some application in interior use, par-
ticularly for aesthetic considerations.

• Silicon resins in a solvent solution of mineral spirits This was once widely used as a masonry
sealer. With a life span of 5 to 10 years, this coating has largely been replaced by acrylic coatings
with a considerably longer life span.

• Urethane This is a one- or two-component, moisture-cured, solvent-based formulation with su-
perior wear-resistance characteristics.

Opaque solvent-based coatings use alkyds as their principal binder and are available either water-
or solvent-dispersed. When combined with an oil vehicle, these alkyd-oil coatings can be formulated
to produce a flat, semigloss or gloss finish that is fast drying, flexible, durable, chalk resistant, and ex-
hibits good color retention.

These coatings are not compatible with previous coatings that contain either lead or zinc. Alkyd-
based paints could not be used to encapsulate lead-based paint because the new application will most
likely cause blistering or peeling.

Chlorinated rubber coatings have good resistance to microorganisms, resistance to alkalis and
acids, and low permeability to water and water vapor.

Chlorosulfonated polyethylene coatings are resistant to chlorine, bromine, oxygen, ozone, and ul-
traviolet radiation.

Expoxy-ester coatings are made of epoxy resins and drying oils. These coatings exhibit resistance
to chemical fumes and the marine environment. The polyamide-cured type is very abrasion resis-
tant and will tolerate repeated scrubbing and washings. Bitumen epoxy coatings (both coal tar and
asphalt types) are generally used for heavy-duty immersion service, such as below-grade structural
steel, and underground tank and pipe coatings.
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14.1.0 Special-Purpose Coatings

• Fire retardant or intumescent coatings.

• Reflective coatings to absorb the ultraviolet band of solar radiation and reflect it as visible light.

• Bituminous coatings of either water-based emulsions or solvent cut-back coal tar pitch or asphalt
materials.
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14.2.0 Coating Specifications for Normal Exposures (Exterior)

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.2.0 Coating Specifications for Normal Exposures (Exterior)—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.2.0 Coating Specifications for Normal Exposures (Exterior)—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.3.0 Coatings Specifications for Interior Surfaces

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.3.0 Coatings Specifications for Interior Surfaces—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.3.0 Coatings Specifications for Interior Surfaces—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.3.0 Coatings Specifications for Interior Surfaces—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.4.0 Specifications for Industrial Exposure (Light/Moderate Duty)

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.4.0 Specifications for Industrial Exposure (Light/Moderate Duty)—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)

14.5.0 Specifications for Industrial Exposure (Heavy Duty)

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.5.0 Specifications for Industrial Exposure (Heavy Duty)—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.5.0 Specifications for Industrial Exposure (Heavy Duty)—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.6.0 Painting Recommendations (Immersion Exposure)

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)

14.7.0 Painting Recommendations (Low-Temperature Applications)

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.8.0 Painting Recommendations (High-Temperature Exposure)

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.9.0 Recommended Surface Preparation Procedures for Basic Construction Materials

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.9.0 Recommended Surface Preparation Procedures for Basic Construction Materials—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.9.0 Recommended Surface Preparation Procedures for Basic Construction Materials—Continued

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.10.0 Preservative Treatment for Exterior Woodwork
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14.11.0 Myth of Maintenance-Free Exterior Coatings

1. What are the 20-year fluorocarbon paint coatings used on exterior aluminum members?

1. These coatings are high-molecular-weight polymers that have been formulated into a dispersion
coating for application at the factory. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF2) is the base ingredient in
these coatings. Other high-performance coatings are siliconized acrylics, siliconized polyesters,
and other synthetic polymers.

2. Are these coatings maintenance-free?

1. No. Unless proper maintenance procedures are followed, these coated surfaces will degrade, over
time, in the presence of atmospheric weathering and airborne pollutants.

3. What specifically causes problems leading to degradation?

1. The collection of airborne dirt and chemical pollutants, in the presence of moisture, increases the
potential for erosion, corrosion, loss of surface gloss, stainings and discoloration.

4. What is “chalking”?

1. Ultraviolet degradation of the resin vehicle and color in the coating results in loss of gloss and the
formation of powder on the surface. This powder is referred to as chalking, a change in both the
appearance and color of the coating. Regular maintenance can prevent chalking.

5. When should the maintenance of exterior curtain walls begin?

1. As soon as possible after the installation and acceptance of the building by the owner so as to re-
move any dirt or pollutants caused during the construction process.

6. What is AAMA 610.1?

1. The American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA) developed AAMA 610.1, a pro-
cedure for the cleaning and maintenance of painted aluminum extrusions and curtain wall sys-
tems. These are general, not specific guidelines. AAMA suggests that owners hire experienced
maintenance contractors for curtain wall cleaning, if they do not have such individuals on staff.

7. What kind of cleaning cycles are considered adequate?

1. Exterior glazing is generally cleaned on a quarterly basis, depending upon the amount of atmo-
spheric pollution in a specific geographic area. Curtain wall and exterior aluminum construction
can be incorporated into the same schedule.

8. Can the rundown from sealants contribute to the staining of aluminum with high perfor-

mance coatings?

1. Yes. The oils and plasticizers in many caulking materials can bleed onto adjacent metal surfaces
causing stains or discolorations.

9. If a factory finish on a curtain wall is stained or discolored to the point where it needs to be

recoated, can a field applied coating be used to repair a factory applied coating?

1. In many cases—Yes. Coating manufacturers have developed a number of field applied airdried
primers and finish coats for in-place coating repairs. The coating manufacturer or an approved ap-
plicator should be consulted for specifics.

14.12.0 Steel-Structure Painting Procedures

The authority on surface preparation and the subsequent painting of steel structures, the Steel
Structures Painting Council, has developed a series of procedures that have become industry stan-
dards. The Steel Structures Painting Council developed specific surface-preparation procedures for
the proper application of various types of coatings. Each surface-preparation procedure has been
given an “SP” number, prefaced by their organization letters (SSPC). A particular procedure is re-
ferred to as SSPC-SP (and the number).
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14.12.1 SSPC Specifications

SSPC specification Description (summarized)

SP 1 Solvent Cleaning Removal of oil, grease, dirt, soil, salts, and contaminants by
cleaning with solvents, vapor, alkali, emulsion, or steam.

SP 2 Hand Tool Cleaning Removal of loose rust, loose mill scale, and loose paint, by
hand chipping, scraping, sanding, and wire brushing.

SP 3 Hand Tool Cleaning Removal of loose rust, loose mill scale, and loose paint, by
power-tool chipping, descaling, sanding, wire brushing, and
grinding.

SP 5 White Metal Blasting Removal of all visible rust, mill scale, paint, and foreign
matter by blast cleaning by wheel or nozzle, dry or wet, us-
ing sand, grit, or shot.

SP 6 Commercial Blast Cleaning Blast cleaning until at least 2/3 of the surface area is free of
all visible residues.

SP 7 Brush-off, Blast Cleaning Blast cleaning of all, except tightly adhering residues of
mill scale, rust, and coatings, exposing numerous evenly
distributed flecks of underlying metal.

SP8 Pickling Complete removal of rust and mill scale by acid pickling,
duplex pickling, or electrolytic pickling.

SP 10 Near-White Blast Cleaning Blast cleaning to nearly white-metal cleanliness, until at
least 95% of the surface area is free of all visible residues.

SP 11-87T Power-Tool Complete removal of all rust, scales, and paint by 
Cleaning to Bare Metal power tools with resultant surface profile.

Note: SSPC does not have an SP 9 category.

14.12.2 SSPC Grading of New and Previously Painted Steel

Four surface conditions of new steel, with respect to its oxidation and rust formation, established by
SSPC are the following:

• Rust Grade A A steel surface covered completely by adherent mill scale with little or no visible
rust.

• Rust Grade B A steel surface covered with both mill scale and rust.

• Rust Grade C A steel surface completely covered with rust; little or no pitting is visible.

• Rust Grade D A steel surface completely covered with rust; pitting is visible.

Four conditions of previously painted steel construction are designated by SSPC for maintenance
painting and are based upon the rust-grade classifications established by the Council, which range
from:

• Grade E Nondeteriorated steel with 0 to 0.1% rust

• Grade F Slightly to moderately deteriorated steel with 0.1% to 1% rust

• Grade G Deteriorated steel with 1 to 10% rust

• Grade H Severely deteriorated steel with more than 10% rust and up to 100% rust

14.12.3 Minimum Surface Preparation for Various Painting Systems

According to the SSPC, certain minimum surface-preparation requirements are necessary for the ap-
plication of various painting systems.
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Painting System Minimum Surface Preparation

Oil base Hand tool cleaning (SSPC-SP2)

Alykyd Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6 or pickling, 
SSPC-SP8)

Phenolic Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6 or pickling, 
SSPC-SP8)

Vinyl Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6 or pickling, 
SSPC-SP8)

Rust-Preventative Compounds Solvent cleaning (SSPC-SP1 or nominal cleaning)

Asphalt Mastic Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6 or pickling, 
SSPC-SP8)

Coal-Tar Coatings Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6)

Coal-Tar Epoxy Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6)

Zinc Rich Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6)

Epoxy Polyamide Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6 or pickling, 
SSPC-SP8)

Chlorinated Rubber Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6 or pickling, 
SSPC-SP8)

Silicone Alykyd Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6 or pickling, 
SSPC-SP8)

Urethane Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6 or pickling, 
SSPC-SP8)

Latex Commercial blast cleaning (SSPC-SP6 or pickling, 
SSPC-SP8)

14.12.4 Steel Structures Painting Council (SSPC) Coating Systems

SSPC-PS 1.04 Three-coat oil-alkyd (lead and chromate free) painting system for galavanized
or nongalvanized steel (with zinc-dust/zinc-oxide linseed-oil primer)

SSPC-PS 1.07 Three-coat oil-base red lead painting system

SSPC-PS 1.08 Four-coat oil-base red lead painting system

SSPC-PS 1.09 Three-coat oil-base zinc-oxide painting system (without lead or chromate pig-
ment)

SSPC-PS 1.10 Four-coat oil-base zinc-oxide painting system (without lead or chromate pig-
ment)

SSPC-PS 1.11 Three-coat oil-base red lead painting system

SSPC-PS 1.12 Three-coat oil-base zinc-chromate painting system

SSPC-PS 1.13 One-coat oil-base slow-drying maintenance painting system (without lead or
chromate pigments)

SSPC-PS 2.03 Three-coat alkyd painting system with red lead-oxide primer (for weather ex-
posure)

SSPC-PS 2.05 Three-coat alkyd painting system for unrusted galvanized steel (for weather
protection)

SSPC-PS 4.01 Four-coat vinyl painting system with red lead primer (for salt-waste or chem-
ical use)

SSPC-PS 4.02 Four-coat vinyl painting system (for fresh water, chemical, or corrosive at-
mospheres)

SSPC-PS 4.03 Three-coat vinyl painting system with wash primer (for salt-water and
weather exposure)
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SSPC-PS 4.04 Four-coat white or colored vinyl painting system (for fresh-water, chemical, or
corrosive atmospheres)

SSPC-PS 4.05 Three-coat vinyl painting system with wash primer and vinyl alkyd finish coat
(for atmospheric exposure)

SSPC-PS 8.01 One-coat rust-preventative painting system for thick-film compounds

SSPC-PS 9.01 Cold-applied asphalt mastic painting system with extra-thick film

SSPC-PS 10.01 Hot-applied coal-tar enamel painting system

SSPC-PS 10.02 Cold-applied coal-tar mastic painting system

SSPC-PS 11.02 Black (or dark red) coal-tar epoxy-polyamide painting system

SSPC-PS 12.01 One-coat zinc-rich painting system

SSPC-PS 13.10 Epoxy polyamide painting system

SSPC-PS 14.01 Steel-joist shop-painting system

SSPC-PS 15.01 Chlorinated-rubber painting system for salt-water immersion

SSPC-PS 15.02 Chlorinated-rubber painting system for fresh-water immersion

SSPC-PS 15.03 Chlorinated-rubber painting system for marine and industrial atmospheres

SSPC-PS 15.04 Chlorinated-rubber painting system for field application over a shop-applied
solvent-base inorganic zinc-rich primer

SSPC-PS 16.01 Silicone alkyd-base painting system for new steel

SSPC-PS 18.01 Three-coat latex painting system

14.13.0 Generic High-Performance Coatings for Steel and Concrete

The following formulations are a sampling of the types and ranges of high-performance coating and
their recommended service:

• Polyurethane alkyd copolymer Finish coat for pumps, motors, machinery, piping, and
handrails, resulting in a high gloss that has excellent brush, roller, and spray characteristics. This
finish exhibits excellent weathering capability and good abrasion resistance.

• Epoxy polyamide A 100% solid epoxy mastic that can be applied and cured underwater, pro-
viding protection against metal corrosion and erosion, and the deterioration of concrete and wood
at (or below) the waterline. This type of coating is recommended for the repair of steel, concrete,
or wood pilings; leaking tanks; boat hulls; and cracks in concrete; however, it is not recommended
for immersion in (or exposure to) strong solvents or corrosive materials.

• Aliphatic polyurethane A two-part system that provides a satin finish coat on primed steel and
exhibits very good resistance to splash and spillage of acids, alkalies, solvents, and salts. It has ex-
cellent abrasion-resistance qualities. This coating is used in chemical-processing, pulp and paper
mills, and in the petrochemical industries.

• Acrylic aliphatic polyurethane Another two-part coating system that can be applied by brush,
roller, or spray, and exhibits excellent weathering and abrasion-resistance chacteristics. This coat-
ing is recommended as a finish coat over pigmented polyurethanes for exterior exposure where
chemical resistance, gloss retention, and as excellent weathering characteristics are required. This
coating will be used to provide a graffiti-free surface.

• Elastomeric polyurethane A two-component coating system that is utilized as a build coat over-
all compatible primer to provide a waterproof topping over concrete floors, decks, and walkways.
A nonskid aggregate is often added to this coating to provide a slip-resistant surface.

• Zinc-rich chlorinated rubber coating Considered a “cold galvanizing” coating. When this coat-
ing is applied to a structural-steel member, the zinc metal in the coating bonds in much the same
manner as hot-dip galvanizing. This single-component coating is an excellent material for the field
touch-up of hot galvanized surfaces.

• Thixotropic coal-tar coatings A coal tar-based material that can be applied in high-build layers
by either brushing or rolling several coats to an 8-mil thickness. This coating is highly adaptable to
application for underground or underwater usage.
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14.14.0 Common Paint Problems—Alligatoring and Wrinkling

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.14.1 Common Paint Problems—Blistering and Peeling

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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Continued
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14.14.2 Common Paint Problems—Cracking Over Caulk

(By permission © 1997 Sherwin-Williams Company. All Rights Reserved.)
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14.15.0 Painting—Quality Control Checklist
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15.0.0 The American with Disabilities Act (ADA)

The federal government implemented Title III of the American with Disabilities Act of 1990, which
prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability by public accommodations and requires places of
public accommodation and commercial facilities to be designed, constructed and altered in compli-
ance with the accessibility standards established by this act. The Department of Justice published a
Code of Federal Regulations designated 28 CRF Part 36 which contains specific requirements to be
followed to comply with those regulations

This section contains numerous diagrams and dimensional data to illustrate and explain many of
the critical areas in building construction that must be made to comply with 28 CRF Part 36.

15.1.0 Dimensions of Adult-Size Wheelchairs
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15.2.0 Minimum Clear Width for One/Two Wheelchairs

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 795



15.3.0 Minimum Clear Floor Space for Wheelchairs
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15.4.0 Wheelchair Turning Space

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 797



15.5.0 Minimum Clearance for Seating and Tables
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15.6.0 Side Reach From a Wheelchair

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 799



15.7.0 Forward Reach from a Wheelchair
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15.7.1 Reach for Card Catalogs

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 801

15.7.2 Reach for Stacks in a Library

15.7.3 Reach for Shelves and Closets



15.8.0 Accessible Routes
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15.8.1 Maneuvering Clearance at Doors

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 803



15.8.2 Two Hinged Doors in Series
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Figure 15.8.1—Continued

15.8.3 Clear Doorway Width and Depth



15.9.0 Mounting Heights for Telephones

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 805



15.10.0 Drinking Fountains and Water Coolers
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15.11.0 Clear Space at Lavatories

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 807

15.12.0 Clear Space at Bathtubs



15.13.0 Grab Bars at Bathtubs
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15.14.0 Grab Bars at Water Closets

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 809

15.15.0 Wheelchair Transfers



15.16.0 Toilet Stalls
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15.17.0 Shower Size and Clearances

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 811

15.17.1 Roll-in Showers with Folding Seat



15.18.0 Elevator Cars—Minimum Dimensions
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15.18.1 Elevator Car Controls



15.19.0 Size and Spacing of Handrails and Grab Bars

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 813



15.20.0 Handrail Extensions and Edge Protection
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15.21.0 Usable Tread Width and Acceptable Nosings



15.22.0 Curb Ramps at Marked Crossings

American Disabilities Act—Illustrated 815

15.23.0 Components of Single Ramp Runs
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16.0.0 Introduction to the 1975 Metric Conversion Act

As the federal government moves to convert the inch-pound units to the metric system, in accor-
dance with the 1975 Metric Conversion Act, various parts of the construction industry will begin the
conversion to this more universal method of measurement.

Metric units are often referred to as SI units, an abbreviation taken from the French: le Système
International d’Unités. Another abbreviation that will be seen with more frequency is ISO—the In-
ternational Standards Organization charged with supervising the establishment of a universal stan-
dards system. For everyday transactions it may be sufficient to gain only the basics of the metric 
system.

Name of metric unit Symbol Approximate size (length/pound)

meter m 391⁄2 inches

kilometer km 0.6 mile

centimeter cm width of a paper clip

millimeter mm thickness of a dime

hectare ha 21⁄2 acres

square meter m2 1.2 square yards

gram g weight of a paper clip

kilogram kg 2.2 pounds

metric ton t long ton (2240 pounds)

liter L one quart and two ounces

milliliter mL 1⁄5 teaspoon

kilopascal kPa atmospheric pressure is about 100 Pa

The Celsius temperature scale is used. Instead of referring to its measurement as degree centigrade,
the term degree Celsius is the correct designation. Using this term, familiar points are

• Water freezes at 0 degrees

• Water boils at 100 degrees

• Normal body temperature is 37 degrees (98.6 F)

• Comfortable room temperature 20 to 35 (68 to 77 F)

16.1.0 What Will Change and What Will Stay the Same?

Metric Module and Grid

What will change:

• The basic building module, from 4 inches to 100 mm.

• The planning grid, from 2' � 2' to 600 � 600 mm.

What will stay the same:

• A module and grid based on rounded, easy-to-use dimensions. The 100 mm module is the global
standard.

Drawings

What will change:

• Units, from feet and inches to millimeters for all building dimensions and to meters for site plans
and civil engineering drawings. Unit designations are unnecessary: if there is no decimal point, it
is millimeters; if there is a decimal point carried to one, two, or three places, it is meters. In ac-
cordance with ASTM E621, centimeters are not used in construction because (1) they are not con-
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sistent with the preferred use of multiples of 1000, (2) the order of magnitude between a millime-
ter and centimeter is only 10 and the use of both units would lead to confusion and require the use
of unit designations, and 93) the millimeter is small enough to almost entirely eliminate decimal
fractions from construction documents.

• Drawing scales, from inch-fractions-to-feet to true rations. Preferred metric scales are:

1:1 (full size)

1:5 (close to 3" � 1'-0")

1:10 (between 1" � 1'-0" and 11⁄2" � 1'-0")

1:20 (between 1⁄2" � 1'-0" and 3⁄4" � 1'-0")

1:50 (close to 1⁄4" � 1'-0")

1:100 (close to 1⁄8" � 1'-0")

1:200 (close to 1⁄16" � 1'-0")

1:500 (close to 1" � 40'-0")

1:1000 (close to 1" � 80'-0")

As a means of comparison, inch-fraction scales may be converted to true ratios by multiplying a
scale’s divisor by 12; for example, for 1⁄4" � 1'-0", multiply the 4 by 12 for a true ratio of 1:48.

• Drawing sizes, to ISO “A” series:

A0 (1189 � 841 mm, 46.8 � 33.1 inches)

A1 (841 � 594 mm, 33.1 � 23.4 inches)

A2 (594 � 420 mm, 23.4 � 16.5 inches)

A3 (420 � 297 mm, 16.5 � 11.7 inches)

A4 (297 � 210 mm, 11.7 � 8.3 inches)

Of course, metric drawings can be made on any size paper.

What will stay the same:

• Drawing contents

Never use dual units (both inch-pound and metric) on drawings. It increases dimensioning time, dou-
bles the chance for errors, makes drawings more confusing, and only postpones the learning process.
An exception is for construction documents meant to be viewed by the general public.

Specifications

What will change:

• Units of measure, from feet and inches to millimeters for linear dimensions, from square feet to
square meters for area, from cubic yards to cubic meters for volume (except use liters for fluid vol-
umes), and from other inch-pound measures to metric measures as appropriate.

What will stay the same:

• Everything else in the specifications

Do not use dual units in specifications except when the use of an inch-pound measure serves to
clarify an otherwise unfamiliar metric measure; then place the inch-pound unit in parentheses after
the metric. For example, “7.5 kW (10 horsepower) motor.” All unit conversions should be checked
by a professional to ensure that rounding does not exceed allowable tolerances.

For more information, see the July–August 1994 issue of Metric in Construction.
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Floor Loads

What will change:

• Floor load designations, from “psf” to kilograms per square meter (kg/m2) for everyday use and
kilonewtons per square meter (kN/m2) for structural calculations.

What will stay the same:

• Floor load requirements

Kilograms per square meter often are used to designate floor loads because many live and dead
loads (furniture, filing cabinets, construction materials, etc.) are measured in kilograms. However,
kilonewtons per square meter or their equivalent, kilopascals, are the proper measure and should be
used in structural calculations.

Construction Products

What will change:

• Modular products: brick, block, drywall, plywood, suspended ceiling systems, and raised floor sys-
tems. They will undergo “hard” conversion; that is, their dimensions will change to fit the 100 mm
module.

• Products that are custom-fabricated or formed for each job (for example, cabinets, stairs,
handrails, ductwork, commercial doors and windows, structural steel systems, and concrete
work). Such products usually can be made in any size, inch-pound or metric, with equal ease;
therefore, for metric jobs, they simply will be fabricated or formed in metric.

What will stay the same:

• All other products, since they are cut-to-fit at the jobsite (for example, framing lumber, woodwork,
siding, wiring, piping, and roofing) or are not dimensionally sensitive (for example, fasteners, hard-
ware, electrical components, plumbing fixtures, and HVAC equipment). Such products will just be
“soft” converted—that is, relabeled in metric units. A 23⁄4" � 41⁄2" wall switch face plate will be rela-
beled 70 � 115 mm and a 30 gallon tank, 114 L. Manufacturers eventually may convert the physi-
cal dimensions of many of these products to new rational “hard” metric sizes but only when it be-
comes convenient for them to do so.

“2-By-4” Studs and Other “2-By” Framing (Both Wood and Metal)

What will change:

• Spacing, from 16" to 400 mm, and 24” to 600 mm.

What will stay the same:

• Everything else.

“2-bys” are produced in “soft” fractional inch dimensions so there is no need to convert them to
new rounded “hard” metric dimensions. 2-by-4s may keep their traditional name or perhaps they will
eventually be renamed 50 by 100 (mm), or, more exactly, 38 � 39.

Drywall, Plywood, and Other Sheet Goods

What will change:

• Widths, from 4'–0" to 1200 mm.

• Heights, from 8'-0" to 2400 mm, 10'-0" to 3000 mm.
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What will stay the same:

• Thicknesses, so fire, acoustic, and thermal ratings will not have to be recalculated.

Metric drywall and plywood are readily available but may require longer lead times for ordering
and may cost more in small amounts until their use becomes more common.

Batt Insulation

What will change:

• Nominal width labels, from 16" to 16"/400 mm and 24" to 24"/600 mm.

What will stay the same:

• Everything else.

Batts will not change in width, they will just have a tighter “friction fit” when installed between
metric-spaced framing members.

Doors

What will change:

• Height, from 6'-8" to 2050 mm or 2100 mm and from 7'-0" to 2100 mm.

• Width, from 2'-6" to 750 mm, from 2'-8" to 800 mm, from 2'-10" to 850 mm, from 3"-0" to 900 mm
or 950 mm, and from 3'-4" to 1000 mm.

What will stay the same:

• Door thicknesses.

• Door materials and hardware.

For commercial work, doors and door frames can be ordered in any size since they normally are
custom-fabricated.

Ceiling Systems

What will change:

• Grids and lay-in ceiling tile, air diffusers and recessed lighting fixtures, from 2' � 2' to 600 �
600 mm and from 2' � 4' to 600 � 1200 mm.

What will stay the same:

• Grid profiles, tile thicknesses, air diffuser capacities, fluorescent tubes, and means of suspension.

On federal building projects, metric recessed lighting fixtures may be specified if their total in-
stalled costs are estimated to be more than for inch-pound fixtures.

Raised Floor Systems

What will change:

• Grids and lay-in floor tile, from 2' � 2' to 600 � 600 mm.

What will stay the same:

• Grid profiles, tile thicknesses, and means of support.
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HVAC Controls

What will change:

• Temperature units, from Fahrenheit to Celsius.

What will stay the same:

• All other parts of the controls.

Controls are now digital so temperature conversions can be made with no difficulty.

Brick

What will change:

• Standard brick, to 90 � 57 � 190 mm.

• Mortar joints, from 3⁄8" and 1⁄2" to 10 mm.

• Brick module, from 2' � 2' to 600 � 600 mm.

What will stay the same:

• Brick and mortar composition.

Of the 100 or so brick sizes currently made, 5 to 10 are within a millimeter of a metric brick so the
brick industry will have no trouble supplying metric brick.

For more information, see the March–April 1995 issue of Metric in Construction.

Concrete Block

What will change:

• Block sizes, to 190 � 190 � 390 mm.

• Mortar joints, from 1⁄2" to 10 mm.

• Block module, from 2' � 2' to 600 � 600 mm.

What will stay the same:

• Block and mortar composition.

On federal building projects, metric block may be specified if its total installed cost is estimated to
be more than for inch-pound block. The Construction Metrication Council recommends that, wher-
ever possible, block walls be designed and specified in a manner that permits the use of either inch-
pound or metric block, allowing the final decision to be made by the contractor.

Sheet Metal

What will change:

• Designation, from “gage” to millimeters.

What will stay the same:

• Thickness, which will be soft-converted to tenths of a millimeter.

In specifications, use millimeters only or millimeters with the gage in parentheses.
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Concrete

What will change:

• Strength designations, from “psi” to megapascals, rounded to the nearest 5 megapascals per ACI
318M as follows:

2500 psi to 20 MPa

3000 psi to 25 MPa

3500 psi to 25 MPa

4000 psi to 30 MPa

4500 psi to 35 MPa

5000 psi to 35 MPa

Depending on exact usage, however, the above metric conversions may be more exact than those
indicated.

What will stay the same:

• Everything else.

For more information, see the November–December 1994 issue of Metric in Construction.

Rebar

What will change:

• Rebar will not change in size but will be renamed per ASTM A615M-96a and ASTM A706M-96a as
follows:

No. 3 to No. 10 No. 9 to No. 29

No. 4 to No. 13 No. 10 to No. 32

No. 5 to No. 16 No. 11 to No. 36

No. 6 to No. 19 No. 14 to No. 43

No. 7 to No. 22 No. 18 to No. 57

No. 8 to No. 25

What will stay the same:

• Everything else.

For more information, see the July–August 1996 issue of Metric on Construction.

Glass

What will change:

• Nominal pipe and fitting designations, from inches to millimeters.

What will stay the same:

• Pipe and fitting cross sections and threads.

Pipes and fittings are produced in “soft” decimal-inch dimensions but are identified in nominal-
inch sizes as a matter of convenience. A 2-inch pipe has neither an inside nor an outside diameter of
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2 inches, a 1-inch fitting has no exact 1-inch dimension, and a 1⁄2-inch sprinkler head contains no 1⁄2-
inch dimension anywhere; consequently, there is no need to “hard” convert pipes and fittings to
rounded metric dimensions. Instead, they will not change size but simply be relabeled in metric as
follows:

1⁄8" � 6 mm 11⁄2" � 40 mm
3⁄16" � 7 mm 2" � 50 mm
1⁄4" � 8 mm 21⁄2" � 65 mm
3⁄8" � 10 mm 3" � 75 mm
1⁄2" � 15 mm 31⁄2" � 90 mm
5⁄8" � 18 mm 4" � 100 mm
3⁄4" � 20 mm 41⁄2" � 115 mm

1" � 25 mm 1" � 25 mm for all larger sizes

11⁄4" � 32 mm

For more information, see the September–October 1993 issue of Metric in Construction.

Electrical Conduit

What will change:

• Nominal conduit designations, from inches to millimeters.

What will stay the same:

• Conduit cross sections.

Electrical conduit is similar to piping: it is produced in “soft” decimal-inch dimensions but is iden-
tified in nominal-inch sizes. Neither metallic nor nonmetallic conduit will change size; they will be re-
labeled in metric units as follows:

1⁄2" � 16 (mm) 21⁄2" � 63 (mm)
3⁄4" � 21 (mm) 3" � 78 (mm)

1" � 27 (mm) 31⁄2" � 91 (mm)

11⁄4" � 35 (mm) 4" � 103 (mm)

11⁄2" � 41 (mm) 5" � 129 (mm)

2" � 53 (mm) 6" � 155 (mm) 

These new metric names were assigned by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association.

Electrical Wire

What will change:

• Nothing at this time.

What will stay the same:

• Existing American Wire Gage (AWG) sizes.

Structural Steel

What will change:

• Section designations, from inches to millimeters and from pounds per foot to kilograms per meter,
in accordance with ASTM A6M.
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• Bolts—to metric diameters and threads per ASTM A325M and A490M.

What will stay the same:

• Cross sections.

Like pipe and conduit, steel sections are produced in “soft” decimal-inch dimensions (with actual
depths varying by weight) but are named in rounded-inch dimensions so there is no need to “hard”
convert them to metric units. Rather, their names will be changed to metric designations, and
rounded to the nearest 10 mm. Thus, a 10-inch section is relabeled as a 250-mm section and a 24-
inch section is relabeled as a 610-mm section.
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16.2.0 How Metric Units Will Apply in the Construction Industry
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16.3.0 Metrification of Pipe Sizes

Pipe diameter sizes can be confusing because their designated size does not correspond to their ac-
tual size. For instance, a 2-inch steel pipe has an inside diameter of approximately 21⁄8 inches and an
outside diameter of about 25⁄8 inches.

The 2 inch designation is very similar to the 2" � 4" designation for wood studs, neither dimen-
sions are “actual,” but they are a convenient way to describe these items.

Pipe sizes are identified as NPS (nominal pipe size) and their conversion to metric would con-
form to ISO (International Standards Organization) criteria and are referred to as DN (diameter

nominal). These designations would apply to all plumbing, mechanical, drainage, and miscellaneous
pipe commonly used in civil works projects.

NPS size DN size

1⁄8" 6 mm
3⁄16" 7 mm
1⁄4" 8 mm
3⁄8" 10 mm
1⁄2" 15 mm
5⁄8" 18 mm
3⁄4" 20 mm

1" 25 mm

11⁄4" 32 mm

11⁄2" 40 mm

2" 50 mm

21⁄2" 65 mm

3" 80 mm

31⁄2" 90 mm

4" 100 mm

41⁄2" 115 mm

5" 125 mm

6" 150 mm

8" 200 mm

10" 250 mm

12" 300 mm

14" 350 mm

16" 400 mm

18" 450 mm

20" 500 mm

24" 600 mm

28" 700 mm

30" 750 mm

32" 800 mm

36" 900 mm

40" 1000 mm

44" 1100 mm

48" 1200 mm
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NPS size DN size

52" 1300 mm

56" 1400 mm

60" 1500 mm

For all pipe over 60-inches nominal, use 1 inch equals 25 mm.

16.4.0 Metrification of Standard Lumber Sizes

Metric units: ASTM Standard E-380 was used as the authoritative standard in developing the metric
dimensions in this standard. Metric dimensions are calculated at 25.4 millimeters (mm) times the ac-
tual dimension in inches. The nearest mm is significant for dimensions greater than 1/8 inch, and the
nearest 0.1 mm is significant for dimensions equal to ore less than 1/8 inch.

The rounding rule for dimensions greater than 1/8 inch: If the digit in the tenth of mm position (the
digit after the decimal point) is less than 5, drop all fractional mm digits; if it is greater than 5 or if it
is 5 followed by at least one nonzero digit, round one mm higher; if 5 followed by only zeroes, retain
the digit in the unit position (the digit before the decimal point) if it is even, or increase it one mm
if it is odd.

The rounding rule for dimensions equal to or less than 1/8 inch: if the digit in the hundredths of mm
position (the second digit after the decimal point) is less than 5, drop all digits to the right of the
tenth position; if greater than or it is 5 followed by at least one nonzero digit, round one-tenth mm
higher; if 5 followed by only zeros, retain the digit in the tenths position if it is even or increase it
one-tenth mm if it is odd.

In case of a dispute on size measurements, the conventional (inch) method of measurement shall
take precedence.

16.5.0 Metric Rebar Conversions
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16.6.0 Metric Conversion of ASTM Diameter and Wall Thickness Designations
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16.7.0 Metric Conversion Scales (Temperature and Measurements)
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16.8.0 Approximate Metric Conversions
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16.8.0 Approximate Metric Conversions—Continued
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(United States Department of Commerce, Technology Administration,

National Institute of Standards and Technology, Metric Program,
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16.9.0 Quick Imperial (Metric Equivalents)
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16.10.0 Metric Conversion Factors
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17.0.0 Nails: Penny Designation (“d”) and Lengths (U.S. and Metric)
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17.1.0 Stainless Steel Sheets (Thicknesses and Weights)



17.2.0 Comparable Thicknesses and Weights of Stainless Steel, Aluminum, and Copper

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 837



17.3.0 Wire and Sheetmetal Gauges and Weights
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17.4.0 Weights and Specific Gravities of Common Materials

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 839



17.4.0 Weights and Specific Gravities of Common Materials—Continued
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17.5.0 Useful Formulas

Circumference of a circle � � � diameter or 3.1416 � diameter

Diameter of a circle � circumference � 0.31831

Area of a square � length � width

Area of a rectangle � length � width

Area of a parallelogram � base � perpendicular height

Area of a triangle � 1⁄2 base � perpendicular height

Area of a circle � � radius squared or diameter squared � 0.7854

Area of an ellipse � length � width � 0.7854

Volume of a cube or rectangular prism � length � width � height

Volume of a triangular prism � area of triangle � length

Volume of a sphere � diameter cubed � 0.5236 (diameter � diameter � diameter � 0.5236)

Volume of a cone � � � radius squared � 1⁄3 height

Volume of a cylinder � � � radius squared � height

Length of one side of a square � 1.128 � diameter of an equal circle

Doubling the diameter of a pipe or cylinder increases its capacity 4 times

Pressure (in lb/sq in.) of a column of water � height of the column (in feet) � 0.434

Capacity of a pipe or tank (in U.S. gallons) � diameter squared (in inches) � length (in
inches) � 0.0034

1 gal water � 81⁄3 lb � 231 cu in.

1 cu ft water � 621⁄2 lb � 71⁄2 gal.

17.6.0 Decimal Equivalents of Inches in Feet and Yards

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 841



17.7.0 Conversion of Fractions to Decimals

842 Section 17

(By permission of Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute.)



17.7.1 Decimals of a Foot for Each 1⁄32"

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 843



17.7.2 Decimals of in inch for Each 1/64", with Millimeter Equivalents
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17.8.0 Solutions of the Right Triangle

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 845

(By permission of Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute.)



17.9.0 Area and Other Formulas

Parallelogram Area � base � distance between the two parallel sides

Pyramid Area � 1⁄2 perimeter of base � slant height � area of base

Volume � area of base � 1⁄3 of the altitude

Rectangle Area � length � width

Rectangular prisms Volume � width � height � length

Sphere Area of surface � diameter � diameter � 3.1416
Side of inscribed cube � radius � 1.547
Volume � diameter � diameter � diameter � 0.5236

Square Area � length � width

Triangle Area � one half of height times base

Trapezoid Area � one half of the sum of the parallel sides � height

Cone Area of surface � one half of circumference of base � slant height �
area of base

Volume � diameter � diameter � 0.7854 � one third of the altitude

Cube Volume � width � height � length

Ellipse Area � short diameter � long diameter � 0.7854

Cylinder Area of surface � diameter � 3.1416 � length � area of the two bases

Area of base � diameter � diameter � 0.7854
Area of base � volume � length

Length � volume � area of base

Volume � length � area of base

Capacity in gallons � volume in inches � 231
Capacity of gallons � diameter � diameter � length � 0.0034
Capacity in gallons � volume in feet � 7.48

Circle Circumference � diameter � 3.1416
Circumference � radius � 6.2832
Diameter � radius � 2
Diameter � square root of � (area � 0.7854)

Diameter � square root of area � 1.1283
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17.10.0 Volume of Vertical Cylindrical Tanks (in Gallons per Foot of Depth)

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 847

(By permission of Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute.)



17.11.0 Volume of Rectangular Tank Capacities (in U.S. Gallons per Foot of Depth)

848 Section 17

(By permission of Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute.)



17.12.0 Capacity of Horizontal Cylindrical Tanks

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 849

(By permission of Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute.)



17.13.0 Round-Tapered Tank Capacities

Volume = �
h

3

3

�
[(AreaTop � AreaBase) �

231
��(Area��Top��� Area����Base]

If inches are used.

Volume = �
h

3
� [(AreaBase � AreaTop) � ��(Area��Base�����Area��Top]�� � 7.48

If feet are used.

Sample Problem

Let d be 12" (2 ft)
Let D be 36" (3 ft)
Let h be 48" (4 ft)
Find volume in gallons.

Volume = �
4
3
8
�

[(� � 122) � (� �

231
182) � ���� 122���182��]

Where dimensions are in inches

Volume = �
4
3

� [(� � 122) � (� + 11⁄22) � ���(� ��12) ��� 1⁄22)��] � 7.48

Where dimensions are in feet
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17.14.0 Circumferences and Areas of Circles

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 851

(By permission of Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute.)



17.14.0 Circumferences and Areas of Circles—Continued

852 Section 17
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17.15.0 Tap Drill Sizes for Fractional Size Threads

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 853



17.16.0 Common Material R-Values

854 Section 17

R-value is a unit of measure for the rate of heat flow through a given thickness material(s) by con-
duction. It can include a cavity that incorporates air space reflective insulation. It is measured by the
temperature difference between outside surfaces required to cause one BTU to flow through one
square hour. A BTU, (British Thermal Unit), is the amount of heat required to raise temperature of
one pound of water 1°F.



17.17.0 Conversion Factors—Power, Pressure, Energy
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Equivalent Length of Pipe to be
Added for Fittings—Schedule 40 Pipe

Length in Feet to be Added Run

Pipe Side
Size Standard Outlet Gate Globe Angle
(in) Elbow Tee Valve* Valve* Valve*
1/2 1.3 3 0.3 14 7
3/4 1.8 4 0.4 18 10
1 2.2 5 0.5 23 12

11/4 3.0 6 0.6 29 15
11/2 3.5 7 0.8 34 16

2 4.3 8 1.0 46 22
21/2 5.0 11 1.1 54 27

3 6.5 13 1.4 66 34
31/2 8.0 15 1.6 80 40

4 9.0 18 1.9 92 45
5 11.0 22 2.2 112 56
6 13.0 27 2.8 136 67
8 17.0 35 3.7 180 92
10 21.0 45 4.6 230 112
12 27.0 53 5.5 270 132

Schedule 40 Pipe, Standard Dimensions
Diameters Circumference Transverse Areas Length of Pipe Length of Nominal Weight

Nominal per sq ft Pipe per foot Number
Size Approx- Thick- Containing ThreadsExternal Internal(in) External imate ness External Internal External Internal Metal One Cubic Threaded per inchSurface Surface(in) Internal (in) (in) (in) (sq in) (sq in) (sq in) Foot Plain Ends and of

(in) Feet Feet Feet Coupled Screw
1/4 0.540 0.364 0.088 1.696 1.114 0.229 0.104 0.125 7.073 10.493 1383.789 0.424 0.425 18
1/4 0.675 0.493 0.091 2.121 1.549 0.358 0.191 0.167 5.658 7.747 754.360 0.567 0.568 18
1/2 0.640 0.622 0.109 2.639 1.954 0.554 0.304 0.250 4.547 6.141 473.906 0.850 0.852 14
3/4 1.050 0.824 0.113 3.299 2.589 0.866 0.533 0.333 3.637 4.635 270.034 1.130 1.134 14
1 1.315 1.049 0.133 4.131 3.296 1.358 0.864 0.494 2.904 3.641 166.618 1.678 1.684 111/2

11/4 1.660 1.380 0.140 5.215 4.335 2.164 1.495 0.669 2.301 2.767 96.275 2.272 2.281 111/2
11/2 1.900 1.610 0.145 5.969 5.058 2.835 2.036 0.799 2.010 2.372 70.733 2.717 2.731 111/2
2 2.375 2.067 0.154 7.461 6.494 4.430 3.355 1.075 1.608 1.847 42.913 3.652 3.678 111/2

21/2 2.675 2.469 0.203 9.032 7.757 6.492 4.788 1.704 1.328 1.547 30.077 5.793 5.819 8
3 3.500 3.068 0.216 10.996 9.638 9.621 7.393 2.228 1.091 1.245 19.479 7.575 7.616 8

31/2 4.000 3.548 0.226 12.566 11.146 12.566 9.886 2.680 0.954 1.076 14.565 9.109 9.202 8
4 4.500 4.026 0.237 14.137 12.648 15.904 12.730 3.174 0.848 0.948 11.312 10.790 10.899 8
5 5.563 5.047 0.258 17.477 15.856 24.306 20.006 4.300 0.686 0.756 7.198 14.617 14.810 8
6 6.625 6.065 0.280 20.813 19.054 34.472 28.891 5.581 0.576 0.629 4.984 18.974 19.185 8
8 8.625 7.981 0.322 27.096 25.073 58.426 50.027 8.399 0.442 0.478 2.878 28.554 28.809 8
10 10.750 10.020 0.365 33.772 31.479 90.763 78.855 11.908 0.355 0.381 1.826 40.483 41.132 8
12 12.750 11.938 0.406 40.055 37.699 127.640 111.900 15.740 0.299 0.318 1.288 53.600 — —
14 14.000 13.125 0.437 43.982 41.217 153.940 135.300 18.640 0.272 0.280 1.069 63.000 — —
16 16.000 15.000 0.500 50.265 47.123 201.050 176.700 24.350 0.238 0.254 0.817 78.000 — —
18 18.000 16.874 0.563 56.548 52.998 254.850 224.000 30.850 0.212 0.226 0.643 105.000 — —
20 20.000 18.814 0.593 62.831 59.093 314.150 278.000 36.150 0.191 0.203 0.519 123.000 — —
24 24.000 22.626 0.687 75.398 71.063 452.400 402.100 50.300 0.159 0.169 0.358 171.000 — —

Elongation in Inches per
100 Ft from �20°F Up

Temp Cast Iron Wrought Iron Copper
(°F) Pipe Steel Pipe Iron Pipe Pipe
�20 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0 0.127 0.145 0.152 0.204
20 0.255 0.293 0.306 0.442
40 0.390 0.430 0.465 0.655
60 0.518 0.593 0.620 0.888
80 0.649 0.725 0.780 1.100

100 0.787 0.898 0.939 1.338
120 0.926 1.055 1.110 1.570
140 1.051 1.209 1.265 1.794
160 1.200 1.368 1.427 2.008
180 1.345 1.526 1.597 2.255
200 1.495 1.691 1.778 2.500
240 1.780 2.020 2.110 2.960
280 2.085 2.350 2.465 3.422
320 2.395 2.690 2.800 3.900
360 2.700 3.029 3.175 4.380
400 3.008 3.375 3.521 4.870
500 3.847 4.296 4.477 6.110
600 4.725 5.247 5.455 7.388

17.18.0 Useful Engineering Tables—Schedule 40 Pipe Dimensions, Diameter of Circles, 
and Drill Sizes

856 Section 17

Thermal Expansion of Pipe
*From Piping Handbook, by Walker and 

Crocker, by special permission.
This table gives the expansion from �20°F to
temperature in question. To obtain the amount

of expansion between any two temperatures
take the difference between the figures in the 
table for those temperatures. For example, if
cast iron pipe is installed at a temperature of

80°F and is operated at 240°F, the expansion
would be 1.780 � 0.649 � 1.131 in.

*Valve in full open position

Diameters and Areas of Circles and Drill Sizes
Drill Size Dia. Area Drill Size Dia. Area Drill Size Dia. Area Drill Size Dia. Area

3/64 .0469 .00173 27 .1440 .01629 C .2420 .04600 27/64 .4219 .13920
55 .0520 .00212 26 .1470 .01697 D .2460 .04753 7/16 .4375 .15033
54 .0550 .00238 25 .1495 .01705 1/4 .2500 .04909 29/64 .4531 .16117
53 .0595 .00278 24 .1520 .01815 E .2500 .04909 15/32 .4688 .17257

1/16 .0625 .00307 23 .1540 .01863 F .2570 .05187 31/64 .4844 .18398
52 .0635 .00317 5/32 .1562 .01917 G .2610 .05350 1/2 .500 .19635
51 .0670 .00353 22 .1570 .01936 17/64 .2656 .05515 33/64 .5156 .20831
50 .0700 .00385 21 .1590 .01986 H .2660 .05557 17/32 .5313 .22166
49 .0730 .00419 20 .1610 .02036 I .2720 .05811 9/16 .5625 .24850
48 .0760 .00454 19 .1660 .02164 J .2770 .06026 19/32 .5937 .27688

5/64 .0781 .00479 18 .1695 .02256 K .2810 .06202 5/8 .6250 .30680
47 .0785 .00484 11/64 .1719 .02320 9/32 .2812 .06213 21/32 .6562 .33824
46 .0810 .00515 17 .1730 .02351 L .2900 .06605 11/16 .6875 .37122
45 .0820 .00528 16 .1770 .02461 M .2950 .06835 23/32 .7187 .40574
44 .0860 .00581 15 .1800 .02545 19/64 .2969 .06881 3/4 .7500 .44179
43 .0890 .00622 14 .1820 .02602 N .3020 .07163 25/32 .7812 .47937
42 .0935 .00687 13 .1850 .02688 5/16 .3125 .07670 13/16 .8125 .51849

3/32 .0938 .00690 3/16 .1875 .02761 O .3160 .07843 27/32 .8437 .55914
41 .0960 .00724 12 .1890 .02806 P .3230 .08194 7/8 .8750 .60132
40 .0980 .00754 11 .1910 .02865 21/64 .3281 .08449 29/32 .9062 .64504
39 .0995 .00778 10 .1935 .02941 Q .3320 .08657 15/16 .9375 .69029
38 .1015 .00809 9 .1960 .03017 R .3390 .09026 31/32 .9687 .73708
37 .1040 .00850 8 .1990 .03110 11/32 .3438 .09281 1 1.0000 .78540
36 .1065 .00891 7 .2010 .03173 S .3480 .09511 1-1/16 1.0625 .88664

7/64 .1094 .00940 13/64 .2031 .03241 T .3580 .10066 1-1/8 1.1250 .99402
35 .1100 .00950 6 .2040 .03268 23/64 .3594 .10122 1-3/16 1.1875 1.1075
34 .1110 .00968 5 .2055 .03317 U .3680 .10636 1-1/4 1.2500 1.2272
33 .1130 .01003 4 .2090 .03431 3/8 .3750 .11045 1-5/16 1.3125 1.3530
32 .1160 .01039 3 .2130 .03563 V .3770 .11163 1-3/8 1.3750 1.4859
31 .1200 .01131 7/32 .2188 .03758 W .3860 .11702 1-7/16 1.4375 1.6230
1/8 .1250 .01227 2 .2210 .03836 25/64 .3906 .11946 1-1/2 1.5000 1.7671
30 .1285 .01242 1 .2280 .04083 X .3970 .12379 1-5/8 1.6250 2.0739
29 .1360 .01453 A .2340 .04301 Y .4040 .12819 1-3/4 1.7500 2.4053
28 .1405 .01550 15/64 .2344 .04314 13/32 .4062 .12962 1-7/8 1.8750 2.7612

9/64 .1406 .01553 8 .2380 .0449 Z .4130 .13396 2 2.0000 3.1416



17.19.0 Thermal Expansion of Various Materials

Useful Tables, Charts, and Formulas 857



17.20.0 Miscellaneous Tables of Weights, Measures, and Other Information

858 Section 17



Index terms  Links     

A 
Acoustics and sound control  507

Cast iron pipe; acoustical qualities 525
Ceiling assemblies  520
Concrete/masonry STC ratings  512

Ratings of 2" to 6" slabs                                   520
Decibel levels of common noises  511
Definition of “sound”  508
Doors (acoustical) and STC ratings 521

Acoustical test designations  522
Astragals   524
Gasketing  523
Requirements with glass lites  522

Do’s/Don’ts for drywall partitions  512
Illustrations  513

Duct systems   526
Electrical installations  527

Transformers and dBa levels   528
Frequency band  510
General factors to consider  511
Noise reduction coefficient  509  510
Octave band transmission  517
Office environment  510
Plumbing installations  526
Rating systems   510

dBa (decibel level)  510
electrical transformers  528

IIC (impact insulation class)  510
MTC (music/mechanical 

 Transmission Class)  510
RC  510
STC (sound transmission 

coefficient)  510
Ratings  510  518  519  521

Sound isolating partitions  516
Sound pressure levels   509
TV/Stereo challenges  515  516
Wood floor assembly performances  514

Admixtures (concrete)  8
Air infiltration standards  583
Aluminum  579  582 585  839

Sheet metal thickness/weights  837
Windows  579  582 585

American with Disabilities Act (ADA) 795
Accessible routes  804

Bathroom requirements  809
Bathtubs  809
Grab bars  810  811
Lavatories  809
 
 



Index terms  Links     

American with Disabilities Act (Cont.)
Showers  813

With seats   813
Toilet stalls   812

Clearances  800
Seating at tables  800

Curb ramps  817
Single ramp runs  818

Drinking fountains  808
Elevators  814
Grab bars and handrails   810  811  815

Handrail extensions  816
Maneuvering clearances  805

At doors   805  806
Stair tread width and nosings  816
Telephone mounting heights  807
Wheelchairs 796 801  811

Clear width -one/two wheelchairs  797
Dimensions  796

(ADA)Forward reach  802
Misc. reach requirements  803
Minimum floor space  798
Side reach  801
Transfers  811
Turning space  799

American softwood standards  266  267
 
B 
Brick construction 89  96  97 123
Cleaning 135
 
C 
Carpet 747
Ceiling assemblies  520
Composite wood products  364

Cellulosic fiberboard  364
Com-Ply  365
Hardboard  364
Laminated veneer lumber (LVL)  365
Medium density fiberboard (MDF) 365

Dimensional changes   373  374
Expansion comparisons  373
Exterior use  384
Ideal fabrication conditions  375
Grades  370
Moisture considerations  369  371  372

Zones in U.S.  372
Moldings  383  384

Typical profiles  384
Sawing/cutting  385
Uses 366



Index terms  Links     

Composite wood products (Cont.) 
Oriented strand board (OSB)  365
Oriented strand lumber  365
Parallel strand lumber (PSL)  365
Particleboard  367  368

Grades  370
Selecting the substrate  376
Softboard  364
Stair tread use  381  382
Underlayment installation 377

Seamless floor requirements  380
Waferboard  365

Concrete  1
Admixtures  8
Air content-frost protection  67
Cement/water ratios  4
Chlorides in mixing water  8
Column isolation joint details   7
Construction joints  5  6
Control joints  4
Curing  13

Procedures/times  13
Dowel spacing  5

Maximum spacing  4
Forms   11  12  20

Accessories  27
Corners  24  25

Forty-five degree  24
Ninety degree  25

Key and wedge connections  28
Long key installation  26
Maximum allowable tolerances  11
Release agents   12
Ties  12

Tie connections  24
Typical wall form  23
Waler and walkway bracket  22
Wall forms —schematics 20

Freeze-thaw protection  66  67
Hi-early cement  4
History of  3
Metric units on drawings  29  30
Minimum cover  69  70
Mixing small batches  9
One-way slab—details   18
Portland cement, types 3
Post tensioned concrete 45

Do’s and Don’ts  47  48
Glossary of terms   48
Tendon stressing  47
Typical jack and pump   46



Index terms  Links     

Concrete, Post tensioned (Cont.) 
Typical tendon layout  45  46

Precast concrete 48
Beam to wall connections  58
Column base connections  63
Column -to-beam connections 51
Column to footing connections  59  60
Corbeled force diagrams   64
Eccentric bearing details   57
Hanger connections  62
Keyed joint connections  65
Plank to CMU connections  56
Plank to precast/steel  54  55
Tie forces  61
Welded tie-back connections  49  50

Prestressed concrete  45
Pretensioned concrete  45
Properties of concrete  3
QC checklists 71
Reinforcement 13

Size/weight chart  14  15
Metric  14

Welded wire fabric (WWF)  16  17
Shrinkage  4
Slumps  9
Slump cone  10
Sulfate protection  67
Tilt-up construction 31

Bond breakers  32
Bracing—general  35

Calculating length 39
Inserts  36  44
Lay-out  32  33
Lifting  33
Lightweight concrete  34
Panel width, openings  43
Plumbing the panels   35
Prior to construction  42
Safety factors  44
Slab as working platform  31

Two-way slab—details   19
Types of concrete  3
Weathering regions  68

Copper, sheet metal specs  839
Lead coated copper  443

Control joints  4 657
Concrete  4
Drywall 656
Rated  658
 

 



Index terms  Links     

D 
Decibel levels   511
Doors/frames 529

Aluminum  577  578
Revolving  578
Sectional dimensions  577

Handing  640
Hollow metal 531

Classifications  531
Dealing with installation problems  534

Binding against rabbet  542
Binding/sagging hinges   538
Frame loose in partition  535  536
Improper clearance  537
Paint problems   546
Reswagging hinges  541
Springing a twisted door  539  540
Thermal bow  543
UL label off door  544

Off frame  545
Hardware locations  533
Metal thickness  534
Standard opening sizes  532
Wood doors 547

Acoustical  558
Bullet resistant  559
Care/installation at jobsite  570  571
Construction details   556
Finish system descriptions  572  573
Fire rated  557  558  571
French door swings defined  566
Glazing  562
Glossary of terms 574
Installation tips  565
Laminate faced  554  555

Particle core  554
Mineral core  555

Lead lined  558
Louvers  562
NWWDA Code specifications  563
Ordering requirements  560  561
Mineral core  549  555
Particleboard core  548  554
Sash and panel door parts   564
Stave lumber core  547
Storing, handling finishing 567
Veneers 550

Appearance  551
In pairs  553

 
 



Index terms  Links     

Doors/frames, Wood doors (Cont.) 
Matching of skins  552

Specifying  550
Warp tolerances  567

Drywall, metal framing, plaster 647
Area separation walls   693
Axial loads 687

5 psf wind load  687
25 psf wind load  688
30 psf wind load  689
40 psf wind load  690

Ceilings  655
Non-load bearing  655
Rated construction  659

Chase wall specifications  672
Construction details   656

Control joints 656
Electrical box installation  667  668
Elevator entrances  666
Plumbing fixture attachment  668  669

Typical bath wall  670
Rated control joints  658
Rated walls  660  693

Deflection track  664
Duct protection  665

Shaft walls  660
Swimming pool walls   670

Curtain wall construction  679
Limiting height specifications  680

Drywall systems   649
Hi-performance sound control  653  678  693

Illustrated  678
L over 360 explained  675
Load bearing partitions  652
Non-load bearing partitions  650  651
Plaster systems  694

Accessories  697
Comparing with drywall  695
Installation procedures  696

Quality control checklist  699
Resilient channel partition specs.  673
Shaftwalls —properties  692
Shelf wall framing  671
Soffit framing specifications  671
Stairwall properties  692
Structural stud specifications  676
Tall wall specifications  674
Taping— 5 levels   698
UL fire rating designations  677
Wall furring  654
Weld and fastener tables   691



Index terms  Links     

Drywall, metal framing, plaster (Cont.) 
Wind load tables—height limits 681

12" on center  681  682
16" on center  683  684
24" on center  685  686
 

E 
EIFS—External Insulation and Finish 

System 701
Adhesive application  705
Backwrapping  704
Base coat  707
Board application  706
Class PB  702  710
Class PM  702
Components   703
Construction details  718

Aesthetic groove  722
Cross section  718

Expansion joint  720  721
Hose bib  728
Exterior light fixture  729
Soffit  727
Termination at foundation  719
Window opening 723

Finish coat  708
Glossary of terms   713  714
Installation tips  712  715  717

Inspection checklist  715
Typical board layout  717

Insulation  705
Introduction to EIFS  702
Moisture drainage systems   716
Sealants  709
Substrate  703
Textures  709

Exit devices  632
 
F 
Fasteners   691

Drywall  691
Nails, penny designation/lengths  838
Plywood  337  357
Slate  448
Steel 167  176
Vinyl siding  734
Wood 290

Ferrocement  3
Finish Hardware 593

Armored door loops  639
ASTM Specifications  644



Index terms  Links     

Finish Hardware (Cont.) 
Closers 626

Adjustments   631
Opening/closing cycles  630
Parallel arm applications  626
Spring powered  628

With delay valve  629
Standard applications  627

Concealed circuit hinges  639
Cores  611  613  614

Construction  611  613
Removable  614

Deadbolts  610
Door handing  640
Door hinges (types)  595  596  643

Recommended number  643
Exit devices 632

DC battery powered  636
Emergency push to open  634
Mounting locations for alarm type 633
Point-to-point wiring  637
Push rail type  632
Remote latch retraction  635
Single door system components   638

Finish symbols/descriptions  642
High security cylinders  606
Hinges  595  596  643

Recommended number  643
Types  595  596

Keying  611  612  641
Construction systems   611
Master keying  612
Mortise cylinders  612
Standard terms   641

Key-in-knob cylinder  613
Knob designs  601
Lever handles  602  603
Lockset/latchset configurations  597  598

Installation of cylindrical  609
Mortise locks  599  605  611  617  618

Cams   608
Cylinders  605  611
Heavy duty  599

Panic hardware 615
Concealed/surface mounted  615  616

Parts list  616
Double egress latchbolts   625
Mortise lock devices  617  625

Parts list  618
Outside trim  623  624
 



Index terms  Links     

Finish hardware, Panic hardware (Cont.) 
Rim devices  619  621

Parts list  620  622
Quality control checklists  645  646
Rosette and blocking rings  607
Strikes  600
Turn levers  604

Fireproofing 481
Doors and hardware  501  502
Dry mix application guide  484  485
Drywall column fireproofing 488

Three hour  488  490
Two hour 488

Fire blocks  497  498
Fire/smoke dampers  502
Fire ratings(dry/wet mixes)  486
Fire resistant materials   495

Insulation  497
Joint systems   497

Fireproofing vs fire resisting  482
Fire stopping  505
Flame spread classifications  504

Maximum flame spread class  504
Floor/roof ceilings  500
Hardware  501
Interior finishes  503
Properties of spray applied  487
Protection of structural members  496
Shaft enclosures  500  501
Specifications (typical)  483
Spray-on  482
Steel—four accepted methods  482
Usable space under floors  501
Terminology  482
Through penetrations  499
Trowel-on  482
Walls and partitions  498

Fire ratings  134  205  206  211  557
  558  571  660  693

CMUs  134
Drywall  660  693
Steel  205  206  211

Flashings 102  413  414  422  423
 427  719

EIFS  719
Masonry 102
Roofing  413  414  422  423 427

Flooring 743
Carpet 747

Computing quantities; U.S/metric 749
Materials of construction  747



Index terms  Links     

Flooring, Carpet (Cont.) 
Types of weave  748
Wearability  748

Moisture problems in substrate  746
Resilient  743  746

Plastic wear layer/ backing  746
Solid vinyl  744  745

Quality control checklists  763  764
Seamless flooring  760
Stone veneer  760
Subfloor preparation  747
Terrazzo  761  762
Vinyl composition tile (VCT)  745
Wood  743

Foundations 86
 
G 
Galvanizing 212
Glass block 111
Glu-lams  386

Beam camber parameters  386
Beam cross sections  387
Details  388

Beam at end wall  388  389
Beam over intermediate wood 

 support  390
Beam over intermediate steel 

 column   389
Beam at masonry wall  388
Garage door header  391
Rafter to beam framing  391

Equivalent Doug Fir dimensions  388
Standard widths (in inches)  386
Weights   387

Grout 82
 
H 
High pressure laminates (HPL)  376 394

Countertop laminating  403  404
Cut-outs for sinks, cook tops  405

Cutting HPL  403
HPL Q & A  394  395
Post formed countertops 399

Common problems   401
Properties  402
Stress crack avoidance  397  398
Tips to avoid panel warp  396

Hardware 593
Hinges  595  596  643
Hollow metal 531
 



Index terms  Links     

J 
Joists  163 177  392  393

Characteristics  177
Connections  185

Moment connections  185
DLH Series 181
Girders 184
I-Joists  392  393

Details   392  393
Dimensions  392

K series 177
LH series  163 181

Joinery details   407
 
K 
Keying (hardware)  611  612  641
Knots (how to measure)  287
 
L 
Lightweight concrete  3  34
Low pressure laminates (LPL)  406
 
M 
Masonry 75

Allowable stresses  80
Bricks 89  96  97

Arches—illustrated  94
Atlas construction  98
Estimating  96
Modular  90
Nominal height of wall by coursing  97
Non-modular  90
Orientation  99
Patterns  92
Traditional bond patterns  93  94
Positions in a wall  91
Sizes & nomenclature  89
Illustrated  91

Cleaning brick walls  135
Brown stains  143
Bucket and brush cleaning  136
Colored mortar  143
Efflorescence  142
Green stains  142
High pressure water  137
Mud  143
Paint  143
Sandblasting 138

Red brick  142
Procedures  139
Specifications  140



Index terms  Links     

Masonry, Sandblasting (Cont.) 
Where “S” mortar is used  141
White, buff, chocolate brick  142

Tips  135
Compressive strengths  81  89
Curtain wall construction  98
Details  100

Bearing areas  108
Corbeling limitations  106
Corner, beams, jambs  100
Flashing 102
Pilaster; parapets   101  105
Running bond at intersection  108
Wall elevation sections  107

Embedments  82
Estimating CMUs  95

By courses  95
Horizontal brick coursing  96
Nominal height by coursing  97

Fire resistive ratings of CMUs  134
Foundation walls  86

Allowable shear on bolts   88
Unbalance fill  86
Width of footings 86

Glass block 111
Anchor details   113
Cleaning the installation  114  115
Head details   112
Installation procedures  114
Jamb details   112
Mortared stiffener details   111
Sill details   111

Grout 82
Consolidation  85
High lifts  84
Low lifts  83  84
Methods  83
Pour heights  83
Preventing blow-outs   85

Proportions  82
History of  77
Load bearing-shear wall  98
Mortar 77  81  476  477

Additives  77
Compressive strengths  79
Proportions by volume  81
Testing  78
Types  77

Quality Control checklists   146
 
 



Index terms  Links     

Masonry, Details (Cont.) 
Reinforcing  99 115

Channel slots  120
Dovetail slots  120
Materials/physical properties  116
Re-pointing mortar joints  476

Inspecting mortar joints  476
Steps to repoint properly  477
When is it time to repoint?  476
Re-stabilizing veneer walls  123

Brick with brick back-up  127
Brick with concrete back-up  128
Brick to hollow CMU  129
Brick to metal studs  124

With wood back-up  125
Granite to solid back-up  131

To hollow CMU  132
Multi brick wythes  130
Repairing stone/brick arches  133

Structural steel  126
Seismic reinforcement  121  122

Dovetail slots  121
Ladur and comb   122
Veneer anchors  121

Truss and ladur type  118  119
Types of ties  115
Unstable masonry conditions  122
Veneer anchors  120
Wall anchorage details   117
Wall ties  119
Tolerances in masonry construction  145
Waterproof back-up wythes- 

guidelines  477
Medium density fiberboard (MDF) 365
Metrification  29  30 819

Act of 1975  820
Approximate conversions  833  834
ASTM pipe diameters  831

Pipe wall thickness  831
Conversion factors  836
How metric unit apply to the 

construction industry  828
Lumber  830
Pipe sizes  829
Quick imperial conversions  835
Rebars  830
Temperature conversion  832
What will change/stay the same 820

MSR(Machine stress rated lumber)  261
 
 



Index terms  Links     

N 
Noise reduction coefficient  509  510
 
O 
OSB (Oriented strand boards)  365

Lumber  365
 

P 
Painting 765

Acrylic aliphatic polyurethane  788
Aliphatic polyurethane  788
Common painting problems  789

Alligatoring  789
Blistering  790
Cracking over caulking  792
Peeling  791

Elastomeric polyurethane  788
Epoxy polyamide  788
Exterior use specifications 768

Woodwork preservatives  784
Generic paint formulations  766  767
High performance coatings  788

For concrete  788
For steel  788

High temperature applications  780
Immersion exposure  779
Interior use specifications 771

Industrial exposure  775  776
Heavy duty  777  778
Light/moderate  775

Low temperature applications  779
Myth of maintenance free exterior 

coatings  785
Normal exposure 771
Polyurethanes  788
Quality control check list  793
Steel 785

Steel Structures Painting Council 
(SSPC) 785
Coating systems   787
Preparation  786
Specifications  786
Grading of new/old steel  786

Surface preparation 781
Thixotropic coal-tar  788
Zinc rich chlorinated rubber  788

Panic hardware 615
Parking garage inspection checklist  479
Plywood 327

Applications  329
Classification of species  332



Index terms  Links     

Plywood (Cont.) 
Ceramic tile installations  354
Dimensions (panels)  335  361

Nominal thickness  361
Exposure ratings  331
Fastener schedules   337
Grades  329  330  332  361
Noise resistant assemblies  360  363
Registered trademarks  330
Roof decks  338  339  355  356

Fastener schedules   357
Metal roof panels   359
Recommended loads  356
Wind resistant assemblies  355

Shear tables  342  343
Soffits  339  340
Span tables 336

Floors with fork truck traffic  341
Interior paneling  353
Rated I joists  344
Stucco finish  349
Soffits  340
Uniform loaded floors  340

Specialty panels   329  330
Sturdi-Floor assemblies  364
Surface textures available  333  334
Thermal resistance  362  363

“U” values  363
Typical installation details  345

Brick veneer  350
Connections to engineered wood 

roof members  357
Corner bracing  350
Heavy timber construction  358
One hour exterior wall  346
One hour floor/ceiling  352
Sheathing  345  347
Siding joint details   348
Soffits  359
Stair treads & risers  353
Subflooring  351
Wind resistant roofs  355

Veneer grades  321
Types  329

Plastic–vinyl windows  579
Post tensioned concrete 45
Precast concrete 48
 
R 
R values  247  856
Resilient flooring 743



Index terms  Links     

Roofing 409
Built-up roof (BUR)  411 416

Flashing details   422  423
3 ply on insulation  416
3 ply on lightweight fill  418
3 ply on nailable deck  417
4 ply, gravel surface over  

insulation  419
4 ply, gravel surface over  

insulation  420
Copper roofing material sizes/ 

weights  443
Energy efficiency measure  459  460
Flashings  413  414  422  423 429

Types and locations  414
Fluid applied roof  411
Gutters/downspouts   415
Hatches 439

Fire vent  439
Where ladder is used  440
Where ships ladder is used  441
Where stairs are used  442

Hot mopped bitumen  421
Investigating leaks-all roofs  459
Lead-coated copper material spec  443
Metal sheet/panel roofs  411
Quality control checklists 461
Shingles/shakes  411 450

Flashing details   456  457
Grade label facsimiles  450
Installation diagrams   450

Instructions 452
For shakes  454  455
For shingles  452

Tips  451  452
Maintenance tips  451
Nails   452  454  455
Staples  455
Vapor barrier guidelines  458

Single ply membrane  411  427 429
Acceptable roof deck chart  435
Ballasted stone specifications  427
Expansion joint details   433
Investigating leaks  438
Flashing details  429

Box gutter  434
Counterflashing  432
Curb flashing  429
Pipe penetrations  431
Reglet and cap flashing  430
Roof drain  434



Index terms  Links     

Roofing (Cont.) 
Membrane splicing cement guide  428
Preventative maintenance guide  437
Securement data  424  425
UL Specifications  436

Slate roofs 444
Exposure to weather  444
Flashings/sheet metal work  445
Installation procedures 445

Details at eaves  449
Nails   448

Slopes (percent & inch/ft)  412
Wind speed map of U.S.  426
 

S 
Sandblasting 138
Sealants 465  477  480

Adhesion tests procedures  474
Advantages of various types  467
Air seals   472  473

Acceptable/unacceptable  473
Exterior wall  472

Application of  465  466
Installation details   470 471

Butt joints (typical)  471
Composite wall waterproofing  478
Dow Corning Silicone  470
Exterior wall air-seals   472
Joint filling compounds  465
Parapet wall sealants  475
Parking garage checklist  479
Quality control checklist  480
Repointing masonry walls   476  477
Temperature vs performance  469
Typical properties  466  468

Seamless flooring  760
Seismic reinforcement  121  122
Shingles/shakes  441 450
Shotcrete (gunite)  3
Single ply membrane roofs  411  427 429
Slate roofs 444
Softwoods 266
Solid vinyl flooring  744  745
Southern pine 272
STC ratings  510  512 520
Steel windows  579
Structural Steel  147  228

ASTM specifications  149
Grade 50 vs A992  149

Cellular floor deck  198
 



Index terms  Links     

Structural Steel (Cont.) 
Composite decks  194  195

Shear studs  195  196
Corrosion and protection 212

Cathodic protection  213
Hot dip galvanizing  214  216
Galvanizing designations  227
Geographic impact  215
Protection with zinc  213

Details  155
Beam framing  155

Moment connection  164
Braced bay 158
Channel girt connection  161
Column base plates  156
LH joist connections  163
Roof opening  162
Shelf angles  157
Tie rods and anchors   157

Fasteners  167
Bolt head shapes   167

History of  149
Joists 177

DLH series 181
Joist girders 184
Connection details   185

Moment connection details   186
K series 177

LH series  181  182  183
Major characteristics  177
Non-standard types   182
Uplift bridging  180

Metal deck  198
Composite deck/roof deck  199
Deck closure details   201  202
Finishes available  188
Fire ratings  205  206
Floors 207

Pour stop selections  197
Roof/ceilings  211
With joists  206

Lapping  190
Non-composite deck details   194
Normal weight concrete  200
Ordering checklist  189
Openings in  203

Six inch penetrations  204
Pour stops  197

Profiles  198  199
Spans  188
Welding techniques  191



Index terms  Links     

Structural Steel (Cont.) 
Metric conversion  227
Producers of steel (U.S.) 217
Quality control checklists 228
Roof deck  199  202

Fire resistive ratings  205  211
Shear studs  195  196
Special loads  226
Standard mill practices (tolerances)  154
Surface areas of rolled sections  150
Tensile strength of arc puddle welds  166
Threaded fasteners 167

Bolt diameters/standard hole 
dimensions  171

Bolt head shapes   167
Metric and U.S.  171
Capscrews and structural bolts  172
Finished hex bolts  174
Heavy hex nuts, properties  170  172
Dimensions  173

Tension Control (TC) bolts  175  176
Weight of ASTM A325/A490 bolts  169
Weight of bolts   168

Uniform and concentrated loads  225
Weld symbols   165

Stone veneer floors  760
 
T 
Tanks, volume calculations 847
Terrazzo  761  762
Thermal conductivity  247
Thermal resistance  362  363

“U” values  363
Tile wall systems  108

Cladding benefits  108
Installation details   109
Shapes  110

Timbers  259  260
Tilt-up concrete 31
Tolerances in masonry  145
 
U 
Useful tables, charts, formulas 835

Aluminum sheet thickness/weights  837
Circumference of circles  851  852
Convert fractions to decimals  842
Copper sheet thickness/weights  837
Diameters of circles and drill size  856
Decimal/ inch/feet equivalents  841

Per foot for each 1/32nd inch  843
Per foot for each 1/64th inch  844



Index terms  Links     

Useful tables, charts, formulas (Cont.) 
Formulas  841  845

Areas for various configurations  846
Solutions of right triangle  845

Measures, liquid, dry, linear  858
Nails, penny designation/lengths  836
Power conversion factors 
“R” values—panels  854
Schedule 40 pipe dimensions  856
Sheet metal gauges  838
Stainless steel sheet thickness/weights  836  837
Tap drill sizes  853

Diameter of circle/drill size  856
Thermal expansion of materials  857
Volume of tanks 847

Rectangular  848
Round, tapered top  850

Horizontal cylindrical  849
Vertical cylindrical  847

Weights of common materials  839   840    858
Avoirdupois or Commercial  858

Wire gauges  838
 
V 
Vinyl composition tile  745
Vinyl siding 730

Cutting siding  736
Fastener choices  734

Procedures  735  736
Installation procedures 730 738

Accessories  737
Outside/inside corner posts   738
Terms to know  732  733
Windows, doors, roof lines 739
 

W 
Waferboard  365
Weights of matrerials   841  842  860
Wheelchairs (ADA) 796 801  811
Windows 579

Air infiltration standards  583
Aluminum  579  582 585

Screw spline fabrication  587
Shear block fabrication  586
Stick built construction  585

Effect of glazing selections  582
Low E  582

Quality control checklists  590
Sloped glazing/skylights  589
Thermal movement  588
 



Index terms  Links     

Windows (Cont.) 
Wood  580  581  583

Air infiltration standards  583
Ordering  584
Performance specs.  581

Wood/Lumber 233
Abbreviations (industry used) 320
American Lumber Standards  

Committee (ALSC)  235
Pressure treated  236
Trademarks  237
Wood preservatives   235

Fasteners  290
Allowable spacing  302  303
Basic styles  292
Dimensions (nominal)  293
Dowel bearing strengths  307
Framing/fastening details  295

Ceiling/roof framing  297  298
Floors  299  300

Lateral strength  294
Schedules for framing lumber  291
Sheathing, panel, sding  304
Staple dimensions  293

Attachment of wall, soffit  
materials   306

Summary of use of  301
Underlayment  304
Wall and roof coverings  305
Withdrawal values  294

Framing details  308
Joist bearing on CMU  310  311
Joist & ext erior deck  314
Joist bearing on studwall  309
Joist connection to steel  312  313
Joist-perimeter framing  308
Rafter bearing on studwall  315
Rafter—non-bearing wall  316  317
Ridge framing  318
Stairs  319

Hardwoods  235
Moisture content  238
Preservatives  235
Softwoods  235
Trim—molding profiles  408

Western Wood Products Association 
(WWPA) 239
Appearance lumber  262
Base value adjustments  249  250
Beams and stringers  260
Board lumber  253



Index terms  Links     
Western Wood Products Association (Cont.) 

Compression, shear  254
Crook tables  298
Decking  257  258  262

Patio, radius edged  262
Spans  257  258

Design value for western lumber  244
Dimensional lumber  255
Finish carpentry materials   263
Flame spread ratings  246
Grade categories  241
Grade stamps  239  243

Stamp facsimiles  243
Industrial lumber  264
Joists 256

Spans-various loadings  256  257
Machine Stressed Rated (MSR)  261
Modulus of elasticity  254
Posts and timbers  260
Region of Western Wood  242
Rough carpentry materials   248

Framing lumber  248
Structural decking  248

Quality control checklists  324  325
Scaffold plank  245  264
Twist tables  289
Softwoods 266

American Softwood standards  266  267
Boards and timbers  266
Finish, flooring, ceiling lumber  270
Shiplap/centermatch lumber  267
Siding (19% moisture content)  269

Worked lumber  268
Commercial names of species  290
Southern pine 272

Conversion diagram for rafters  276
Cutting a rafter birdsmouth  275
Grading rules 283

Decking  283
Finish and boards  284
Two inch dimensional  285

Extent of notching  274
Headers, maximum load  279

Connection details   279
Knots-how to measure  287
Rafter framing details   280
Section properties  277
Span tables 272
Standard sizes  278
Wood preservative standards  296

 



Index terms  Links     

Worked lumber (Cont.) 
Southern Pine Lumber markings  271

Species of wood in jurisdiction  240
Specific gravity of wood  247
Square four sides (S4S) sizes  258

Standard sizes  251  252  254  265
Battens  265
Nominal/dressed sizes  254
Picketts  265

Stress rated boards  254
Timbers  259  260
Thermal conductivity  247
Weights per lineal foot  246
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